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Page 27:
This correctiQn does not aPPly in Engllsh
The last paragraph of Point 6.1.1. to read as follows:
'In Eglglgp no speeiflc leglslation has been passed.
Betglum opted for a national lnterprofessional collective
labour agreement. The law on equal treatment for men and
$romen ln matterE of cmplovment and on the retention of rlghts
durlnq burlness transfers (adaptinq Labour Leqlglatlon to
EC rcqulrcnent!) eame lnto effect ln west Germanv on
21 Auqust 1980.
The followlng new sentence to be added to the end of Po1nt
5.1.3. third paragraPh:
rIn l{est Germany, the employee alao has the option of
apptytng direct to the courts. '
Polnt 5.2.L. Paragraoh 2 to read as follows:
'fn Egg!-GgEE3lI lt was lnitlally considered unnecessary to
make any adjustment to national legislation in view of the
provlatons contained tn the Basle Law- However, since then
the law on equal treatment for men and women in matters of
emplovment and on the retention of rights during business
transfers (adaptlng Labour Leglslation to EC requirements)
has come lnto effect in l{est Germany on 21 August 1980 .'
Point 6.4.2. ParagraPh I to read as follows:
'The most strlklng point here is that the available flnancial
resources have been spread very unevenly between the t'lember
States wlth about 55.5t of the availqble resourees goinq
to West Germanv in 1979. The final figures for 1980 are
not yct avallable. I
Fourth line to be amended as follows:
rA 8111 was tabled in the Bundestag providing for the
entltlenent of fuII-time housewives to such suPPort. However,
this was defeated bv a maioritv vtote,on 22 Mav 1980 at the
218th session of the Bundestag.'
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Paqe 50:
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Page 128:
i
The last sentence of the sixth oaragraph to read as follows:
rFinally, West Germany is the only country where parents are
entltled to leave to care for a sick child.r
The following new sentencc to be added to the end of
the penultimate paragraph:
'In addition to this, West Germany has technical colleges
for vocational training in home economics; both men and
women may traln f,or a recognized career in home economics. t
The following new sentence to be added to the end of
the oaragraph on West Germany:
'In the Federal Republic the'EglQeggtl1gleIfgg_lqE_A5lgll
glg_qgzlglgf9lClgl has a special cammittee of exports on
sociaL securitv for women and their surviving dependants.
This committee completed its, work in May l-979. The
' EgndessisrE!9E1ss-! gr-IesrIrcr-{ggele-s!g_qeEg!4bei!'
has a special group of officials for policies concerning
women. Other federal ministries such as the Ministries of
Agriculture, the Interior and Education and Science have
special departments for the implementation of equal rights.
At regional level Hamburg, Hessen and North-Rhine-Westphalia
have special advlsory committees concerned with the emancipation
policy pursued by the regional governments. (Delete Berlin) .
In its 7th and 8th period of legislature, the Bundestag set
up a commlttee of enguiry on lVomen and Societv, to prepare
recommendations for the lega1 and social egualitv of women in
our society and submit them to the Bundestag. The committee
submitted lts report in September 1980. The committee ltself
no longer exists. The report is to be considered in the
9th German Bundestag.i
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Introduction
1. The heart of the problem
Some 250 nillion people
Some 130 million of them are
Corununity' s population.
B
EI@IAI{ATORY STATEIT{ENT
live and work Ln the
womeni together they
Europ€an Conununity.
make up 5L.6% of the
In the age group 14 to 50 about 70% of men and 38% of htomen are in
gainful employment. In addition to gainful emplolment there is a large
area of unpaid work, i.e. work in the home and voluntary work.
There are no Conununity statisties to show the percentagee of men
and women performing this unpaid work. It is however known that in the
varioug Member StateE 8O to 90% of unpaid uork in the home is carried
out by women. Tens of millions of women find this to be a fuII day's work.
Of the 38 million women in emplolzment a large proportion also have to
eope with work in the home. These lromen therefore have to do two jobs.
Again, there are no reliable figures to ehow how many there are.
Besides gainful employment and unpaid work in the home, many Europeans
are engaged in unpaid voluntary work. fhe Conununity does not have any
statistlcs about this important type of work. Data from the individual
Irtember States indieate however that women perform more voluntary work
than men.
These figures lead one to conclude that paid and unpaid work are
distributed extremely unevenly between eitizens of the Corununity, male
citizens being mainly engaged in paid work with a very limited number
acting in the sector of unpaid work and female citizens, while making
up a not inconsiderable share of persons in employment, accounting for
by far the larger proportion of those performing unpaid work.
llhe situation is similar in other Parts of the world: the sestor
of unpaid work and particularly work in the home is allotted almost
exclusively to women throughout the world.
llhe proportion of women in the paid seetor varies from one region
to another. It is highest in the Soviet Union and the 'Eastern BIoc'
(approx. 49L1. In the countries of South-EaEt Asia it is about 4O%, in
Western Europe and North Arnerica between 35% and 40% and in Latin Arnerica
1
about 22*^.
I Soor.e, '$Iomen's participationILO, Geneva, 1980.
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2. Ttre main featufes of vromen,s employment in Western Euroo"l
2.L. The period before the industrial revolution
Ttre history of the employment of women in the countries of Western
Europe exhibits some clearly distinguishable features. Until the time
of the industrial revolution (1750-1850) women in gainful emplolzment
ltere usually to be found in the 'lower crasseE'. women in this group
were mainly employed ae workers on the land, in emergent industry or
as servants in middle and upper elase householdE.
Long working hours and poor social conditiona r,vere frequent.
Remuneration took the form of money or goods, but it was always lower
than that received by men. Sometimes women were forced to work without
payment for their husband's employer. As well as being in employment,
many of these h,omen were still performing their usual tasks in the home.
Amongst the middle classes, i.e. farmers, artisans and merehants,
women $rere mainly engaged in work ln the home. Families rdere generally
larger than they are today. They would be made up not only of parents
and children but often also included grandparents, unmarried and dependent
brothers and sisters, and unmarried Eervants. Women were mainly occupied
with work within these large farnilies and carried out epeciflc tasks
within the family business. Domestlc and occupational work were not
always clearly differentiated. tluch work was done at home, even by men.
Remuneration could equally wetl take the form of an exchange of goods or
services as the payment of a sum of money.
In the upper clasees women often did little work. Household duties
were usually left to the servants and a paid occupation wae unusual.
TheEe \^,omen restricted themselves to their job of reproduction and to
the limited tasks involved in bringing up their children. Some kept
themEelves busy with handicrafts or charitable work, others devoted
themselves to art or science.
In short, the nature and e:ctent of women's work before the
industrial revolution was largely a function of their eocial class,
with working class women in by far the nost difficult position.
1soor".",
'Geschiedenis en Sociologie van de Vrourpenarbeid',
Evelyne Sullerot (1958), Nijmegen, Netherlands, SIIN 1979
'Wornen rporkers and the industrial revolution 1750-1850', London,
Cass & Co., 1959
'De sociale geschiedenis van de Europese Arbeidersbeweging',
Nijmegen, Netherlands, SUN 1972
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2.2. fhe effect of the industrial revolution
The industrial revolution brought about great changes in the
socio-economic system and the nature of women's work. Work on a small
scale gave way to large-scale industrial activity. The number of jobs
within small craft and agrarian family businesses fe1l.
1[he labour system, based partly on the production and exchange of
services and goods within a smaIl area, gave lrray to mass production and
work outside the home. Money and capital played an increasingly important
role. There was increased migration towards the centres of industry.
One of the effects of this was that many of the large family units
disintegrated into small nuclear families. The familYr oDC€ seParated
from the protective fanily structure and from a small corununity in town
or country, had to maintain itself in an increasingly urban industrial
society.
This process led to widescale impoverishment and pauperization
not only for the working class but also for large sections of the
middl-e class.
In the struggle for survival whole families went out to work,
men, women and ehildren together in the factories, in order to obtain
by means of direct remuneration those goods and services which previously
they had obtained through work at home and within the family organization.
Working conditions were frequently poor, wages low and working hours very
1ong.
women workers and children received considerable lower wages than
male \dorkers. In addition to their paid roork, sromen still had to take
care of work in the home which was made particularly difficult and
burdensome by the high birth rate.
Those in the middle classes who were able to maintain their
position found there were less servants available to help with work in
the home. Many women nohr had to face often quite considerable tasks
within the family alone and large grouPs of women had in addition to
carry out professional work within the family business.
In the upper classes many women remained free of both many of the
jobs in the home and of occupational work. Ho$rever, there was an
increasing desire within this group, particularly amongst the unmarried,
to exercise some occupation and to receive the neceasary education for
it. Despite much resistance a small number of women in this grouP
managed to accede to more highly-qualified work particularly in the
Ne.-amt.mrs/)am -8- pE 67.O2L/fln
health services and education. After some difficulty the first women
gained access to the universities.
To sum up, the industrial revolution sav, a widening of the gap
between the rich and poor sections of the population. The lower classes
in particular 
- 
but also a large proportion of the middle clasE - vlere
greatly impoverished to the advantage of the property-owrring cIass. The
number of women in emplolzment increased, but their position was often
extremely bad. Ttrey were exploited to a greater extent than male
workers by low wages, bad working conditions and long working hours.
Furthermore, many of these women still had to carry out a considerable
amount of work within the home.
In the middle class the work of many \rromen beeame more difficult
because servants became more scarce and, in spite of this, a contribution
often had to be made to the family business. In the uPPer classes parti-
cularly, the struggle began for women to be granted access to qualified
employment and better edueation.
2.3. The situation at the beqinninq of this centurv
Towards the end of the 19th century there was a growing wave of
protest against the socio-economic working conditions suffered by the
impoverished groups of the population. Opposition to the increasing
exploitation of workers, especially of women and children, came from
various quarters, ineluding political circles, the emerging trade union
movement, the churches and women's organizations.
At the same time, general ideas developed about the employment of
women outside the home, especially women with family eonunitmente. The
emplolment of women came to be associated with poverty, disordered
households and fathers unable to provide for their families.
Attempts were made to increase men's wages so as to make the
employment of women outside the home unnecessary. In all Western
European countries legislation \das enacted with a view to improving and
protecting the position of workers and their families.
Under these circumstances there was a considerable drop in the number
of women employed outside the home during the first half of this century.
OnJ.y during and after the First and Second Wor1d ttars did a temporary
increase take pIace, this being mainly due to the large number of jobs
available and the lack of men to fill them.
Ne. 
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Hohrever, certain groups of women remained in employment - particularly
the lowest paid groups of workers, women assistants in family bus:lnesses
and single \domen from the middle and upper classes working mainly in
health, education and certain administrative sectors.
2.4. Women in work Eince the 1950's
Since the 1960's there has been a new inerease in the numbers of
women in gainful emplolzment and this for a number of reasons:
Political faetorE: After the Second World War the notion of equal
rights and duties for all citizens has gained much greater acceptance
and has been embodied in international treaties and national constitutions.
Ttris has been extended by analogy to equal rights and duties for both men
and women in many areas, including employment.
Socia1 factors: A number of tasks traditionally carried out by
vromen have been taken over by social institutions and legislation. Day
nurseries and kindergartens relieve lromen of some of the never-ending
vrcrk involved in caring for and bringing up young children. The expansion
of institutionalized care of the old, the chronically ilI and the handi-
capped has also lifted some of the burden from individual women's
shoulders. Social legislation has replaced part of the traditlonal
assistance given to farmers and their families.
Economic factors: fndustrial progress sinee the 1950's has
altered and limited the economic role of the housewife. The increasing
number of ready-to-use products, particularly clothing and food, the
availability of clean water, gas electricity and the greater number of
domestic applianceE hde made housekeeping considerably easier.
These socio-economic factors have meant that r.rork in the home has
not only been reduced but also become less interesting. As the number
of productive and creative tasks has fallen, the housewife has become
principally a consumer.
Furthermore, in the 1950's and 60,8, almost all the countries of
western EuroPe experienced economic aror+th coupled with an increase in
employment, sometimes even a labour shortage. women, as a conEequence,
!{ere very welcome entrants on the labour market.
Educational factors: The level of r,*omen's education and training
has improved slowly but surely, with the result that increasLng numbers
of women have become more qualified for gainful employment.
Medical faqtors: rhe increasingly wide availability of reliable
contracePtives has led to a eonsiderable faIl in the number of pregnanciee
Per woman. At the same tlme the risk factor in pregnancy haE been greatly
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reduced which has resulted in a considerable drop in the death rate
of expectant mothers and young children. Now that the time of birth
and the number of children can be controlled in accordance with women's
wishes, women are more abre than ever before to plan their lives and
careers.
women on average now expect to rive for 40 years after their
reproductive phase. A few decades ago this was 1ess than half.
The average proportion of women in gainful employment in western
European countries has now reached approximately 38%.
2.5. The effect of women's emancipation movements
rn European history there have arways been individual women who
refused to submit to existing structures and traditions and who climbed
to important positions in society. usually they came from the upper
classes and were the exception rather than the rule. Nevertheless one
should not underestimate their pioneering role.
In addition, there have been special women's movements devoted to
improving the position of women. Ttreir objectives were usually concerned
with the problems of their time. These movements have played a very
important role in the history of women,s employment.
Movements calling for the emancipation of women had already been
active before the industrial revolution. These groups demanded, in
particular, an improvement in the position of \aromen workers in factories
and on the land and were dedicated to promoting the ideals of the French
Revolution. ft is notable that, as the French Revolution made headway
and achieved some success, the solidarity of the male revolutionaries with
these women diminished. After 1793 revolutionary $romen's organizations
in France were in fact prohibited.
Between 1830 and 1850 new women's movements arose in France and
England, not only amongst women workers but also in the bourgeoisie.
They fought for an improvement in the position of women at work and at
the same time supported the politieal demands of this period, particularly
the campaign for the franchise. These women's movements were emulated in
many other European countries but to no very great result.
Again it was striking that, although the right to vote was gained
with the help of \ilomen, it was nowhere extended to them. li!,ale citizens
kept these rights for themselves and women were more or less excluded
from having any influence on government policy and national legislation.
The effects of this are stilL felt today.
Ne. 
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A'new wave of emancipation movements emerged at the turn of the
century. Ttre deplorable position of large groups of women at work and
particularly the double burden of work inside and outside the home again
became issues. A greater response was elicited this time, particularly
from political organizations, trade unions and ehurches. lfhe result was
not an improvement of the position of rromen, but an improvement of the
position of men on the labour market and the isolation of large groups
of women working in the home. llhere was still hardly any discussion of
a sharing of household tasks. For many women this situation vras never-
theless an improvement in comparison with the double burden they had had
to earry in the past.
The emancipation movements around the turn of the century also
fought for political rights for women and for a decent education. Ttre
question of women's suffrage was again raised. Tough action r^ras necessary
to achieve results and it was only gradually, even in the countries of the
European Community, that first the ;ight to vote and then the right to
stand in elections was granted - in Denmark in 1915, in Germany around
1919, in the Netherlands in 1922 and in the United Kingdom in 1928.
Belgium and France did not introduce women's suffrage until after the
Second World War.
In almost all western countries women's emancipation movements were
in decline between 1930 and 1960. Tlrere was an expectation that the
right of women to vote would produce a more equal position for men and
women in society. The \rromen's movement however underestimated the
obstinacy with which established structures and positions would be defended.
Impatience and diseontent increased and during the 1950's a new rrrave of
movements calling for women's emancipation emerged.
1[he present upsurge of interest in emancipation appeared at the
same time as with the broad movement for greater democracy in the 1960's.
A number of speeific characteristics distinguish it from previous women's
emancipation movements :
- 
It is made up of large groups of women from all sestions of the population.
- 
The combined demands for the improvement of the position of women are
concerned with almost all sectors of sociaL life, a strong emphasis
being given to the improvement of the socio-economic relationship between
men and women.
- 
llhe demands made are not exclusively directed towards vromeni important
political issues are being raised such as national and international
socio-economic relations, the questions of peace and security, the
shortage of raw materials, energ1f, and the environment.
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Apart from the apparently inevitable resistance it has stirred up,
this call for emancipation has evoked a greater response from
governments, political parties, trade unions and churches than ever
before.
This emancipation movement has, thanks partly to the aid and activities
of the United Nations, acquired a strong international dimenEion.
3. International action on behalf of women
Not long after its creation the United Nations Organization had given
some attention to the subordinate position of large groups of women in the
world. In L975, partly under the influenee of the latest upsurge of interest
in emancipation, it organized a world conference in Mexico City on the role
of women in national and international society. At this world conference
the period 1975-1985 was declared to be the 'Decade of the Woman'. At the
same time a'World Action Plan for the Improvement of the Position of Wonen'
was drawn up and adopted. fhe Action Plan riras approved by a large majority
of the General Assembly of the United Nations in the autumn of 1975. Partly
as a result of the Plan, work started on improving the position of women in
almost all countries of the world.
In the surtrner of 1980 a new IIN World Conference hras organized in
Copenhagen to evaluate the first five years of the Decade. It was found
that, while limited progress had been made, women from the lower classes
and the poorest developing countries had derived Iittle benefit from it.
In a number of developing countries their position had even become worse.
It was decided to amend the World Action Plan drawn up in l,lexico and
to concentrate on a number of priority points: the improvement of the
socio-economic participation of women, the improvement of the position of
women in education and health, the improvement of the legal status of women
and the setting up of special progratnmes to help groups of vulnerable women.
In addition the revised Action PIan laid special emphasis on the need
for a New International Economic Order as a condition for improving the
position of women in the lower classes and from the poorest developing
countries (see Annex B).
AJ-though some of the passages in the revised Action Plan referring
to specific programmes are to be regretted, it does have some important
lessons for the l,lember States of the European Conununity and for the
European Community itself for creating a national and corilnon policy of
emancipation.
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In order to improve in particular the legaI status of women, in
December 1979 the ceneral Assembly of the United Nations approved the
\text of a special 'Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Discriminatiop against Women'. 1[he Convention vras reeently signed in
Copenhagen by approximately 50 countries, including 7 countries of the
European Community (see Annex C).
The activities of the United Nations are important because:
- they identify the great problems caused by the subordinate position
of women,
- 
they vindicate the demands of u,omen for an improvement in their position,
i - they encourag1e national SJovernments and intergovernmental organizationsto pursue their policies to improve the position of women with greater
vigour, and
- 
they emphasize the important role women have to play in creating a just
world and striving aftqr peace.
4. lfhe role of women in the European Conununity
Some 130 million $romen live and work in the European Community.
Historical and cultural developments in the countries in the European
Corununity has produced an unequal and inequitable relationship between
their male and female citizens and large groups of women have experienced
an unacceptable position of inferiority in almost all sections of society.
- Tens of millions of women exclusively perform unpaid work often
supplemented with unpaid voluntary \.Iork.
- Women in gainful emplolzment are found mainly in a limited number of
occupations usually with low status. Ttreir average wage is considerably
lower than that of male workers-
- In addition to gainful emplolzment, many women carry out almost all the
duties in the home which means that they have a double work load.
- 
Ttre disadvantages suffered by women in education are still considerable.
- 
In spite of progress in the provision of health and social services
there are important medical and social problems for women which have not
found a satisfactory solution.
- 
Ttre legal status of rrromen leaves much to be desired in comparison with
that of men.
- 
Vulnerable groups of women suffer more than others from all of these
forms of discrimination.
- 
A number of out-of-date traditional ideas and prejudices reinforce and
consolidate the social inferiority of sromen.
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For large groups of women this situation is responsible for damage
to the individual, damage in socio-economic terms as well as physical and
mental damage. This discrimination also does great damage to society as
a whole. Because of the discrimination against them, hromen form a minority
group in almost all policy-making bodies: in governments, parliaments,
political parties, employers' organizations, trade unions and the leadership
of the churches.
This means not only that they exercise insufficient influence on the
improvement of their own position, it also means that their voice is not
sufficiently heard in all policy sectors concerned with the development of
modern society in the Community.
It is therefore gratiflzing that the present-day emancipation movement
is not only calling for an improvement of the situation of women but also
making critical statements about general developments in society, develop-
ments on which women have scarcely had any influence.
The European Community is faced with eonsiderable problems. A solution
to these problems will require the creative application of all available
talents, the talents of both men and women. A solution to these problems
also requires wide and unflagging support, the support of all citizens,
the support of both men and women. If ure are to rely on these talents and
this support, discrimination against women must be abolished and an equal
and fair relationship between European citizens must be introduced. The
EuroPean Ccmmunity has an important contribution to make towards the
achievement of this goal.
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Measures so far taken bv the European Communitv to improve the position
of women
5. A review of European actionl
5.r. Article I19 of the Treatv of Rome
The European cotnmunitY has
years to improve the Position of
this action has been Article 119
lays down that:
devised various schemes in recent
women. The prirnary lega1 basis for
of the Treaty of Rome (1957) which
'Each Member State shall during the first stage ensure and
subsequently maintain the application of the principle that
men and \.romen should receive equal pay for equal work.'
For the purPose of this article, 'pay' means the ordinary
basic or minimum lvage or salary and any other consideration, whether
in cash or in kind, which the worker receives, directly or indirectly,
in respect of his employment from his empioyer'
The article was not originally included in the Treaty in order
to improve the position of women. Competition was a more important
consideration. since the Treaty vras intended to bring about a
cotnnon market (as stated in Article 2), the parties to the Treaty
endeavoured from the outset to remove differences in social and
economic practices between Member States which had the effect of
inhibiting competition within the community. The low, sometimes
very Iow, wages of large grouPs of women workers w65 ens such
difference and the article was principally intended to provide the
!{ember States with protection against unfair competition from each
other which might arise from it.
when after some years it becarne apparent that there had been
no improvement in the relative pay of men and \^,omen at work, the
Commission issued a recornmendation to the Council in 1960 making
it clear that the object of Articte 119 was not merely'to harmonize
social policy but that it imposed an obligation on the Member States
to take measures to implement the principle of equal pay.
The council meeting in Paris in 1961 adopted a resolution
which upheld the view taken by the Commission.
lroor..,
,Women and the European Community' Community acbLon/Comparative national
situations, CommiEeion of the European comnunities, Brussels, 1980,
catalogue No. CB-24-78-2I8-EN-C.
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Although some progress was made after that date, there
remained considerable differences in the pay of men and women
performing equal work.
Partly under the influence of the most recent upsurge of
interest in emancipation which arose in the 1950rs, women workers
began to take action to demand their rights.
In 1956 3,000 women struck at the Fabrigue Nationale at
Herstal in Belgium demanding the application of Article 119 of
the Treaty of Rome. Women trade unionists in other ltlember States
also went on strike in solidarity with the Belgian strikers.
The strike resulted in a settlement conceding 70% of the women's
wage claim. A later strike in the same company gained improve-
ments in working conditions and a reclassification of women's jobs.
- 
In 1968 a Belgian stewardess, Mrs Defrenne, lodged a claim
for damages against her former employer, the Belgian airline
Sabena, on the basis of Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome.
lllrs Defrenne hlas protesting against three injustices: she had
had to terminate her career because she had reached the maxirnum
age for stewardesses. This age limit did not apply to her male
colleagues. This adversely affected her pension rights and in
recent years she had received lower qrages than her male colleagues
even though stewardesses and stewards perform the same work.
After she lost her case before the Belgian Industrial Tribunal,
she appealed to the Belgian Industrial Court. The Industrial Court
upheld the Tribunalts decisions on the first two counts but sus-
pended judgrment on the pay claim pending a decision by the European
Court of ilustice.
The European Court of ,fustice ruled that the llember States of
the European Community were bound by Article 119 of the Treaty of
Rome to guarantee the prineiple of equal pay for equal work.
I.[rs Defrenne received backpay dating from 1952.
5.2. The directive on equal pay
Once it had been shown that even after this clear ruling wide
disparities remained between the wages of male and female workers
for equal work, the Commission submitted a proposal to the Council
for a directive creating a national legal obligation to guarantee
the principle,of equal pay for equal work. On 10 February 1975 this
directive
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'on the approximation of the laws of the llember States
relating to the application of the principle of equal pay
for men and women',
better known as the directive on equal Pay, lvas adopted by the
Council (OJ No. L 45, L9.2.L975, P.19) -
The directive required the lilember States to introduce
legislation within one year to ban all forms of discrimination
on the grounds of sex in any legal or administrative measure
having regard to the principle of equal- pay for equal work. The
directive relates to both collective agreements and individual
employment contracts. (Article 8).
The l,tember States are also required to take measures to
bring the provisions of national implementation legislation to
the attention of employees 'by all appropriate means', e.91. at
their place of employment (Article 7).
Employees who consider they Erre not receiving equal pay
have the right to take judieial proceedings against their employers
and to protection against reprisals for asserting their rights
(Articles 2 and 5).
The l.tember States are further required to rePort to the
Commission within two years on measures taken in application of
the directive (Artiele 9).
(For the full text of the directive see Annex D).
5.3. The directive on equal treatment
The commission became alrare that thequal pay directive would
have li:nited effect if the more comPlex problems of unequal oPPor-
tunities and unequal treatment of male and female workers were not
tackled at the same time and therefore subsequently submitted a
proposal to the Council to promote the equal treatment of men and
htomen in employment. on 9 ApriL L976 the directive
'on the implementation of the principle of equal treatment
for men and women as regards access to employment' vocational
training and promotion, and working conditions',
better known as the directive on equal treatment was adopted by the
Council.
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This directive, which will have much greater influence on the
relative position of men and women at work than the equal pay direc-
tive, Iays down that the Member States shall within a period of 30
months take all legal and administrative measures necessary to
implement the directive (Artic1e 9).
Special attention is given to the obligation on the Iriember
States to bring the provisions of the directive to the attention
of employees by all available means, e.g. at their place of employ-
ment (Article 8).
At the same time the I'lember States are to introduce 'into their
national legal systems' such measures as are necessary to enable
workers to pursue their claims by judicial process after possible
recourse to other competent authorities (article 6), those concerned
having to be given protection against dismissal as a reaction to
their complaints (ArticIe 7).
The Ivlember States are also required to report to the Commission
within two years on the implementation of the directive (Articte 10).
(For the fuII text of the directive see Annex E).
5.4. The directive on 'egual social security'
In one of the paragraphs of the prearnble to the directive on
equal treatment it had already been stated that the principle of
egual treatment for men and women in employment had also to be applied
to social security.
In December L975 the Commission drew up proposals for a
directive in this field.
It wAs not hovrever until December 1978 that the council adopted
this directive
'on the progressive funplenentation of the principle of equal
treatment for men and women in matters of social security',
better known as the directive on 'equaI social security'. Some
Member States experienced great difficulty with this directive.
The directive is applicable to the whole working population,
including setf-employed persons, those unfit for work and the
unemployed, as well as retired and invalided workers (Article 2).
The provisions apPly to statutory schemes which provide
protection againsE the risks of sickness, invalidity, old age,
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accidents at work, occupational diseases and unemplolzment and to
social assistance in so far as it is intended to supplement or
replace such schemes (Article 3).
The forms of discrimination which must be eliminated are
concerned particularly with the scope of the schemes, including
the conditions of access, the obligation to contribute and the
means of calculating contributions and benefits (ArticIe 4).
At the special request of Italy and the Netherlands the lrlember
States were given 6 years to implement the directive (Article 8) and
they may, in addition, exclude from its scope some regulations
concerned with o1d age pension schemes etc. (Article 7).
(For the fuII text of the direetive see Annex F).
5.5. 1
One of the instruments underpinning the European Community,s
social policy is the European Social Fund set up in 1958 under
Article L23 of the Treaty of Rome. Since I l,lay L972 it has been
possible, pursuant to Article 5, to grant aid to hromen over 35
years of age who wish to return to work after a period outside work.
Ho\.rever not a single project has been carried out under this
provision, principal-ly as a result of the 't-egional' character of
Article 5 which provided that projeets.had to be situaLed in a
'priority region', i.e. a region with serious development and
employment problems.
The regions concerned showed no interest in this specific offer
of a subsidy and gave their preference to other schemes.
In order to make the conditions for the eligibility of,projects
more flexible, the Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission,
decided on 20 Decenber L977 to remove hromen from Article 5 of the
Rules of the Social Fund and put them under Article 4. In this way
the restrictive regional criteria were eliminated and the granting
of aid became possible on a much wider scale2.
(For the ful]- text of the decision see Annex G).
1sou.a.,
'Women and the Social Fund', Doc. 599/X/78, Directorate-Generalfor Information, Commission of the European Communities, Brussels 1978
2Council Decision of 20 December L977 on action by the European Social
Fund for women (77/8O4/EE?).
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The revised version of Art,icte 5 is applicable to women of
or over 25 years of age with no vocationar quatifications or with
insufficient vocationar qualifications and who have rost their jobs
or who wish to exercise an occupation for the first time or after a
Iong break (Article I of the Decision).
The project must be accompanied by measures to prepare women
to exercise an occupation or help them to make a new choice, e.g.
information courses on the laborr market and the availability ofjobs, opportunities to exercise occupations traditionally reserved
for men etc.
Measures to faciritate entry into occupations where ttiere are
real job prospects, a.g. acting as an intermediary for those seeking
employment and assisting women in their new jobs, are also erigibre
for assistance.
The European sociar Fund moreover supports pitot schernes and
preparatory studies to give guidance to comnunity institutions in
deciding where the Fund should intervene. As a result, a number of
projects have been earried out since 1975 concernedo<clusively with
special problems encountered in the field of the employment of women.
5.6. Action in the field of education
The Commission has realized that, if one wishes to promote
equal pay and equal treatment of men and women in employment, there
are important changes which need to be made to the education and
vocational training of girls and women.
Article 118 of the Treaty of Rome expressly mentions 'basic
and advanced vocationar training' as one of the areas in which the
Community has responsibilities.
One problem is that nowhere in the Treaty of Rome is there any
mention of the community's responsibilities with regard to education
in general. Nevertheless, on the basis of this limited indication
of reslrcnsibility in Articre 118 of the Treaty of Rome, the conununity
has conducted a number of activities in the fierd of education and
vocational trainingl, some of them in favour of women and girls.
In November 1975 the Commission organized a seminar in paris
on vocational gruidance and training for women ,orkersl.
-See: 
'Vocational Guidance and Training for Women Workers,, final
report by lilrs C1aude du Granrut, Secretary-General of the Comit6du Travail F6minin in Paris, European communities, Brussels, L976.
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In February L976 the Council of Education l,linisters,acting on a
protrrcsal from the Commission, adopted a resolution comprising a
first programme on cooperation in the field of education.
The progranme gave most attention to the transition from education
to working life because of the concern which was felt over
increasing unemployment amongst young people and the difficulties
which young people experienced in finding their first joUl.
Following on from studies and proposals made by the Commission,
a second resolution was adopted by the Council of Education llinisters
in Decembex 1976'corcerning measures to be taken to improve the
preparation of young people for work and to facilitate their
transition from education to working LLfe'2.
I'rro. Education to Working Life', report of the Education Committee:
Bulletin of the European Communities, Supplement L2/76, European
Corununities, Brussels, L976.
2see the Resolution of the Council of the lt{inisters of Education
meeting within the Council on 13 Decedber L976, oJ No. c 308,
30.L2.1976, p.I.
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The resolution particularly stressed the need to offer girls equal
opportunities. Having estabnished this new priority, a numbs of pilot
projects were initiated in various parts of the Community, one of the
objectives being to throw some light on the typical problems faced by
groups experiencing the greatest difficulties in the transition from
education to work such as girls and young women.
At the same time the Directorate4eneral for Research, Science and
Education commissioned the British expert on education, Dr Eileen Byrne,
to conduct an enquiry into the position of girls in secondary education
in the '.r'arious Member States of the European Community.
The report appeared in 1978 under the title 'Equality of Education
and Training for Girls (10-18 yearsl'1. Using this study as a basis the
Commission submitted a proposal to the Council for a Community action
programme on 'Equal Opportunities in Education and Training for cirls'2.
Unfortunately in 1976 the Council h,?rs so startled by the forthrightness
of this move that it failed to neet for another four years, so making
further decision-taking and action impossible.
To follow on from the seminar in Paris in 1975, in L977 the European
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training in Berlin organized a
semj-nar on the position of women in vocational training in which representa-
tives of the governments, employers' organizations and trade unions of the
nine !,[ember States took part3. The participants requested the Centre to
draw up prograrnmes to improve the position of women in vocaEional training.
After the seminar the Centre, aided by a specially created 'folIow-up
working party', drew up a prograrnrne for implenentation in three phases:
- 
registering innovations in vocational guidance recently introduced by
the Member States,
- encouraging companies to improve the prornotion chances of working women
and create wider opportunities for them to fill vacant jobs and
- helping to bring about a change in attitudes by distributing information
about these initiatives.
1 ,Equality of education and training for girls'Dr Eiteen Byrne, Collection
Studies, Education Series No. 9, Brussels, July 1978
See COU(78) 499 final of 3 October 1978
A report on this seminar was included in CEDOFOP Bulletin No. 3/4 of
I 978
2
3
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The first part of this programme is almost ready and the Centre is
now working on a summary report.
At the same time thought is being given to how the results of this
stock-taking can be given the widest possible publicit,y.
Since no reliable data is available on the efficiency of the special
vocational programme in favour of women, the Centre began a new inquiry
in 1980 in four Member States (Belgium, West cermany, the United Kingdom
and France) into the results of 17 specific vocational programrres. The
results of this study are expected after 1981.
After an interval of four years the Council of Education I'linisters
met again in JuIy 1980.
During thLs Council meeting there $,as a discussion on the Comrnission's
1978 proposal to set up an 'action prograrune to promote equal opportunities
in education and training for girls'.
The Council gave its approval in principle to this prograflrrne.
5.7. Research into the situation of women farmers in the Member States of
the European Communitv
Finally it may be noted that, as part of its agricultural policy, in
1977 the European Community commissioned the agricultural high school in
Wageningen in the Netherlands to carry out an inquiry into the situation
of women farmers in the llember States o,f the European Community. The
inquiry was completed at the end of 1978 and contains a targe amount of
information about:
- 
the social and economic situation of farmers' wives in the countries of
the Community,
- 
the work of farmers' wives on the farm and in the home,
- the facilities available in the home,
- 
the standard of training of farmers' wives, and
- 
social security for the family farms.
Unfortunately the translation of the report into the six official
languages of the Corununity is taking an extremely long time and it was
not officially published until the latse Spring of 1980.
Policy proposals on the basis of the results of the study have not
yet been presented.
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5.
schemes
5.1. The directive on equal Dav
Pursuant to Article 9 of the equal pay directive the l,Iember States
were to forward, within two years of the directive's'notification, all
necessary inforrnation to the Commission to enable it to draw up a report
on its application.
The Commission's report on the application of the principle of
equal pay for men and sromen appeared in L977-.
Having studied the debates held in parliament on 10 April l97g and?8 May L979- together with some new material, the Ad Hoc Corunittee
has examined in depth the nature of national implementing-legislation,
the arrangements for publicity, the arrangements for providing protection
under the 1aw and the supervision of the effect of the directive.
6.1.1. Ttre nature of national implementinq leqislation
In seven of the nine Member States legislation or administrative
regulations were either already in existence or r^rere enacted in order
to implement the directive. In the United Kinqdom (including Northern
Ireland) legislation on equal pay has been in force since 1970 (Equal
Pay Act).
In 1975 this act was arended and consolidated within the Sex
Discrimination Act.
In France legislation establishing equal pay for men and women has
been in existence since L972. This law came into force in 1973 by
means of an implementing decree.
Ireland drew up legislation to prohibit discrimination in the
field of pay Ln L974 (Anti-Discrimination Pay). This was later amended
by the Employment Equality Act- L977.
The Netherlands and Denmark passed legislation in 1975 establishing
the right to equal pay for equal work.
Sources:
1
- EgEEfgg_9ggggCgls of the Ad Hoc Committee on women's Rights: No. I(Mrs !{aij-Weggen), No. 18 (lilrs Squarcialupi), No. 19 (tlrs Von Alemann),
No. 22 (Miss Roberts), No. 25 (Mrs van den Heuve1), No. 37 (l,lrs Gaiotti deBiase), No. 44 (l,trs Lentz{ornette), No. 53 (I'Irs Wieczorek-Zeul) and an
unnumbered one by Mrs Spaak and lllrs Lizin
,
- 
'Report of the Commission to the Council on the application as at 12 February
1978 of the principle of egual pay for men and hromen', CO!,! (78) 711 final,
16.1 .1 979
?
" Doc. 6/7pz Dunwoody interim report on equal pay for men and women in
the l,lembbr States of the Community (Resolution adopted on 11 April L978,
OJ No. C 108, 8.5.1978, p.15), and Doc. 98/79: Dunwoody report on equal
pay for men and vromen in the Member States of the Community (Resolution
adopted on 9 I'Iay L979, OJ No. C I40, 5.6.L979, p.46)
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In Luxembourq a Grand Ducal Decree providing for equal pay for
men and women has been in force since 1974.
In Italv the principle of egual pay is enshrined in the Constitution
of 1947. In addition, a special law providing for equal treatment
for men and women in matters of employment came into force in L977
(Law No. 9O3/L9771 and this also covers the principle of equal pay.
In Belqium and West Germanv no specific legislation has been passed.
Belgium opted for a national inter-professional collective labour
agreement, while West Germany already had provisions on equal pay in
its Basic Law and therefore sav, no need to introduce any new specific
legis lation.
5.L.2. Arranqelents for publicitv
Pursuant to Article 7 of the directive the Member States are obliged
take measures to bring its provisions to the attention of employees
all appropriate means, e.g. at their place of employment.
In Ehe United Kinqdom and Northern Ireland a publicity campaign
was conducted through the media. In addition, a brochure on the Equat
Pay Act was drawn up and distributed free of charge amongst the population.
This rnaterial was also on display at employment exchanges.
The Equal Opportunities Commission also provided fult information.
In @. Article 6 of the law of 1972 stipulates that posters
explaining the principle of equal pay must be displayed in places of
work and at the places where those seeking work are recruited.
In Ireland a publicity campaign wErs conducted through the mass
media in 1974 and explanatory leaflets were distributed to workers.
In lle5l_ser4gly the text of the EEC directive was published in
the Bundesarbeitsblatt in 1975 and sent to employers and unions with
the request that they ensure its observance. In the Netherlands
a brochure entitled 'The right to equal pay for men and women, was
widely distributed. The brochure contained a pu1l-ouE section which
victims of discrimination could use for reporting their case to a
special commission.
In Belqium a brochure vras drawn up on the cottective labour agreement
concerning equal pay for equal work and sent to all works councils.
In addition, the text of the collective agreement has to be
attached to com[Enies' conditions of employment.
In Luxembours the authorities did not take any special inforrnation
measures. However, the trade unions and women's organizations printed
various articles in their own publications.
to
by
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rn rtalv the trade unions in particular have given'publicity to
the legal obligation to pay equal wages.
In Denmark the 'Equality Board' distributed a brochure explaining
the provisions of the new law. This brochure also contained advice
on how to lodge complaints.
6.1.3. National arranqements for protection under the law
Workers who consider that they are not receiving equal pay
(pursuant to Article 3) have the right to take regal action against
their employers and the right to be protected while so doing (pursuant
to Article 5).
In France, I-@., Belqium and Luxembourq it is the task of the
labour inspectorate to ensure that the directive is observed.
women workers (or their representatives, who may be the trade
unions) who feel that their rights have not been respected may take
their case before the appropriate legar authorities. Fines or prison
sentences may be imposed on negrigent employers (particutarty in France).
fn the United Kinqdom, Denmark and West Germanv employees (or
their representatives) first have to refer their grievance to the trade
unions, works councils, arbitration committees etc. onry where no
satisfaction is obtained through these channels, may the individual
concerned refer the matter to the competent tribunal.
rn the united Kingdom there is also the possibirity of applying
to the Equal Opportunities Corunission for legal assistance.
rn Denmark and west Germanv no administraEive supervisio4 is
carried out by the authorities.
rn the Netherlands the emproyee may appry to the ,committee on
Equal Pay for [len and women', after which he or she rnay refer the
matter to the competent tribunal.
In Ireland the employee must first take his case to an 'equal rights
officer'. rf the said officer is unable to sorve the probrem,
applicaEion is made to the Irabour Tribunal.
Moreover, in rreland, if the employee concerned is loath to take
regar steps, the Employment Equarity cornmittee is entitled to take
action on his,/her behalf.
To protect employees against reprisals, it is possible in six
countries (Belgium, Denmark, France, rreland, Luxembourg and the united
Kingdom) for fines to be imposed on employers who infringe this provieion
or for them to be required to tEy compensation.
Furthermore, the emproyer is obriged to reverse any dismissal
decision which has been taken. If this has meanwhile become impossible,
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a further fine or compensation may be awarded against him.
In West Germany and Italy dismissals in such circumstances are
null and void and in the Netherlands unilateral dismissals are always
subject to the approval of the director of the provincial employment
authority.
In Luxembourg and Denmark use has not yet been made of the right
of recourse to the courts.
In Belgium, France, Netherlands and Italy the number of complaints
has been low. OnIy in the United Kingdom has the number been spectacular.
6.L.4. Proposals for improvements
Although all the Ivlember States no-sv have a legal basis to support
the principle of equal pay it is noticeable that the national implementing
provisions are quite varied and not always applied in accordance with
the directive's objectives.
Serious divergencies have been found with regard to very important
provisions.
It is thus gratifying to note that the Commission has initiated
infringement procedures under Article 169 of the EEC Treaty to compel
the tvlember States to respect all of the directive's provisions. This
has since led to a number of improvements.
It appears, however, that even when national law is correctly
adapted to the directive, this is not sufficient in practice to solve
the problem of equat pay for egual work. It is evident that large groups
of women are still being underpaid. In spite of this the number of
complaints submitted has been extremely small.
In some countries no complaints at all have been submitted, in
others all that is known is that the number has been very low and it
has been possible to collect actual- figures from only three countries
(see the working documents of the Ad Hoc Committee).
Thus, in L977 in the Netherlands 32 women and I0 men lodged complaints
with the commission set up for this purpose.
In Italy last year (1979) Iess than 10 cases were taken through
the courts.
It seems that implementing legislation is r,vorking well only
in the United Kingdom. In 1976, L977 and 1978, L,742, 75L and 343
complaints respectively were made and of these 213, 9I and 24 were upheld.
An analysis of national implementing legislation shows that
there are large differences between one lt{ember State and another as
regards both the way in which publicity has been handled and the way
in which legal steps may be taken.
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In practice it appears that the best results have been achieved
in those countries which organized a large-scale information campaign
and then set up a special committee to provide inforrnation and receive
complaints.
In this connection it is recommended that in order to improve
implementation of the directive l{ember States should be asked to launch
and information campaiqn at regular intervals, say once a year,
preferably with the cooperation of the mass media (TV, radio and press).
At the same time special committees ought to be set up in all
the tilember States in order to give those concerned any assistance
needed when approaching the lega1 authorities. These committees might
also be entrusted with the task of registering complaints so as to
make more information available about where and how the egual pay rule
is evaded.
The Dunwoody report has already urged that such committees be
set up.
A survey of complaints may provide some idea of the effect of the
directive. Such information is however only the 'tip of the iceberg'.
since it will clarify the situation of only those cases in which
complaints are actually todged.
If any real insight into the whole problem of unequal pay is to
be gained, adesuate statistics must be drawn up in each Member State,
statistics which clearly identify the special position of women at work,
'e.g. in part-time employment.
One important requisite for the drawing up of reliable statistics
an adequate system of iob classification. Unfortunately, the re.sources
lacking in most tilember States to carry out the checks needed.
The Dunwoody report has already stressed the importance of both
classification systems and reliable statistics but so far nothing
been done. An urgent recommendation ought therefore to be made
the directive contain express requirements on these two points.
Finally, one should point out that the directive makes provision
for an assessment to be made on only one occasion. Since one cannot
expect the problem of equal pay to be solved in just a few years and
in fact, particularly in a period of economic recession, one ought to
be prepared for some back-sliding into o1d ways, there is a pressing
need for reqular assessment over a lonq period.
ls
are
job
has
that
An addition to the directive
to make reports annually is urgently
which will require the l,tember States
needed.
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6.1.5. National fiscal leqislation
It is unfortunate that even when employers have met all the demands
relating to the principle of equal pay, the principle is not fully
realized because there are differing fiscat rules applicable to male
and female workers, married and unmarried. In practice this means that
the net wage of a hloman worker after tax deductions is often considerably
Iower than the net wage of her male colleagues. These arrangements
are found in all the trlember States and are considered by women to be
unacceptable discrimination. The Commission is urgently requested to
draw up a Proposal for a directive for equat treatment of men and women
workers in fiscal legislation using as a model the directive for equal
treatment in social security.
6.2. The directive on equal treatment
Pursuant to Article 10 of the directive on equal treatment the
Member States had to inform the Commission within a period of two years
of the notification of the directive, of the way in which it had been
applied. On the basis of this information, the Commission is now
completing its first assessrnent report.
The Ad Hoc Committee has received a provisional version of the
report and finds that the provisional data give little cause for
optimism.
On the basis of the provisional report and of its orrm working
documents the Ad Hoc Committee has made an evaluation of national
implementing regulations, the rules governing exceptions, the way in
which the information campaigns have been organized and provisions
concerning the right to apply to the responsible legal authorities.
6.2.1. The nature of national implementinq teqislation
As far as is at present known, legislative or administrative
measures have been introduced in seven of the nine tl,ember States in
implementation of the European directive on equal treatment.
In West Germanv it was initialJ.y considered unnecessary to make
any adjustment to national legislation in view of the provisions contained
in the Basic Law. Hor,,rever, since then, a bill has been introduced
which the Bundestag is expected to consider in the course of 1980.
In luxett0)grg. a bill has been introduced but it has not yet been
debated by Parliament.
In !@- the constitution of L946 provides for the equal treatment
of menand women. In addition to this, a law (No. 75/6251 amending
and complementing labour law and specifically aimed at ensuring equal
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treatment for men and women, was adopted in 1975. Further adjustments
were made to the Iaw on social insurance and the penal code.
In the United Kinqdom the Sex Discriminat,ion Act of 1975 also
provides for the equal treatment of men and women in employment. (This
act came into force in Northern Ireland in 1976).
In Ireland the Employment Equality Act was introduced Ln L977.
In ltaly equal treatment for men and women in employnent is
provided for in the constitution of L947 (Article 37). In addition,
the Law on the Equal Treatment of men and women employees came into
force in L977.
In Belqium the directive is covered by Article 6 of the constitution.
In addition, a lahr was trEssed in 1978 establishing equal treatment for
men and women as regards terms of employment and access to employment,
training and career advancement as well as access to the professions.
In Denmark three new laws have been passed since April 1973 in
implementation of the directive s a law arending various other laws so
as to make them comply with the principle of equal treatment, a
specific law establishing equal treatment for men and women in employment
and a law setting up an 'Equality Board'.
In the Netherlands a bill was introduced in 1979 to meet the
requirements of the directive. This law came into force in the spring
of 1980. In the sunmer of 1979 emergency legislation was Snssed in
the Netherlands prohibiting the dismissal of married vromen on the
grounds of their marital status. Such legislation ltas necessary because
hundreds of married school-mistresses were threatened with dismissal
in connection with increasing unemployment amongst teachers.
6.2.2. Rules qoverninq exceptions
Under Article 2(2) of the directive, the ltlember States are entitled
to exclude certain occupations from the provisionsd the directive.
France has drawn up a list of posts in the civil service which
are reserved for men or women. I{oreover, the jobs of forester and land
agent and certain positions in the police force and in the post office,
are among those reserved for men. Ttre following are reserved for
women: certain positions in education, certain senior posts in boarding
schools and certain customs jobs (Decree No. 77.359, !,[arch L977').
Decree No. 78.872 provides for certain distinctions to be made between
men and women as regards posts in nursery education, ;nrticularly where
there is an imbalance in the teaching staff sex ratio.
The law in the United Kinqdom provides for the following exemptions:
domestic staff, businesses with less than five employees, church functions
and certain positions in the armed forces. Exceptions can also be
made for actors, singers, prison staff, staff in psychiatric institutions,
etc.
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In @!41!. there are certain exceptions in respect of the armed
forces, the police and prison services. Jobs in family businesses and
domestic service also fall outside the scope of the directive. Further
exceptions are made in respect of jobs which entail spending the night
in buildings in which no se[Erate accommodation exists for men and
women.
I!g!y.: the law provides for exceptions in the fashion, artistic
and theatrical worlds.
In Belqium a Royal Deiree was drawn up by the Council of l,linisters
after consultation with the Committee on the Employment of Women and
the trade unions which applies to both the private and public sectors
and provides for a number of exceptions. These are for actors, actresses,
fashion models etc. Employees from other European Community countries
are treated according to the legislation of their own country. These
exemptions are only valid for the offer of employment and do not apply
to the work itself or to training. Exemptions also exist for certain
positions in the armed forces, the police force and the fire brigade,
precision work in laboratories (women) and posts in the prison service.
In Denmark the minister responsible can grant exemptions to the
law in respect of actors and models and work in public baths.
6.2.3. The way in which the information campaiqns have been orqanized
Under Article 8 of the directive, the llember States are obliged
to ensure that the provisions of the directive on equal treatment are
brought to the knorrledge of women employees by all available meansr.
Although not a single country has introduced special legislation
for this purpose, something has nevertheless been done in each of them.
In @ the office of the Secretary of State for Employment and
the Comit6 du Travail F6minin have distributed information on the
directive.
In the United Kinqdom, information has been distributed by the
Home Office and the Equal Opportunities Comrnission. The provisions
of the law have also been publicized by the media
In Ireland information has been distributed through employment
offices and the Employment Equality Agency has brought out brochures
and posters.
In IEAfy inforrntion has been given through the media, the trade
unions and women's organizations. The Ministry of Labour and the
Institute for Social Services have distributed a brochure amongst the
labour inspectorate, regional and provincial employment offices and
employers' and employees' organizations.
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Belqium has also taken various measures to promote information
on this directive: a brochure was prepared by the ltinistry of Labour
and Employment on how to draw up nondiscriminatory job advertisements,
broadcasts were made on radio and television and information meetings
r^rere organized for the labour inspectorate.
In @!. the Equality Board has published a great deal of informa-
tion on the new legislation.
In the Netherlands a large-scale information campaign was mounted
recently involving all the mass media: radio, television and the press.
Employers' and employees' organizations received specific information
material.
6.2.4. Provisions concerning the right to applv to the responsible
legaI authorities
Under Article 6 of the directive the Member States are obliged to
provide an opportunity for claims to be pursued by judicial process.
Furthermore, any citizen of the European Community nay, if necessary,
institute proceedings at the European Court of Justice, this channel
has not yet been used, however, in connection with this directive.
France has not introduced any special measures in this respect.
Hohrever, BDy citizen who feels that he or she has,been unfairly treated
in the matter of employment is entitled, by virtue of the Gonstitution
and the Law of L975, to take the matter to eourt..'The law provides
for civil law measures and penal sanctions.
In the United Kinqdom victims of discrimination may take their
case to an industrial tribunal. The parties to such an action may be
represented by a person of their own choice, e.g.'a lawyer or a trade
union fepresentative.
The Equal Opportunities Commission can also assist victims of
discrimination to present their complaints, esSrecially where matters
of principle are concerned in respect of which the complainant cannot
be expected to make a proper assessment of the situation.
In @]$L an individual who feels he or she has been discriminated
against in his or her employment has the right to take the matter to
an industrial tribunal. Section 19 of the Employment Equality Act
lays down the legal procedure to be followed with regard to conciliation,
the mediation of the Equality Officer, etc. If a claim is rejected,
an appeal can be made to the civil court.
The Employment Equality Agency set up by virtue of Sections 35
and 36 may take initiatives to prevent or eliminate discrimination.
It may hold inguiries, publish model non-discriminatory advertisements,
make proposals to the government and bring cases before the industrial
tribunal.
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In Italy Article 15 of the law of L977 allows employees to appeal
to the courts, if necessary through the intermediary of the trade unions.
The court is competent to issue an order, which must be acted on
immediatery. The law also provides for the subsequent procedure. The
right of appeal of civil servants is governed by legislation passed
in December 1971.
In Bjl-fu. any individual who feels that he or she has been unjustly
treated as regards 'equal treatment' is entitred to take his or her
case to the appropriate legal authority in order to enforce compliance
with the Iaw. Representatives of employees' organizations or of organiza-
tions of persons exercising professions may go to court to defend their
members' tnterests in those cases stipulated by the lar.r.
The judge may issue instructions that an end be put to discriminatory
situations and, if necessary, for instance where a person is denied
vocational trainingr r€course may be had to a swifter procedure.
The law also makes provision for civil Iaw measures and penal sanctions.
In Dennark the law contains no special provisions on the right
of appeal.
6.2.5. Proposals for improvinq the application of the directive
The Ad Hoc committee is of the opinion that a considered judgement
cannot yet be made of the initial effect of the directive until the
first evaluation rePort is available in the final version. The Commission
is therefore reguested to draw up the report and subrnit it to the
competent committee of Parliament as quickly as possible.
Hovrever, a number of comments can already be made on the basis of
information at present available.
One must first recognize that in their national implementing
legislation, the lilember states have incruded a larger variation of
exceptions and exemptions than is reasonably necessary.
It ought perhaps to be recommended that a provision should be added
to the directive very clearly stating the number of permissible exemptions
which should be as low as possible.
There are also wide differences in the way in which the varioue
lGmber States have iret the obligation to disseminate information about
the content of the directive and its objectives, some countries having
only done what is absorutely necessary whire others have initiated
large-scale publicity campaigns.
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As in the case of the directive on equal PaYr one cannot stress
too often the importance of ample and reqular information.
There should perhaps also be a recommendation here Ehat a provision
be added to the directive to Ehe effect that a national information
campaign should be organized once a year to draw attention to the
implementation of the directive and involving atl the appropriate nedia:
television, radio and the press.
Here, too, we note that the right, to take legal action is subject
to very dif ferent rules in the various ttlember States.
As with the implementation of the directive on equal Pay, only some
Irlember States have set up speciat commissions to render assistance to
employees who wish to go to court on the basis of the directive's
provisions. Ttre setting-uP of such commissions must be seen as a very
positive development.
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Experience shows that the effect of these commissions is to lower
thresholds, i.e. women are more incrined to take their complaints to the
responsible authorities. Furthermore, these commissions can be instru-
mental in registering the number of complaints and their nature so that
some insight may be gained into the situations in which the provisions
of the directive are evaded.
It is once again to be recommended that the directive be extended
with a provision whereby national commissions would be entrusted with
the task of gathering information, helping hromen who wish to go to
court and with registering and documenting complaints.
Finally the directive requires an assessment to be made after four
years (Article 9) and requests the Member States 'periodically' to under-
take a study into its effect. rn view of experience with the sluggish
implementation of the directive by the various Member States, it seems
advisabre to make a stricter arrangement for the assessment of the
directive, e.g. by requiring the Member states to provide an accurate
report everv two years.
Such a provision could be added to the directive.
6.3. Implementation of the directive on ,esual social securitv,
It is extremely regrettable that the !{ember States should have
obtained six years, should they want it, to incorporate the directive on
equal- social security into their national- law. This was done principally
in answer to a request from the Netherlands and lta1y who woutd have to
nake the most changes in their legislation with considerable financial
consequences. One has the impression that those Member States which
need to change much less in their legislation are now dragging their
feet on introducing the directive. Millions of women wilt continue to
be cheated for a number of years because of this.
Furthermore, the Ad Hoc Committee has received indications that
some Itleilber States are inelined first to adapt those social laws which
are to the advantage of sromen and only after that to make a start on the
much larger group of raws which are to their disadvantage. This wirl
create a temporary financial advantage to the Member State concerned and
a temporary financial disadvantage to the women vrle are affected.
It was certainly not the objective of this provision in the direetive
to delay the putting of men and women workers on an equal footing in soeial
legislation or to put women temporarily in an even more disadvantageous
position.
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It would therefore be useful if the Commission were to set up an
inquirv into the nature and content of the requlations adopted in
application of the directive in order to determine whether these are
acting in accordance with its objectives.
It is also regrettable that a number of regulations connected with
pension rights are not required to be included within the sphere of
action of the directive, vizz
- 
the determination of pensionable age,
- 
the advantages conferred in accordance with old-age pension schemes
on persons who have brought up children and the acquisition of entitle-
ments after a period away from work in order to bring up children,
- 
the granting of an entitlement to old-age or invalidity benefit by
reason of the derived entitlements of a wife, and
- the awarding of increases in old-age or invalidity benefits for a
dependent wife.
The Ad Hoc Committee has found that the pension arrangements for
citizens and employees in the Member States show wide differences but
considers that it is not possible or even desirable that uniform
arrangements be introduced.
This does not mean that it is not possible to Iay down a number
of principles in European legislation with regard to pension arrangements,
for example, the principle of equal treatment of men and women workers
in all Dension schemes with regard both to the calculation of individual
pensions and to pensions for widows, riridowers and orphans. The
Commission ought in the near future to draw up proposals for a supplementary
directive.
6.4. Action by the European Social Fund
Under the provisions of the revised Article 4 of the European Social
Fund special funds have been appropriated since 1978 for projects to
benefit hlomen of or over 25 years of age who have lost their jobs or wish
to return to work after a long break. Ttris appropriation amounted to
0.5 million EUA for 1978, 5.5 million EUA for 1979 and 14.1 million for 1980.
6.4.L. lltre imolementation of Artiele 41
Hard1y any applications were submitted in 1978. In April 1979
(the final deadline for the submission of projects for 1979) the total
1Soo""", 
'Eighth report on the activities of the European Social Fundfinancial year L979', Brussels, 29 July 1980, @M(80) 365 finaL/2.
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volume of aid requested stood at 4.5 million EUA, equivalent to litt1e
more than half of the available amount. Ttre Conunission therefore gave
extra attention to its publicity and extended the deadline for the
submission of projects. Letters were sent to national ministries, a
special meeting was held in Lyons and the brochure 'Women and the Social
Fund' (see_ 5.5) was given the widest possible distribution. Taking 1979. as
a whole, 62 projects were submitted amounting to a total of 31.259 million EUA.
l[hese applications were very unevenly spread throughout the Corununity.
78% by volume of aid requests originated in West Germany (14 projects),
8% from France (32 projects), 8% from Italy (5 projects), 2% from the
Netherlands (2 projects), 2% from the llnited Kingdom (2 projects) and 1%
from Denmark (1 project). Belgium submitted one very small projeet and
Luxembourg applied for nothing at all.
Of the projects cormrencing in 1979 nearly 2/3rds were concerned with
the orientation of women towards traditionally male jobs. Some 750
hromen took part in these projects, the majority of which were run by
private bodies. Six projects were designed to train women for new occupa-
tions and involved approximately 200 women. The remaining projects were
directed towards training in traditionally female occupations (approx.
8,000 women) or training in areas in which both men and women are employed
(approx. 7,000 women). Altogether some 16,000 women were involved in
these projects of whom about L/3rd wished to return to work after a long
break and 2/3tds were unemployed.
As a result of the problems experienced with the 1980 budget a
selection procedure has been in operation since December 1979 for appli-
cations, with priority being given to projeets concerned with the
training of women for traditionally male jobs and the training of women
for new occupations. As far as is known at present the total number of
applications for 1980 amount to 71 million EUA. Howuver, more than 80%
of these applications again come from West Germany.
6.4.2. Notes and proposals on improvement
The most striking point here is that the available financial resources
have been spread very unevenly between the Member States with about AO%
of the available resources going to West cermany in both 1979 and 1980.
Further examination shows moreover that wedt Germany has submitted a
large number of programmes in the traditional sphere. It is perhaps
worth recommending that, in view of this lop-sided effect, a ne\^r informa-
tion campaign should be mounted particularly in those Member States which
have been very reticent about submitting projects. A rule should also be
made that no single Member State may receive more than 30% of the available
resources.
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Furthermore, a relativery large number of women were involved in
Progranunes eoncerned with training in the traditional sector. 
. 
Since
the end of 1979 the Commission has, for budgetary reasonsr op€rElted a
selection procedure in which priority is given to projeets directed towards
traditionally male jobs and projects directed towards new occupations.
This scale of priorities in the selection procedure is certainly
welcome and should not be solely dependent on the availability of
resources. It is to be recommended that the Commission should simply
give priority to these projects and be sparing in ite grants for training
in traditionally female occupations.
Finally it is to be noted that the report on the European Social
Fund only gives some general information about the carrying out of
special projects for women. In view of the great importance which
Parliament and others attach to this item, it would be desirable for
the Commission to issue a report once a year before the summer recess on
the nature and the content of tJre projects to be subsidized and on the
distribution of finances between the.various projeets and countries in
order to be able to determine whether any changes are needed in the
budget before the eommencement of the budgetary procedure.
6.5. Proposals for improvements to action in the field of education
Endorsement must be given to the Commission's contention that it
will not be possible for men and vromen to attain an equal position in
emplolzment unl-ess measures are taken in the sphere of education. It must
be assumed that the Conunission has made correet use of the opportunities
which the Treaty of Rome provides for conducting a poliey in this area.
It is therefore extremely regrettable that the implementation and
evaluation of the relevant proposals should be delayed and hampered by
the fact that the Council of Education Ministers meets so infrequently.
Parliament should make an urgent appeal to the Council that it should
meet at least onee a year in order better to direct, coordinate and
assess European policy to improve the position of girls and women in
education.
On 27 June 1980 the Council gave its approval in principle to an
action programme to create 'equal opportunities in edueation and training
for girls in second level education'. The programme set out the following
priorities:
- 
the management and implementation of co-education;
- 
the design of compensatory programrnes specifically for girls in the
first cycle of seeond level education and in voeational guidance;
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- 
the design of core curricula and the introduction of nes, compulsory
subjects such as technology and home management;
- 
the creation of new staff development policies, designed to achieve
a better sex balance in the teaching force, particularly in the
context of policies for teacher recruitment and Promotion;
- 
the design of new training modules to increase the awareness of
teachers and guidance Personnel of the social and psychological
factors involved;
- 
the improvement of data and research on educational equality for
girls and the exchange of information on this subject between Member
States.
The Conunission is to be commended for the tenacity with which it
has initiated activities to prepare this progranme despite the attitude
of the @uncil. Without a doubt the contents can be endorsed in their
entirety. One must, however, point out that discrimination against
girls in education is not limited to secondary education. Discrimination
begins in primary education and continues at all Ievels and almost all
areas of education. If a prograntrne to improve the position of girls in
education is to be successful, it must cover all levels and all areas of
education.
Ttre Ad Hoe Committee is therefore of the opinion that this initial
step must be followed up by a more detailed Progranme. Its proposals
are set out in Ctrapter 9 of this report. The Ad Hoc Committee also much
appreciates the work of the European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training but has found that far too little is known of its
research work in the Member States. Since the purpose of the Centre is
to prepare policy and not simply to undertake research, its information
and pr:blicity function is just as important as its research work. The
Commission ought therefore to see to it that the Centre's lnformation
poliey is effeetive enough for it to fulfil its task as well as it can.
6-6- The improvement of the situation of women farmers in the Member
States of the Conununitv
It is particularly gratifying that the Commission has given attention
to the position of women farmers in the Member States of the Community.
The study prepared by the Agricultural High Sehool in Wageningen contains
very useful information on which a policy to improve the position of this
group may be based. It is therefore regrettable that the Cormnission has
taken so much time to draw up the report and formulate policy proposals.
In order to stimulate this policy, the Ad Hoc Committee will, therefore,
in Ctrapter 11 of this report, examine in detail the position of vromen
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working for family businesses, and particularry the position of women
farmers, and formurate proposals for a policy to improve the position of
this group.
7. The need to expand European policv in favour of women
The European Conmunity has so far made a good beginning on developing
a policy to improve the position of women. By making use of Articre 119
of the Treaty of Rome, a poliey has been instituted to improve the position
of women in emplolzment and by using Article 118 a start has been made on
Community action to improve the position of women in education.
The Ad Hoc Committee nevertheless considers that, in order to meet
the objeetive of Artiele 119, which formulates the principle of equal
pay for equal work, something more is necessary than ltmited action in the
field of emplolzment and education.
The unbalanced socio-economic relationship between men and women in
the Conununity, of which unequal pay is only one of the most blatant
manifestations is to some extent caused by shortcomings in almost every
sector of society. The Ad Hoc Committee therefore concurs with the IIN
Action Plan drawn up in Mexico City and Copenhagen and v,rith the IIN
'Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against
Women' that a change and improvement in the position of women requires a
broad integrated policy involving all sectors of our society.
When extending the policy to improve the position of women, certain
priorities will have to be fixed. Priority will have to be given to those
sectors in which discrimination against women is greatest and whieh directly
or indirectly influence their socio-economic position. Particular attention
must be given at the same time to those groups which appear to be especially
vulnerable.
With these considerations in view, the Ad Hoc Corunittee would propose
the following priorities for the development of a European poliey to further
the equality of male and female citizens:
- improving the socio-economic participation of vromen and encouraging the
equal distribution of paid and unpaid work amongst all European citizens;
- 
improving the position of women in education;
- 
improving the position of women in the health servicesi
- 
improving the legaI status of womeni
- inproving the position of vulnerable groups of women such as migrant
women, \,romen working in fanily businesses, women working at home and
women J-iving in sparsely populated rural areasi
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- 
greater concern for the improvement of the position of women in the
acceding countries (Greece, Portugal and Spain),.
- 
more concern for the improvement of the position of women in developing
countries as part of Europe's policy on development aid and external
economic relations.
llhe second part of this report will contain an explarration of these
priorities together with detailed policy ProPosals.
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C. Proposals for the inprovement of European policv in favour of wonen
8. Improvement of the social and economic position of women
The historical and cultural development of the countries of the
European Community has led to a division of labour whereby men are
engaged mainly in gainful employment and women are predominantly
engaged in unpaid work or occupy a linited and subordinate position
in gainful employment.
8-I The position of women in the unoaid work sactor
The position of lromen in the unpaid work sector, particularty
where it involves domestic duties, is largely invisible to the
authoritles both at national and international level. Very few
overall data are available on the specific problems of such women
and how they can be solved. The main cause of official indifference
torirards housewives lies in their 'economic invisibility, .
The result of their labours is not quantified and their work
is unremunerated. Interest is only shown in the housewife insofar
as her duties bear gome relation to the visible economy, for example
in her position as a consuner (market aurveys are regularly made) or
when she takes up gainful employment.
The Ad Hoc Comrnittee takes the view that there iE insufficient
appreciation of, or interest in, the position of house!,rives, their
role in the household and their c6ntribution to the national and
Comnunity economy. In this connection it refers to the great
importance of resolution L-443/79 blt l{rs Lenz and others on the basis
of which a report on fanily policy in the European Community is no$,
being drawn up by the parliamentary Corunittee on Social Affairs and
IEmployment. -
The ad hoc Comnittee feels that, pending the
report and to comply with the parlianentary rules
should observe appropriate restraint and brevity
problems of households and houselrives.
Holever, this does not mean that a nurnber of
overall position of housewivee are not called for
of this report:
drawing up of this
in this field, it
in analysing the
remarks on the
in the context
Source:
Doc. 1-443/79 European Parliament. I,lotion for a resolution on familypolicy in the European Cournunityr rrnder consideration by the Connittee
on Social Affairs and Employment.
Rapporteur 3 l.tra Cassanmagnago Cerretti
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- Large numbers of $romen were restricted to the domestic duties
sector at a time when women had no political rights.
- During the period of history concerned women had hardly any
choice. It was a question of either holding an exploited
position in gainful employment while bearing the entire
burden of domestic duties or exercising an isolated
occupation within the household.
- The restriction of women to domestic duties meant acceptance
of a situation whereby they would only be able to develop a
limited range of one-sided abiLities and have to abandon
wholesale any talents which had no bearing on their domestic
duties.
- The,-restriction of women to domestic duties meant above alI
acceptance of a socially isolated and economically dependent
position.
8.1.I Imaqe of the modern European housewife
There are few Community data on the overall position of the
European housewife. However, the unpaid vrorking life of women is
known to follow a very specific pattern which differs from that of
many other occupations.
The working life of housewives can be broken dorrn into various
phases. Each of these phases has its orvn possibilities and probrems.
owing to the lack of community data, the Dutch housewife wirr serve
as a model for this report.l
rn the Netherlands most women begin performing unpaid work
immediately after marriage, although in most cases they also
continue in gainfur employment untir the birth of their first
child.
From the very first phase of the marriage, roles are cast
according to the traditional pattern where women are made responsible
primariry for domestic duties and men are primariry concerned with
gainful employment.
1_source:
rSociale Atlas van de Nederlandse Vrouwt, Dr J.L. lleyers, SpC,
Volume 11, Staatsuitgeverij, The Hague, August 1977
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Although the readiness of husbands to perform a share of
househord duties is greatest during the early years of marriage,
it is nonetheress true to say that the total burden of work borne
by women during this early period increases whereas the total
work load of men tends to decrease.
The consequences of marriage are therefore greater for the
woman than for the man.
Moreover this is the resurt not only of the unequat division
of household duties but also of the fact that a number of
traditionally male occupations are implicitly based on the
assumption that it is the duty of 'a wife' to perform a nurnber
of fundamental tasks which will enabre her husband to perform
his job as weII as possible.
These consist not only of indirect tasks such as furfirring
basic domestic needs (food, clothing, accommodation, etc.) but
arso tasks directly arising out of the husband,s occupation, such
as catering for the speciar needs of shift workers, herping in the
family business (shopkeeping and agriculture) and a whore range of
those duties associated with business executives, senior civil
servants and politicians.
rt is therefore not surprising that the average employer rooks
more favourably on male employees getting married than on female
employees getting married
Actually, partly thanks to contraception, the first phase of
marriage is constantly getting ronger. Ten years ago it lasted
roughly one year. No\^, it lasts about three years.
children tend to be conceived rater in the case of women with
a higher lever of education or employed at a higher occupationar
revel than in the case of women with a rower rever of education and
occupying a lovrer occupational position.
There is a small but increasing nurnber of women who voluntarily
refrain from bearing chitdren.
The arrival of children marks the beginning of the second phase
of the working life of housewives.
The nurnber of women who leave working rife upon the arrival of
their first child is falling but it is stirr very high (80 to 9e/"1.
The absence of any form of parentar reave and the great shortage of
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child-minding facilities are partly to blame for this situation.
Furthermore, women are subject to great social pressure to care
for their otrn children and they look favourably upon this task.
In the period spent caring for young children, women have
to shoulder an extremely heavy burden of unpaid labour. A I2-hour
working day during the first year after the birth of the child is
not unusual. It should be noted that during this period assietance
from husbands hardly increases. lloreover, husbands tend to be
selective about the duties they perform.
If the woman continues to follorr an occupation during this
period, her total workload becomes very heavy. During this period
many working women switch to part-time employment. What is striking
is that the help given by the average husband to his working wife
with young children is no greater than that given to the full-time
housewife with young children. A Dutch survey indicated that the
help received by the full-time housewife amounted to 9.7 hours a
week whereas the wife working outside the home could expect 8.9 hours
of maritat help a week.
women employed outside the home have greater recourse to help
from outside for their domestic duties than full-time housewives.
According to the Eurvey, L8% of gainfully working housewives seek
such help as againsl 5% of housewives who only work in the home.
The lack of adequate assistance is one of the most important problems
confronting women with young children.
In the event of ilIness, help is only provided when the illness
is very serious, i.e. when it is long-lasting or after a period in
hospital.
tn addition to this, women working outside the home also have to
cope with the problem of sick husbands. In many cases they are
obliged to use their holiday entitlement in order to cope with the
additional tasks at home.
It is in this period that the full-time housewife begins to be
socially ieolated and economically dependent. This may lead to
specific types of stress and health problems.
The woman's workload becomes lighter when her children start
to attend school. geA of Dutch children enter nuraery school as
from 4 years of age.
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A relatively large nurnber of women fill their new-found free
time by taking up courses or performing voluntary work, which makes
less demands than paid employment and involves interesting and
rewarding activities. There is also a large number of women who see
this new period in their lives as a great vacuum which they can find
no way of filling. Specific health problems ariEe within this group,
such as excessive consumption of alcohol and tranquillisers. Those
women who have remained in gainful employment now enjoy a favourable
period during which some of them are still able to make a worthwhile
career. Yet, as a result of the excessive long-term demands on them,
women in this situation tend to suffer more from chronic health
disorders than their male colleagues. l,!,any working women retire
prematurely. Housewives in fact never retire. t[any women continue
to perform domestic tasks till very late in life. 1ftris can be a
very heavy burden on women who have health problems, have had large
families or have had a job outside the home as well. Other women
are happy with their household choree. Older r^romen devote more time
to being grandparents than older men. Husbands,tend to help more
with the household chores after retirement, but the help they provide
remains modest and selective.
The question which must be asked is what present-day women think
of their position and how men view the position of $romen within the-
family. Comrnunity data are available on this subject.
e-l-2 Attitudes to unoaid domestic work
In 1975 and in 1978 the Commission conducted a survey amongst
European citizens in order to obtain a deeper insight into these
matters 1
One noteworthv fact to emerqe from the 1975 survev was that
there was far too little realization on the part of men about how
women viewed work in the home and about their desire to enqaqe in
qainful employment.
In the 1975 survey it was in particular noted that:
a clear majority of women, both rnarried and single, wished
to continue or resume their outside work,
Source:
'!{en and women of Europe in 1978', supplement No. 3 to
'Women of Europe ', Directorate-Cieneral for Information,
European Communities, Doc. X/72/79 Report on a Community survey
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there was always a far stronger desire on the part of women
to work in gainful employment than men realized,
- many men preferred their wives to stay at home - even the men
who admitted that their wives preferred to go out to work,
- 
women underestimated their husbands' reservations about
their going out to work.
I\ L977 the results of the 1975 survey were amplified.
Amongst other things, the feelinq of reqret amonqst full-time
housewives at, the lack of a qainful occupation was measured.
To the question 'Do you regret not having a paid job?,
roughly half the housewives answered in the affirmative. More
preciseLy, 47% said they regretted iE, 47% said they did not
regret it and 6/" gave no ansvrer. The replies varied according
to nationality. French, Italian, British and Dutch housewives
expressed the most regret, Lw(edbourg housewives the 1east,
whereas Belgian, Danish, West cerman and Irish housewives
occupied an intermediate position.
From answers to a question in the 1978 survey on the reasons
why women were not engaged in gainful employment, it emerged that
by far the most cornmonly given reason was domestic duties. Hatf
of the housewives interviewed gave this as the main reason. In
Ireland, Britain and France the figure was even above 60/o. The
second most frequently quoted reason was that the husband preferred
his wife to remain at home. On average, L5% of hromen gave.this as
the reason. (In Belgium 24%.)
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Another important question in the second survey concerned the
attitudes of men and women towards household duties. One striking
result was that, with the exception of Danish men, a majority of
both men and women in all countries said that ,housework coutd be
guite enjoyable'.
Important differences between countries and sexes were:
- in all countries men had a less positve image of housework than
women,
- men's image of housework was the most positive in Luxernbourg
and lreland and the least positive in Denmark and Italy,
- women's image of housework was most positive in Luxembourg,
Ireland and Belgium and least positive in Denmark and lta1y.
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It emerged moreover that women's image of housework was influenced
by their level of education. on average, tomen with a hlgher level of
education shovred an attLtude to housework which was three times less
positive than.women who had only received lower education. Furthermore,
hromen who went out to work showed (regardless of education) a less
positive attitude to'rrards housework than full-time housewl-ves.
The survey endeavoured to obtain a deeper insight into
the division of tasks within the household, in particular with
respect to the help given by husbands. It sras notable that in
all countries there were more men who considered that they
assisted their wives sometimes or freguently than there were
women who felt they were helped occasionally or freguently by
their husbands. on average a2% of men said that they helped
their wives sornetirnes or often, whereas onLy 69% of women said
that ttrey were occasionally or often assisted by their husbands.
The men's 'margin of exaggerationr rras on average 13%, but
varied greatly from country to country. It lras narrowest in
Denmark (5%) ancl broadest in Italy (21%) and Luxembourg (L9%).
Men appeared to be the most helpful in Denmark and the
Netherlands and the'least helpful in Italy (49% never helped
their wives) ..
Survey: HeIp given with housework by husbands
EB!-s.-e!s:
'I-&IP_gv-g!&.'
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And this period also gives rise to new problems. ovring to the
traffic situation in the densery-popurated Netherrands, many children
up to around 8 years of age have to be taken to school. ge/. of Dutch
schoors folrorv a 'split timetable', 3 hours of lessons being given in
the morning and 2 in the afternoon.
The opening and closing times of nursery and infant schools
vary greatly as do the times of lower and higher crasses in junior
schools. The job of accompanying the children to and from school
means that many mothers are faced with an extra workroad of two or
three hours a day. This makes it impossibre for many women to return
to gainfur employment. For women who are arready in paid emproyment
these school times are often an additional burden. There are very
few schools which provide child-minding facirities during the runch
hour or after school.
The nunber of women who make use of this period in order to take
up training courses is increasing. Participation by vromen in voluntary
work is also increasing. The burden is arreviated further when the
children go on to secondary education. However, the effect should
not be overestimated. caring and catering for ttre needs of teenagers
demands a lot of time and energy and this task is carried out to a
Iarge extent by women.
The third phase in the unpaid working tife of women comes when
their-c]lildren leave home. Ttris third phase is tonger than the first
and second phase together and lasts alrnost thirty yearsr. This long
'childless' period is a very recent phenomenon and is closely connected
with the limited size of modern famiries. The present generation of
r{romen is hardly prepared for this new situation. rn their youth they
qrere 
€Jroomed through upbringing and education for a liferong career
as furl-time housewives. The average revel of education of this
generation of women is low, rimited and one-sided. surveys into how
peopre spend their tirne show that during ttris period furl-time
housewives continue to devote a great deal of time to domestic work;
they seek to improve their efficiency and ,devote more time to
preasant pursuits'. some women try to re-enter working life, which
is frequentry particularly difficult. rn many cases these women
have to content thernserves with ernployment requiring a rovr lever of
ski11 not comnensurate with the education they have received. Re-
integration in working life is frequently a failure.
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The surveys quoted are important in that they indicate the attitude
of men and women to unpaid housework.
It emerged from the first survey, amongst other things, that men
(who are greatly in the majority in all policy sectors) overestimate
the positive attitude of women to housework and underestimate women's
desire for paid employment.
From the second survey it emerged that a fair majority of men
and women 'found housework quite pleasant'and that a minority of men
and women found housework 'merely a chore'.
However, it also emerged that vromen's desire for gainful
empl-oyment is far greater than the readiness of men to perform
household duties, in which connection it should be pointed out tlat
men have a tendency to claim to be more helpfut in the home than
they really are.
8.2 The position of women in the qainful emplovment sectorl
According to recent statistics, women account for roughly 38%
of the working population of the European Community.
I soo.a"",
'Women in the European Community', Community action and comparisons
betlreen national situations, Commission of the European Communities,
BrusseIs, 1980, Doc. c .8. 24/78/2Lg/HL/C
'Working docurnents of the Ad Hoc Conunittee on Women's Rights:No. 3 (!lrs Maij-Weggen) , No. 4 (!{rs Vayssade), No. 5 (t!rs Groes),No. 13 (!lrs Roudy) , No. 35 (I{rs Van den Heuvel) and No. 34(Mrs caiotti de Biase)
National reports from France, United Kingdom, West cermany, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Lu(ernbourg, Denmark and Itaty in connection
with 'High Ieve1 Conference on the Employment of Women' from theOrganization for Econornic Cooperation and Development, L6-L7 Aprit 1980,
Paris
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However, the percentage of women engaged in paid employment
varies greatly from one Member State to another. In atl Member
States it is considerably lower than the percentage of men engaged
in gainful employment.
Percentaqe of men and vromen enqaqed in qainful emplovment
(between the ages of 14 and 60)
It is striking that in three countries - the Netherlands, Ireland
and ltaly - 3e/" or fewer vromen are engaged in gainful employment.
Moreover, in these same countries the nurnber of men in paid employment
is also relatively low. The percentage of women engaged in remunerative
work is highest in the United Kingdom, Denmark, France and west Germany.
Belgium and LLu<edbourg occupy an intermediate position. Figures on thg
percentage of women who go out to work must be treated with caution.
The fact is that some lromen who are gainfully employed are not always
registered as such. For instance, many women do part-time or seasonal
jobs. There are also many wonen who work in businesses betonging to
their own families. In some countries there are also large numbers of
wonen engaged in home-based gainful employment (outwork). Registration
of this sort of work differs from one country to another. In aome
countries these vromen are registered or partly registered as employed.
In other countries they are classed as non-lsorking or unemployed
because the nature, duration, regularity and remuneration involved do
not fall within the same terms of reference asr male employment.
Not only is the nurnber of women engaged in gainful ernployment
l-imited, but the quality of the jobs which they perform is lower
than that of male employees. The inferior position of women on the
employment market can best be illustrated by means of a comparison
of average hourly earnings. In all Member States the average hourly
earnings of working r.romen are lower than those of working men:
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Differences in hourly earnings between male and female employees
in 4 industries (tndex 100 = general average hourly earnings)
Source: 'Women in the European Community'
The difference in remuneration can partly be attributed to the
continuing practice of 'unequal pay for equal work'. However, the
main cause lies in the fact that lromen generally perform work that
is less skilled than that of their male counterparts.
The inferior position occupied by women in employment both in
qualitative and quantitative terms is a resutt of various factors
such as:
- The large amount of unpaid work which women perform, particularl-y
in the home. (See 8.1)
- The specific employment curve of women.
- The unsatisfactory arrangements for parental leave and child-
minding.
- The high concentration of women in the part-time, seasonal and
home-based employment sectors.
- The unsatisfactory through-movement of women into executive and
supervisory positions .
- The high concentration of women in a limited number of branches
of industry and professions.
- The effect of the development of *oa"rt technology on the
employment and the work status of women.
- The under-representation of women in specific social interest
grouPs.
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- A range of outdated traditionar attitudes and prejudices which
in many cases weaken the position of women on the rabour market
very unfairly.
8.2.I The larqe amount of unpaid work performed bv women
one of the main causes of the restricted and marginar position
of women on the paid labour market is the major share they hold in
the unpaid work sector. As a result of this a rarge nurnber of women
disappear cornpretely from working rife. some disappear temporariry
and some remain in gainful employment. A Dutch survey shoured that
on average working men perform roughty nine hours of domestic work
a week. on the other hand working women devote on average roughry
34 hours a week to domestic duties (as against an average of 42 hours
a week in the case of a full-time housewife).1
Tirne utilization in average hours per week of married women who stay
at home, married women in gainful ernployment and married men in
gainful employment: age 35
Source:
'Een week tijd, versrag van een onderzoek naar de tijdsbesteding
van Nederlanders in oktober L975,
w.P. Kuulst,
Cahier van het Sociaal Cultureet planbureau Nederland
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From this comparison it is clear that women in gainful
employment have to shoulder by far the heaviest workload
compared with both men in gainful ernployment and fuII-time
housewives. The consequences of this heavy burden have an
effect on $romen's position on the labour market: their great
preference for part-time working, the fact that they have too
litt1e time and energy to follow training courses and litt1e
time or energy to pursue a career and their acceptance of and
resignation in respect of work which does not correspond to
their level of education, poor chances of promotion and poor
pay. Employers tend not to take much account of any ambitions
\,{omen may have. It is often the case that wornen have to work
extra hard in order to demonstrate their desire to get on in
their jobs. The complaint which women often make that they have
to work twice as hard as men in order to achieve the same result
is explained not only by the fact that women also have domestic
duties to perform but also by the extra evidence they have to
furnish in order to be promoted or make a career. The position
of working riromen compared with their male colleagues is weakened
both directly and indirectly by the double work-load they have to
bear.
8.2.2 Women's specific employment curve
The specific employment curve for women is also a major
cause of their rest:ricted and inferior position in the employment
sphere.
This specific employment curve results from the fact that
owing to household duties many women disappear temporarily from
working life.
In aII countries of the Community a high percentage of women
are in gainful employment between the ages of 15 and 2I, and the
figure peaks at around 21. In almost all countries the percentage
falls steeply between 21 and 35 years of age, the lowest point
being reached between 25 and 30 years of age. After the age of 35
the percentage of women in gainful employment rises again, peaking
at around 50. this is followed by a further regression whereby
it is to be noted that women disappear from the gainful employment
sector earlier than men.
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In general, vromen's lives in gainful employment follow the
folrowing pattern: an early beginning, an interruption or regression
during the famiry-raising period, a graduat return and an earry end.
In the case of men, the overall curve is considerably more
regular and stable with a somewhat later start, a high percentage
in employment for a long time and an abrupt late end.
Yet the employment curve for women is not the satme in every
country of the Community. (See statistics, page 43). In most
countries women enter gainful employrnent between the ages of 14 and
20. The highest average is around 2t years of age. In the United
Kingdom the highest percentage is to be noted as early as 19 years
of age, while in Belgium and France only at around 23 years of age.
In most countries, 65% to 75% of all women are in gainful employment
at around 21 years of age. This figure is highest in Denmark and
Ireland (around 80el") and lowest in Italy (around 45%l .
In most countries there is a steep falt after 21 years of age.
This regression is most marked in Ireland, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg. It is the least pronounced in France, Germany and
Denmark. The return to working life is shortest in the United
Kingdom and longest in Belgium.
The percentage of women who return to the employment market
after the age of 35 to 40, which peaks at around 50, also differs
from one country to another. The highest percentages are in the
United Kingdom, Denmark, France and Germany (50% to 75%l and the
lowest in Belgium, Italy, Ireland, Luxembourg and the Netherlands
(2V/" to 25%) .
The specific employment curve for women is connected in large
measure with the extent of their domestic duties during a specific
period. These duties are greatest while women have young children
to care for and bring up.
A clear correlation exists betfireen women,s participation in
gainful employment and the number of children to be cared for.
Hc'wever, this correlation is not the same in each Member State.
In the Netherlands, Ireland, Lucembourg and Italy, few or very few
hromen go out to work after the birth of two or more children. In
other Member States the nurnber of women going out to work falls
less steeply even after the birth of several children.
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The differences betvreen these countries may be the result of
two factors: social pressure on women to give up their jobs when
they have several children to care for and the social arrangements
for young children and schoolchildren (parental leave, nursery
schools, school times, etc.).
The specific employment curve for women has a major effect
on their position on the labour market.
- In the period during which many men are gaining a secure
position for themselves in paid employment or buitding
up a career, large numbers of woren disappear from the
labour market or, should they choose to continue working,
are obliged to perform a double work role.
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;3 in gainfu emp
\The large number of women who disappear temporarily from
gainful employment to return at around 30 to 35 years of
age are confronted with major problems on their return:
the training which they had received is no longer relevant,
they are no longer used to a work routine, they lack
experience and their domestic duties are still quite
considerable.
- Experience shows that women in this category encounter
much difficulty in finding a job again and in many cases
have to be content with work below their previous level
of training and relatively low wages.
As a result women are obviouely placed in a far inferior
position to their male colleagues and their position on the
Iabour market is very precarious.
8.2.3 Unsatisfactorv parental leave and childmindinq schemes
The specific employment curve for women, which sho$rs that
they disappear from working life cornpletely or partially for a
long period, is influenced, amongst other things, by the existence
or non-existence of an adequate syatem of welfare facilities for
young families. Parental leave and childminding arrangements
play an important part in this connection.
Parental leave schemes vary greatly from one Member State
of the European Community to another. What is striking is that
most are intended for working riromen and very few for working men.
In some casesr it cannot be otherrrise, for example in the case
of maternity leave, but in the main it is the regult of the pre-
conceived idea that only lrorrcn perform domegtic duties and that
men are exempt from them.
Examples of parental leave schemes in the llember States: I
In West Germanv maternity leave amounts to 14 weeks at fulI
pay. Since July 1979 it has been poseible to obtain additional
maternity leave of four montha. In thia case the maximuru pay is
I Soua"": 'Transnational No. 16, Frauenpolitik in Europa,, pp . L9-252Maternity leave regulations in the countries of the European
Community, Ursula Schleicher, Member of the European
Parliament
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750 DM per month. Women also enjoy guarantees that they witl not lose
their jobs. Following the introduction of this scheme in the Federal
Republic, a debate arose as to whether full'time housewives should not
also be entitled to comparable financial support. In the meantime a
BilI has been tabled in the Bundestag providing for the entitlement of
full-time housewives to such support.
Belqiun, maternity leave is of 14 weeks' duration, at 79.5%
of gross pay.
In Denmark, maternity leave is of 14 weeks, duration, aL 9V/"
of the average weekly income (= 1,349 DKr in 1978). If the lroman
works for the civil service then she is entitled to three months,
extra leave at fuII pay and five months at half pay. A debate is
taking place at present in Denmark on the introduction of parental
leave. Parental leave of up to nine months after the birth of a
child has existed in Sweden since L974. Such leave can either be
taken entirely by one parent or shared between them. In Norway,
similar legislation was introduced in L977.
In France, maternity leave is of 16 weeks' duration at 9V/" of
pay. Hot^rever, there are minimum and maximum limits to the amount
which may be paid. It has recently become possible to obtain
supplementary maternity leave of up to 10 months after the birth
of a child together with a guarantee that the mother will be able
to return to her job. This facility appliea to employees of
businesses with not less than two hundred ernployees and is conditional
upon the woman having been employed there for at least one year. The
father may claim leave under this arrangement providing the mother is
in agreement. t'leanwhile, this arrangement has also been introduced
in the civil service. It is of course unpaid.
In Ireland, maternity leave is of L2 to 14 weeks'duration.
A special insurance provides cover for illness before or after the
birth for a maximum of 381 days. For the first 147 days this amounts
to 4@/" of wages and for each subsequent period of 78 days to 307o,
25% and 20% respectively.
-$!Ldty, maternity leave is of 5
before and 3 months after the birth) .
discounts certain supplements) LO@/" of
in private industry 8U/". (In practice
months' duration (2 months
In the civil service (if one
\,rages continue to be paid and
many businesses pay 100/" too.)
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There is a new facility whereby female employees can claim
supplementary leave of up to six months. In the civil service
they then receive lOtr/" of their wages for the first month, 80%
for the second month and 30% for the folloruing four months.
This facility also exists in private industry, where 3a% of
wages are paid throughout the entire period. The $roman retains
the right to return to her job. In addition, it is atso possible
in ltaly to take leave in the event of itlness of a child of up
to three years. Both the additional leave period of six months
and the facility for leave in the event of a child's illness
can also be claimed by the father.
In Luxembourq, maternity leave is of 16 weeks' duration
at full pay.
In the Netherlands, maternity leave is of 12 weeks' duration
at fuIl pay.
In the United Kinqdom, maternity leave is of I8 weeke'
duration during which time the mother receives a fixed amount
(cI4.70 in July 1978).
The maternity leave schemes clearly vary greatly. Each country
has a maternity leave scheme of something between 12 and 22 weeks.
Maternity leave is shortest in the Netherlands and Ireland and longest
in ltaly. fhe financial arrangements are even more varied. Since the
duration of maternity leave varies so greatly, it is difficult to
compare the financial arrangements.
There is an increasing tendency to extend traditional maternity
leave by a period of child caring,/rearing leave. cermany, Denmark,
France and Italy have gone furthest in this direction. In some
countries this facility can also be used by the father. This is
already the case in France and ltaly and is being considered in
Denmark. Finally, there is only one country where parents are
entitled to leave to care for a Eick child.
A recent survey of the relationship between parents and children
Iin the Community- gauged the attitudes of European citizens to a
system of parental leave. fhose interviewed were asked if they
I
- 
'Europeans and their children', survey
European Community, October 1979, Doc.
Corununities Brussels
of the countries of the
v/3o/8o European
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r^rere interested in
very interestings
parental leave vrithout pav. The replies were
IRLEC ILNLI'K
%%%%
BDKDF
%%%%
Interested in parental
Ieave of two years(Question L38/L391
. Yes, intereeted ...
.No
. No opinion ..
Interested in parental
Ieave of one year
. Yes, interested
.No
. No opinion ..
Interested in parental
leave of six months
. Yes, interested
.No.
. No opinion ..
60
30
10
r00
59 64
24 L7
L7 19
100 100
s4 83
31 L2
15s
100 100
45 59 sI
42 29 42
13L27
100 Io0 100
44 52
55 4L
17
100 100
55
34
II
100
48
38
16
IO0
47 63
32 16
2L 2L
100 I00
4L 76
4L 20
184
I00 I00
40 61 sI
46 26 43
L4136
100 100 I00
36 52
61 4L
37
100 I00
39
38
23
100
61 33
16 44
23 23
IOO 100
59 4L
35 43
5L6
100 100
56 30
31 62
138
100 100
30 50
67 43
37
100 I00
Considerable interest was shown for each of ttre three parental
leave schemes suggested. 6e/" shovred interest in an unpaid period of
parental leave of two years (with right to return to job) , 30pl. did
not and lfl expressed no view on the matter. 55A wexe attracted by
unpaid parental leave of one year (with right to return to job),
34"/" were not and 11% had no opinion. As regards an unpaid period of
6 months, only 46% found this attractive, whereas 38% found it
unattractive and 16% had no opinion.
Striking was the very great interest shown by French and Danish
interviewees and the great interest shown by Italian and British
interviewees. Germany, Belgian and Lr:xembourg interviewees showed
moderate interest. Irish citizens were in fact only interested in
a period of two years and those least attracted by any of the proposed
schemes were the Dutch.
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Closer analysis showed that $romen were more interested than
men. Furthermore parents with a high leveI of education were more
interested than those with a low level of education.
The results caII for the following additional comments :
Parental leave schemes in the Corununity are inadequate and vary
greatly from one country to another. There is a link between
the quality of the leave schemes and ttre percentage of women in
paid employnent. In countries where a very low percentage of
women are in paid employment the provisions are for the most
part very limited. An exception in this respect is Italy, but
it should be borne in mind that the parental leave scheme is
quite a recent innovation there.
Parental leave schemes apply mainly to women. This puts
employed women in an unequal position compared with their
male colleagues and is detrimental to the position of women
on the labour market.
Research shor,vs that both men and women feel that the present
provisions regarding parental leave are inadequate.
Women in all the I'lember States are
childmindinq facilities. The lack of
many $romen from returning to work after
children. Those women who do continue
with major problems due to the lack of
dissatisfied with
such facilities prevents
' the birth of one or more
to work are confronted
good childminding facilities.
Unfortunately no Community survey has been made of the
facilities available in the different Member States. The recent
survey 'Europeans and their children' clearly sholrs, horrever,
that a great gulf exists betv'reen the need for childminding
facilities and what is actually available. Itris survey also
provides an insight into parents' preferences for specific
forms of childminding.
The survey covered parents employed outside the home who
have one or more children under three years of age.
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Survey: Minding of children
(comparison betvtreen
A. SOLUTION PREFERRED BY
.3BE.E.$-PABEW.'(QUESTTON 135)
under three years of age
Ivlember States)
Day Paid
nursery at
Recog-
nizedI NEID
cn]. Icl-nome
m].nder
TqTAL
TqTAL
. BEIGII'!,1
. DENMARK
. GERMAT{Y
FRANCE
IREIJAIiID
Day
nursery
30
36
58
19
Paid help
at horne
17
26
1t
Recog-
nized
child-
minder
r00
100
100
100
I00
100
100
100
100
100
TqIAL
43
23
2L
36
27
2L
65
23
25
50
62
L7
L2
27
25
L4
29
22
10
22
2A
33
31
L7
22
38
L2
22
10
I6
9
13
7ITALY
LTI}GMBOI'RG
MTHERIANDS ...
I,NITED KINGDOM
B. SOLI}TION ADOPTED BY
',PRESENT PAREMS I
WHO REPLIED TO
orrEsTroN 137
I8
2A
I
9
37
28
25
23
2L
L4
EIAL
. BELGIT,It!
. DENMARK
. GERITIAI{Y
. FRANCE
. IREIAIID
L4
15
38
L2
30
1
1
able to
sI I04
70 (1)
25 (1)
46 (1)
sr (r)
(1)
58 (1)
calculate
. ITALY
. LTI'GMBOIJRG
. THE NETIIERI,ANDS
. UNITED KINGDOM
2L
11
L2
25 15
(Nudber too small to be
percentages )
10 16
40 13
10 68
t2 42
(1)
(1)
(1) The total exceeds 10@" since some parents use more than one
method.
What is striking is that a large number of parents G3%l would
prefer to put their child (children) in the care of a day nursery.
However, day nurseries are availabre for only 22% of working parents.
2tr/" of parents r,rourd prefer paid herp at home. L7% qrere actuarly
abre to use this form of childminding. 17% wourd like to leave their
child with a recognized childminder and L4% were actually able to do so.
Preferences and practices varied greatly, though, from one country
to another: German, British and rtarian parents generarly preferred
the day nursery solution. Belgian, French, Luxedbourg and Irish
parents preferred paid help at horne. Danish parenta preferred to
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take their chird to a recognized chirdminder. However, practice and
preference were two different things. Italian and British parents,
who mainly preferred the day nursery solution, were also those to make
the greatest use of such facilities. By contrast, German parents, who
would al-so prefer to use day nurseries, had to resort mainly to paid
help at home. Of the four countries which preferred paid help at hom,
Ireland was ;he only one where this solution was fully available. It
vuas in Denmark that parental wishes seemed to correspond most closely
to practice.
Preferences for specific methods of childminding appear to differ
not, only fron one country to another but, according to this survey also
from one social group to another. Parents in occupations ranging from
unskilled to lower managerial show a clear preference for day nurseries.
Parents at the upper end of the scale show a definite preference for
paid help at home.
FinaIIy, it is remarkable that half the working parents with young
children (5L%) do not use any of the solutions described, Presumably
the problems are solved by means of private arrangements with meighbours,
lErents, etc. Those who do not make use of any of these solutions are
greatest in number in Belgium and the Netherlands (7@/" and 68/. respectively)
and smallest in number in Denmark (25%).
The problem of childminding is largely solved when the children
go to school. Hovrever, Ehis still depends great,Iy on school times. Split
timetables (morning lessons, an interruption and afternoon lessons) give
rise to great problems. In the Netherlands, where this system is common,
it is one of the main impediments to the return to the labour market of
many women between 25 and 35 years of age. Problems also arise when
lessons are concentrated in the morning (from I to roughly I o'clock)
but the $rorrnn does at least have an opportunity to take up part-time
employment. The best r,ray of enabling women to continue working would
be a solution whereby their children could stay at school during the
lunch hour as well as after lessons.
Unfortunately, no survey has been rnade of school times in the
various Member States. Split school timetables are, however, known to
be the most common in the Netherlands. School times concentrated on
the morning are to be found mainly in Germany, and continuous timetables
in the United Kingdom, France and Belgium.
A nunber of conclusions rnay be drawn from the foregoing:
- 
The great dissatisfaction with the inadequate childminding facilities
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is justified. There is a great gulf betr*een the need for such facilities
and what is actually available. Ttris is true not only for very young
children but also for children of primary school age.
- 
The consequences have to be borne nninly by the woman. In many cases
she is obliged to give up her job. If she continues working, she is
confronted with considerable problems.
- This situation helps perpetuate the unequal position of working women
compared w-tth working men and weakens their position on thelabour
market.
8.2.4 Hiqh concentration of women in part-time, seasonal and outworkl
Statistics on the paid employment of women often take no account of the
specific characteristics of female employment because the nature , duration
and regularity of such employment do not fall within the usual terms of
reference. As a result a whole category of working liIolnen falls below
the line of vision of the authorities and the policy-makers. women
who are employed in this sector are thus Snrticularly vulnerable: low
wagesr poor working conditions and poor social provisions are commonplace.
This sector includes amongst other things part-time, seasonal and
outwork (home-based employment) .
Part-time work has long been Snrt of the 'unppotected' employment sector.
Hoqrever, since part-tine work is increasing in importance, particularly
amongst women, the authorities and the trade unions are Snying more and
more attention to this type of employment. For some years now Srart-time
work has been included in Community statistics. These statistics show
that 9 million people in the CommuniEy are already employed in this
sector. About 9@A of them are l^romen. lilen working in this sector are
rnainly students, handicapped or o1d people.
The percentage of tten and women
varies greatly from one country
full-time and part-time employment
another:
in
to
womenful1-time part-time
men
full-time part-tine
Germany
France
ItaIy
Uriited Kingdom
Netherlands
Belglum
Denmark
Ireland
Luxembourg
36%
42%
24%
32%
2V"
34%
3L%
27%24
LEA
6%
3%
2eA
5%
4%
2@L
3%
s%
8L%
8@A
74%
82%
74%
76%
74%
73%
84%
-,;
_a
_v
The number of people engaged in part-time work is
Kingdom, Denrnark and Germany and lowest in Italy,
-
'Voluntary Part-time Work' (Communication from
450 final, Brusse1s, 17 July 1980.
Working Document No. 12 of Ad Hoc Corurtittee on
work, author: Mrs Squarcialupi 
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r highest in the United
Ireland and the Benelux.
the Commission) Doc. CO!4(80)
Women's Rights on part-time
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The number of men engaged in part-time work is highest in rtary (2%)
Hovrever, these statistics (Eurostat 19zB) are not entirery reliabre
since the rules governing the registration of part-time work differ
from one Member State to another.
Part-time employment occurs rnainly in the services sector, particularly
in the retail trade, education and health care, but also in some industrial
sectors such as the textile, food, and electronics industries. Part-time
work is arso a major feature of the agricult,ural sector especially as
this sector makes great use of the labour of family members.
since part-tine work has come more into view, it can be seen that
the situation of people working in this sector leaves much to be desired:
- Part-time work is relatively poorly paid; in many-cases the pay is
not enough to ensure economic independence.
- Ilrere is poor provision for job protection both in labour and social
legislation.
- P-art-tire employees are more
employees.
vulnerable to unemployment than futl-tire
- The promotion prospects of part-time workers are very poor.
- Part-time employees have hardly any technical or industrial training
facilities open to them.
- 
Part-time employees are seldom members of trade unions.
Despite the fact that part-tire work presents many disadvantages
compared with fulI-time work, it is preferred by many women. In Germany
for example the number of applications received by ernployrent offices
for part-time work is five times greater than the jobs available.
Hor^rever, this preference is not a consequence of free choice but is
mainly the resurt of the double work-load borne by rarge numbers of
qromen.
Although lnrt-time work must be viewed with the necessary reservations;
it has to be admitted that this type of emplolzment has attractive features
for many women. They are under less of a strain than if they were in
full-time employment and at the same tirne they are active in the gainful
employrent sector. Ho\^rever, improvements to the situation of Snrt-time
employees are urgently needed.
No Community data exist regarding outlrork. Nonetheless, certain
facts do emerge from time to tincr. For example it is estirnated that
in rtaly alone, almost two million people, of whom 80 to 9@A are wornen,
are engaged in honc-based employment.
I- Working Docunent No. 33 of the Ad Hoc Committee 'Undeclared employment
and hore-based employment in rtaly, rapporteur: ttrs sguarcialupi
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Some of these women perfornt this work in addition to an 'ordinary'
job and in addition to housework. Ihe indusLries which rely on such
home-based employment are mainly: the Paper-processing, clothing,
jewellery and toy industries.
In northern ltaly many people are registered as employed at home.
However, in central and southern Italy the situation as regards home-based
employment is far less c1ear.
Recently a large number of Sicilian women employed at home
(embroiderers) hit the headlines with their claim for better pay. It
emerged that these \^romen earned the same in one day as women doing
comparable work in northern ltaly earned in one hour. The Court found
in favour of the women, but they received no further contracts. A
survey conducted in the Naples area revealed a number of facts concerning
the working conditions of women employed at home. Of the 978 women
interviewed, 469 worked in the kitchen, 180 in the dining-room or bedroom
and 60 in the garage. In addition it emerged that the work regularly
involved the use of dangerous substances, for which special- safety
measures were not observed. It also came to light that in many cases
the children of the women involved also assisted in the work, which
meant that a considerable degree of illegal child labour was involved.
Legislation governing home-based employment has been in force in ItaIy
since L973. fhere are many positive sides to this legislation but its
provisions are widely circumvented, particularly in southern Italy.
Home-based employment is presumed to exist aLso in the other llember
States of the Community. There are reports from the United Kingdom in
particular concerning the increase in the number of women working at
home. The main example is thought to be contract work for the electronics
industry. However, no details are available.
Although home-based employment does not have to be totally rejected
- 
there are some occupations which are always carried on at home - there
are many reasons for not involving the home in factory work. It is
usually unskilled routine work performed under conLract. Such work is
badly paid, there is no control over working conditions and working
hours, social provisions are very limited or non+xistent and the terms
of employment the worst possible. The people - mainly $romen - who work
in this sector do so rarely out of choice. Oluing to their family
circumstances they generally have no alternative. An investigation
into the nature and extent of this sort of employment is urgently needed,
as is protective legislation with proper supervision.
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8.2.5 unsatisfactorv throuqh-movement of women into executive and manaqerial
pos i tions
In almost all sectors employing women, the latter are over-represented
in unskilled and semi-skilled positions, moderately represented in
executive positions and under-represented in higher manageriat positions.IEducation serves as a good example in this respect.- There are roughry
as many r^romen as men employed in education. However, closer examination
of the levels of education shows that in nursery education atmost all
the staff are $romen.
rn primary education the male/female ratio is more or less equal
or weighted in favour of women. In secondary education there are more
male than femare teachers and in higher education there is a great
preponderance of men. Nursery school teachers are the lowest paid while
teaching staff in higher education are Ehe highest paid. Even so,
hromen have more opportunities to move up the scale in education than
in many.other sectors.
The great preponderance of wonpn in unskilled and semi-skirred
jobs is to a large extent the result of the inferior position of women
in education and vocational training (see chapter 9). However, there
are also a number of other factors which come into play.
- As a result of their doubre work-load, married women with famiry
responsibilities have a great deal of difficulty in moving into
higher categories of employment.
-women who, as a resurt of their domestic duties, have been absent
from the paid employment sector for a long period are often given
jobs below their original level of training.
I
- See 'Equal opportunities in education and training for girls' , Dr EileenByrne, Collected Studies, Education Series No. 9, Brussels, July 1978.
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- 
Semi-skilled women, particularly those who have been trained in
traditional domestic skitls, are often classified as 'unskilled'
for the purposes of pid employment.
- 
Far fewer w6men than men take Snrt in technical courses, coursesfor
managerial staff, etc.
- 
Employers and rnale employees in many industries are still against
women holding positions of authority.
AII-these factors lead to an overconcentration of women in lower-
skilled occupations and the underrepresentation of women in more highly
skilled occupations.
8.2.6 Heavv concentration of women in a limited number of industrial
branches and occupationsl
Especially since the industrial revolution there has been a further
division of roles and tasks into'men's jobs'and'vlomen's jobs'.
In this connection it is notehrorthy that the number of ren's jobs
is far greater and more varied than the number of women's jobs.
Great differences can be seen in the Community in the overall
distribution of men and women between the three main employnent sectors:
industry, services and agriculture :
1 See also:
Working Document No. 58 of the Ad Hoc Committee on Women's Rights
on segregation on the labour market, author : l'lrs LizLn
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Breakdown of men and women employed in the three major employment
sectors:
Agriculture Industry Services
United Kingdom
Ire land
Netherlands
Denmark
Belgium
West Germany
France
ItaIy
Lu<embourg
llen Women Women
44% 72%
37% 66%
49% 8L%
46% 79%
47% 69%
4L% 6@/"
43% 66%
37% 5L%
4e/" 77%
4%
2ff/"
7%
L2%
5%
s%
LL%
L4%
7%
L%
8%
2%
4%
4%
e%
e%
L5%
e%
llen
s2%
38%
44%
42%
4e%
54%
48%
49%
53%
women
27%
26%
L7%
L7%
27%
3L%
2s%
34%
L4%
Source: 'women in the European Community'
By far the majority of women, on average somewhat more than half,
are ernployed in the services sector. In the Netherlands, Denmark and
Luxemlcourg, the figure even exceeds 75%.
Closer examination shows that within this sector most women are
employed in education, health care, clerical duties and the retail
trade (the favourite occupations are those of teacher, nurse,
secretary/typist and sales assistant) .
ApproximateLy 20-25% of women workers are employed in industry.
In the Netherlands, Denmark and Lrurembourg the percentage is somewhat
smaller (about 16%) and in ttaly the largest (34%1.
Closer examination shor,,rs that within this sector most women work
in the textile and food industries and to a lesser extent in the
electronics and chemical industries.
The percentage of women working in the agricultural sector is
striking. An average of 7% of all working women are employed in
agriculture. In the United Kingdorn and the Netherlands, hovrever,
the percentage is very to^r (about 1%) and in Italy very high (L5%1.
It shoutd be pointed out here that these figures do not include
women who work without payment as a member of the family in a family
enterprise. Ihe nurnber of such hlomen is the largest in the retail
trade and in agriculture. This fact makes these figures somewhat
unreliable.
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To sum up, we may say that most women in Europe are employed
in the services sector, especially in education, health care,
administration and the retail trade, to a lesser extent in industry,
particularly the textile and food industries, and sometimes in
agriculture, although the figures vary greatly from country to
country.
Occupational groups largely fiIIed by women have a number of
specific characteristics: average salaries are low, social security
provisions are limited (in many cases there is no provision for a
pension), the specialized areas require no more than elementary or
intermediate training, opportunities for promotion are limited and
their social standing is low.
It is a striking fact that, whenever an occupation becomes
'feminized', its standing and salary fatl. One typical example of
this is the medical profession, which in Western Europe is largely
a masculine province, with a high social standing and very high
salaries. In Eastern Europe, most doctors are $romen: the
profession's social standing is low and salaries are very poor.
In our countries there is a clear trend for men to take up
paramedical occupations such as nursing, hitherto a female preserve,
and it is noteworthy that the standing of this occupation, its
salary and working conditions are improving.
We cannot therefore maintain that the simple fact of women
entering occupations, which were previously the province of men
automatically leads to equality of men and hromen at work. We may
assume that a reasonable balance between the nurnbers of men and
hromen workers in any particular occupation provides the most
favourable basis for equality between the two groups.
8.2.7 The effect of modern technoloqical developments on employment
4nd womqn's position on the labour marketl
Modern technological developments have affected the economy in
general and employment in particular. Outdated products and
production methods are being replaced by new ones. In recent years
this process has been referred to as 'innovation,. The disappearance
of outdated products and production methods has resulted in a loss
of jobs in a number of sectors. On the other hand, the introduction
of new products and production methods can create new jobs.
'|
- See also: Employment and the new
Communication from the Commission,
cOM(80) 15 final
micro-e lectronic technology,
Brusse1s, 5 February 1980,
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It is important for the smooth development of a country's
economy and its prosperity that technological innovation is carried
out successfully, i.e. that it results in economic arowth, an
increase in the number of jobs available and an improvement in working
conditions.
Unfortunately, it must be noted that. technological innovation
in the Member States of the European Community is now less
successful than it was in the past: economic arowth is slackening,
the number of jobs available is decreasing, the quality of working
conditions and the social security system are being threatened.
One of the causes thereof is the rapid replacement of human
Iabour by machines. Automation and the introduction of micro-
electronic technology in industrial production has caused or is
like1y to cause the toss of a large number of jobs. Various economic
sectors, including those with a large number of female workers, have
been hit by this loss of jobs.
For example, automation has resulted in the loss of a large
number of jobs in the textite and food industries. The same is true
of agriculture. The introduction of micro-electronic technology has
particularly affected employment in the clerical sector.
What is more, automation and the introduction of micro-electronic
technology principalty affect the lower occupational groups; in
particular, unskilled and semi-skilled jobs disappear.
To sum up, we may say that the large number of women in a
limited number of occupations and the large number of women in
unskilled and semi-skilled jobs makes them particularly vulnerable
to the loss of jobs resulting from technological innovation.
This process need not adversely affect women if they can
change over in good time to new jobs created by modern technological
development. Although innovation in the European Community is slow,
new occupations and jobs are nonetheless being created each year.
However, it is increasingly true that women find it much more
difficult than men to change over to new jobs.
One of the major reasons for this is that most women not only
opt for a very limited number of traditional occupations but also
for limited education and vocational training. Many new jobs
require technically-oriented pretiminary training (for example the
electronics industry). Many women are not suited to many jobs in
the new industries because of their limited and one-sided education
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and vocational training which is simply not geared to^rards technical
proficiency. In addition, many hromen who have not worked for several
years while raising their family and who wish to resume work are
frequently hampered in changing over to new jobs because their basic
and vocational training is extremely out of date.
Where vromen are employed in the new industries, they end up even
more than before in the Iower occupational groups. Certain industries,
such as the chemical and in particular the electronic industries,
provide a nurnber of jobs described as 'simple, unskilled precision
work'. !,[any male workers are unsuited to this sector because,
particularly in the technical sector, they have been trained to too
high a level. Tttis results in a situation where r^romen are principally
attracted to these jobs. Therefore in the electronics industry the
simple unskilled routine work is largely carried out by !{omen and the
more skilled work by men.
A similar process is apparently developing in the clerical sector
where the introduction of new technologies has resulted in women
workers increasingly carrying out simple and unskilled work (punch-
card and data typistE), while the more skilled work is done by men.
Here, too, an inportant factor is the one-sided and limited training
of women who, unlike men, have frequently had no advanced administrative
or economic training.
Finally, it should be noted that a nurnber of industries, including
the textile and electronics industries transfer certain simple un-
skilled jobs to outworkers. Ttris trend is apparently on the increase,
especially in rtary (textiles) and the united Kingdom (electronics
industry) . A nurnber of observations on the quarity of outrivork are
rnade in point 8.2 .4.
rn addition, a trend is developing whereby such simple unskirled
work is being increasingly transferred to the Third World. This
proceas, which leads to a ross of jobs in the weatern worrd, does not
always benefit the developing countries. (See Chapter ) .
Although it is still not certain how the introduction of new
technologies will affect the position of lromen, it seems at present
that on the one hand large numbera of women will be excluded from
occupations which have becorue redundant as a result of technological
innovation and on the other that not enough r,romen are being emproyed
in the occupations created by modern technorogy, or are in most cases
employed at the lowest labour level of the new jobs.
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8.2.8 Women are insufficientlv active in specific occupational
Dressure qrouDg
Occupational pressure groups such as professional and trade
associations, employers' and employees' organizations play an
important role in the policy of the l.[ember States of the European
Corununity. Unfortunately, it must be noted that in these
organizations women play a limited and subordinate role. This is
partly explained by the fact that there are far fewer women than
men in gainful employment. But even if we take these factors into
consideration, the number of women activists is well below what it
should be.
It is susually assumed that between 25-3eA of the total nurnber
of rnembers of professional associations and trade unions are women.l
But the percentage of women among the executive members is much
smaller and at the top of such organizations, women play a very
minor role. Many professional associations and trade union movements
have separate women's organizations or women'e secretariats. The
advantage of such bodies is that the problems of women workerE
receive consideration there. The disadvantage is that frequently
too litt1e attention is paid to the work of these $rotnen's organizations,
while the small number of women activists end up in a backwater through
participation in these special bodies.
Experience has shown that the standpoints adopted by occupational
pressure groups in advisory committeeE to national and international
authorities frequently concentrate a1noEt exclusively on male interests
and take virtually no account of the interests of female members.
It is vital that women play their fuII part in these organizations,
especially with a view to improving the Eocial and eonomic position
of women.
1'*o.ar, workers in Europe'g trade unions' by Emiliene Brunfaut,
in 'European Women on Europe', Brussels, L979
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8.3 Femate unemplovmentl
fncreasing unemployment affecting the citizens of the European
Community is disquieting and constitutes one of the major problems
of our age.
The cause must be sought in a slackening in the supply of jobs
as a result of poor economic arowth and in demographic factors, in
particular the increase in the nunber of young people coming on to
the Iabour market. The increase in demand for employment from women
is also an important factor.
At present, unemployment in the Community totals 6,675,600, with
3,620,400 men and 3,055,200 women registered unemployed. (Eurostat,
JuIy 1980.)
Comparison of male and female unemplovment in each Member State
Eurostat 7/LggO
much
' and
be
women who are not registered are, for example, housewives who
gave up their jobs some time ago and would like to return to work,
girls who are temporarily doing domestic work at home ('spending a
year helping mummy at home') and female seasonal workers or outworkers.
1 S." also: Working documents of the Ad Hoc Comrnittee on Women's Rights:
No. 3 (Mrs ltlaij-Weggen) , No. 6 (Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul), No. 39 (Mrs Groes),
No. 40 (Mrs Lenz and No. 58 (I4rs Lizin) 'The Unemployment Problem',
Communication from the Commission to the Council, Brusse1s, 29 May 1980,
coM(80) 304 final
er
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These statistics show that average unemployment for women is
higher than for men. Female unemployment is the highest in Italy
Belgium and the lowest, in Luxembourg. Some comments should also
made about the statistlics concerning the registration of female
unemployed. Many womeh looking for paid employment do not regist
as unemployed, and employment offices frequently Iay down special
requirements before women are included in the Iist of those seeki
work or unemployed.
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Women are not always included in the list of those seeking work
or unemployed, because they request. part-time work or because they
receive no unemployment benefit.
There is a great deal of uncertainty about registration methods.
What is certain is that the t4ember States apply varying standards.
Eurostat publishes the following list showing variations in registration
methods:
Federal Republic of Germanv: Unemployed as defined by the Federal
Institution for Labour, i.e. unemployed persons seeking employment
of at least 20 hours per week.
!@: Unemployed persons, as defined by the Ministry of Labour and
for Industrial Democracy and registered with the National
Employment Agency, insofar as they are immediately available for
work and seeking permanent employment.
llEgfg: Unemployed persons urho have previously been in paid employment,
together with young people under 21 and others seeking their
first employment (including those who are seeking employment on
completion of military service) entered under Class I and II in
the list of those seeking work drawn up by the !,linistry of Labour
and Social Security.
Netherlands: As defined by the l4inistry of Social Security, persons
who have no job or who have lost their job and are seeking paid
employment of at least 25 hours per week.
Elstg: Persons registered with the National Employment Agency who
are without a job, receiving unemployrnent benefit, others seeking
work obliged to register and voluntarily registered unemployed
persons seeking work.
Lucembourq: Persons registered with the Employment Office insofar as
they are available to take up paid employment.
United Kinqdom: Unemployed persons who are registered at locaI
employment offices on the day of the monthly calculation and who
on that day have no employment but are employable and available
to take up work usually of more than 30 hours per week. These
figures are calculated by the Department of Employment in respect
of Great Britain and by the Department of Manpower Services in
respect of Northern Ireland.
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-Lg!qSL: Unemployed persons registered at the employment officeE of
the Department of Socia1 Welfare who are emnllyable and available
for employment, perEons claiming unemployment lbenefit or
unemployment relief and other registered persons. The figures are
calculated by the Central Statistics Office.
Prc,B: Unenployed personE seeking work, whether or not they are
menbers of an unernployment insurance fund.
Figures relating to 
-Ui-EDELqb,g. include only jobs notified to
employment offices and conseguently do not give a complete picture of
aII available jobs, since undertakings frequently recruit workers
without going through the employment offices.
In general, registration of and statistics relating to unemploy-
ment are based on standards and specific features of men's jobs and
to a much lesser extent on the specific features of women's jobs.
Consequently, figures on fernale unemployment are very misleading, and
the true figure is probably much higher than the official one.
The relatively high unemployment rate for women is due to a
number of factors which are frequently closely linked to the linited
and weak position of women on the labour market:
- Since many women have two jobs - at home and at work - they are
more like1y to be dismissed, more prepared to give up their jobs
and find difficulty in returning to work. If an employer has the
choice between a man free of domestic tasks or a vroman who has her
home to look after as well as her job, he will dismiss a lvoman
rather than a man and take on a man rather than a woman.
- 
women who have not had a job for some time - this principally
affects the 2I-35 age group - frequently find difficulty in
returning to work. The general rule is ttrat the longer one is
out of work the less chance there is of getting back in.
- There is, in addition, strong social pressure on rdomen not to
enter the saturated labour market, or else to give up their jobs
for the benefit of unemployed men or unemployed young people.
It is frequently said that women deprive breadwinners and young
people of jobe. Nobody ever salEthat men deprive lromen and young people
of jobs, which j-s much nearer the truth.
Most people forget that 70% of unemployed young people are girlsl
- 
women are employed to a much greater extent than men in the
poorly protected employrnent aectors (outwork, seasonal work,
contract work, part-time work). These sectors are very
vulnerable to job losses.
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lilomen are concentrated in a limited nurnber of occupational groups
and in a nudber of these groups unemployment has risen sharply in
recent years (textile industry, food industry, education,
agriculture).
Women are concentrated in the lower employment levels, and a
nurnber of these jobs have either been lost through automation
or have been transferred to the developing countries.
Itliany women have only a limited and basic education or were trained
in outmoded methods, which means that it is difficult to transfer
them to other jobs. women also encounter unnecessary difficulties
when requesting training or further training. In some countries,
for example, hromen must first be registered as unemployed before
they are eligible to attend such courses and, as $re have already
seen, this is more difficult for women than men.
The mobility of women is much more restricted than that of man.
Because of their family obligations, many women cannot undertake
Iong journeys to work, while moving house on account of a job is
much more difficult for women than for men. If a family moves
house because of the man's job, as frequently occurs, then the
hroman often loses her job. In some countries a woman is IegaIIy
obliged to move house if her husband changes his domicile. Such
an obligation never applies to the man.
- Few women are members of a trade union or professional association
and consequently they do not kno,v what their rights are or make
full use of them and are tess prepared to appeal against dismissal.
Apart from all these largely objectively perceptible problems,
women also have to put up with a range of prejudices which weaken
their position on the labour market.
Despite the fact thatunemployment is principally a problem for
women and young people (including many girls) it is striking that the
policy statements of the tlember States and the Conmunity devote little
attention to this aspect. In the most recent communication from the
Commission (COl,l(8O) 304 final) of 29 !{ay 1980 on the unemployment
problem in the European Community, women are not even mentioned.
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8.4 Summary and conclusions
Historical and cultural developments in the countries of the
European Community have resulted in a division of labour whereby
men are more or less exclusively engaged in paid employment
while the wornen largely undertake unpaid domestic work in the
family or take a limited and subordinate position in paid
employment.
This sharp division into paid employment and unpaid domestic
work and the forcing of l-arge numbers of women into the domestic
work sector took place in a period when hromen scarcely had any
choice and were politically unernancipated. When a $roman was
thus forced into domestic work, it meant she had to accept a
one-sided and limited development of her abilities and make do
with a socially isolated and economically dependent position.
Research shows that a crearly increasing majority of women deplore
this position and would prefer greater participation in paid
employment. It also appears that men, who still predominate in
all the policy-making positions, do not fully appreciate this
wish of large nurnbers of women and seriously underestimate its
scale.
Research arso shows that the wish of more and more women to take
up paid employment is much greater than men,s willingness to take
on unpaid domestic and family work, although a clear majority of
citizens in Europe, men and women, accept that such work in itself
is very rewarding. There is far too litt1e interest, regard and
insight in the Member States and in the Community as a whole for
the position of the housewife, her contribution to the family and
her contribution to the nationar and comnunity economy. Research
into family policy in the European comrnunity and research into the
role and problems of the housewife is urgently required.
In the field of paid emptoyment, \,romen occupy a limited and
subordinate position. This limited position is illustrated by
the fact that the nurnber of women in paid employment is less
than harf the number of men. The subordinate position of women
in paid employment is most crearry ilrustrated by tJre sararies
received. on average, eromen workers receive 25-35% lesg than men.
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- The limited and subordinate position of women in paid employment
is affected by various factors:
- the large amount of unpaid domestic work which the woman already
undertakes,
- women's specific work graph,
- the inadequate arrangements for family leave of absence
and day nurseries,
- the high concentration of women in part-time work, seasonal
work and outwork,
- the small nurnber of women promoted to senior posts,
- the high concentration of women in a small number of
industrial sectors and occupational groups,
- the effect of modern technological developments on employment
and
- the small number of women activists in specific social
Pressure grouPs.
- The large amount of unpaid domestic work undertaken by the
average working woman results in her total work burden being
considerably higher than that of a working man. The dual
work burden borne by women is heaviest between the ages of
21 and 35. As a result, the woman worker has less time and
energy for her job outside the home than her male counterpart,
will accept more rapidly a job on a level below that for
which her training and abilities qualify her, attends fewer
supplementary professional and vocational training courses,
has fewer chances of promotion and receives a relatively
lower salary.
- The specific work graph of a woman who, between the ages of
21 and 35, temporarily gives up her job in order to bring up
a family, causes particularly serious problems in paid
employment. In a period when many male employees are consolidating
their position in their job or are building a career, large numbers
of women are giving up their jobs. If these women should wish to
go back to work at 30 or 35 they come up against serious difficulties.
In many cases their skills are now out of date, they lack the
routine and experience of the job, and their family responsibilities
still loom large. Frequently they are unable to return to work or
they must accept a job on a level below that for which they are
gualified and with a relatively low salary. It is remarkable
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that the number of women who remain at work despite the increase
in their family responsibilities is constantly growing. This is
particularly true of women with intermediate and advanced
qualifications.
- The system of family leave of absence and child-care arrangements
in the llember States of the Community is very varied, very
haphazard and very one-sided. Research shors that men and women
are much more interested in maternity,/paternity leave than current
arrangements would suggest. There is also a great discrepancy
between the need for child-care centres and what is currently
provided. This is true not only of provisions for very young
children but also of provisions for children of primary school
age.
- The adverse effects of these deficiencies are borne virtually
exclusively by women. In a large nurnber of cases they are
obliged to give up their employment either totally or partially.
If they keep their jobs, they faceextensive problems which may
serioualy weaken their position at work.
- The heavy work burden borne by women results in a high
concentration of hrornen in part-time work, seasonal work and
outwork. The main features of these employment sectors are
relatively loa, salariesr poor work protection, a deficient
social security systen, few opportunities to attend supptementary
technical and industrial training courses and virtualty no chances
of promotion. Women do not choose such forms of ernployment of
their own volition but because they have virtually no other option.
- The high concentration of vromen in rrnskilled jobs and the lack
of women promoted to senior posts is largely the result of the
poor quality of the education and vocational training provided
for women. The dual work burden borne by women and a whole
series of prejudices against women in rnanagernent aIEo play an
important part, hocrever.
- The high concentration of women in a gmall nurnber of occupational
groups is principally historical in origin and is maintained by
the limited and one-sided education offered to girls. occupational
groups filled largely by girts exhibit a nurnber of specific
characteristics, salaries are relatively 1ow, social security
provisions are limited (frequently there ie no provision for
pensions), ttre specialized areae require only elementary or
intermediate education, chances of promotion are minimal and
social standing is 1o0'r. rt is striking that when male employees
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enter what are traditionally female occupations in large numbers,
the standing, salary and social provisions improve.
- Iilodern technological developments apparently result on the one
hand in groups of women having to leave the occupations which
technical innovation have made redundant and on the other in
their being engaged in insufficient nurnbers in those occupations
created by modern technology - or else in their being recruited
at the lowest leve1s of the new occupational groups. This
phenomenon is largely due to the inappropriate education and
vocational training given to large numbers of women.
- women workers suffer much more than men in times of high
unemployment. Youth unemployment principally affects girls.
There is insufficient recognition of the fact that the important
and serious problem of unemployment in the European Community
affects women far more than men.
- Not enough women are active in specific pressure groups such
as professional associations, trade unions and employers'
organizations. This is illustrated partly by the positions
adopted by such groups, which take much too little account of
women's social and economic interests.
8.5 Proposals to improve the social and economic position of women
- The most important cause of women's subordinate position in
virtually every sector of society and in particular in the
social and economic sector is the historical pattern of work
distribution whereby it is almost always the man who undertakes
paid employment and the woman who is Iargely burdened with unpaid
domestic chores. A sine qua non for improving the position of
women is a fundamental redistrib,ution of paid and unpaid emplovment
betrveen men and women.
- The extent and onerousness of unpaid domestic chores makes it
difficult for large numbers of hromen to undertake full-time paid
employment. The extent and onerousness of paid employment is a
major obstacle preventing men from taking their share of domestic
chores. This situation can be significantly improved by introducing
greater variations in working hours in paid employment so that men
and women workers may make a broad choice between a number of part-
time iobs in which a five-hour workinq dav and a 25-hour working
week must be available to as many people as possible.
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A flexitime system with the emphasis shifted from an 8-hour
working day to a 5-hour working day but maintaining the length
of the factory working day or production day would increase
the number of iobs available and enable a larger number of
unemployed persons and those seeking work (especially women
and young people) to be taken on in paid employment. In a
number of undertakings the production day, or the factory
working day, could be increased to approximately l0 hours
which would not only increase employment but also result
in economic Arowth and economic profit.
Experience has taught us that the adjustment of working hours
to the employee's personal circumstances results in better
motivation, less absence through illness, fewer industrial
accidents, greater efficiency in the undertaking and greater
productivity per unit of time. creater flexibility in working
hours offers large nurnbers of people the chance to combine paid
employment with domestic work, study, voluntary work or semi-
retirement. More opportunities are also created for partially
disabled and handicapped persons on the labour market.
To prevent discrimination betrreen employees working for different
lengths of time, strict conditions need to be laid down, especially
in the case of a reduction of working hours:
- 
guarantees of at least a minimum basic wage for a S-hour
working day,
- standard working conditions, Iegal protection and social
security must be observed,
- part-time jobs must be available at all levels of paid
employment,
- 
part-time workers must be fully entitled to attend technical
and industrial training courses and to promotion,
- 
part-tirne work must be equally distributed between men and
women employees.
A Comrnunity directive should be drawn up to protect part-
time work.
The Commission should be invited to draft a proposal in
conjunction with the appropriate parliamentary corunittee and
with the social partners on the large-scale introduction of
protected part-time work or a reduction in working hours, for
example by setting up a varying number of subsidized pilot
projects in each of the Member States.
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Redistribution of paid employment must go hand in hand with
measures to improve the redistribution of unpaid work. The
burden of unpaid domestic work is heaviest in the period
during which young children need to be cared for. Women,s
specific work graph illustrates that large numbers of women
give up their job totally or partially during these years.
A redistribution of unpaid domestic work could targely be
encouraged by the reform, improvement and harmonizat.ion of
the svstem of familv leave of absence in the Member States
byt
- the introduction for each female employee in the Community
of a medical pregnancy leave for six weeks before and
eight r,reeks after the birth of a child.
- the right of both parents to part-time leave of up to
six months after the birth of a child where the medical
condition of the child makes this imperative.
- the right of both parents to clairn part-time parental
Ieave in the form of a part-time job or a reduction in
working hours to 5 hours per day with a basic
salary, the normal lega1 protection, work conditions and
social security up to 2 years after the birth of the
child being maintained.
- the right of both parents
Ieave in the case of the
the age of L2 years and a
in the case of the acute
to a maximum of 3 days part-time
acute illness of a child up to
maximum of I day part-time leave
illness of a child over 12.
The Corunission should be invited to draft within 1 year and in
consultation with the Council proposals which could result in
a directive on the improvement and harmonization of famity leave
of absence and to submit these to the appropriate parliamentary
comrnittee.
The inadequate provisions in the field of child-care cause
great problems for a nurnber of working parents and particularly
for working mothers. There is a large discrepancy between the
need in this sector and what is provided. The Commission
should encourage and support the lr{ember States to set up g
flexible svstern of fee-pavinq child-care arrancrements geared
to the need of parents and the interests of the child.
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- The Commission should set up an enquiry into leqislation
qoverninq the lenqth of the school dav in the Member States
and into the effect of school hours on women's ability to
take up paid employment. The Corunission should encourage
the concept of school hours being geared as far as possible
to the average working day of working parents.
- The improvement of the position of women in paid employment
requires a nudber of specific measures:
- 
there should be a more equal distribution of men and
women employees in all occupational qlollps. A condition
for this is a more equal distribution of boys and girls
in all types of education and vocational training. To
this end, undertakings and institutions could reserve
an increasing number of traditionally male posts for
properly trained !{omen until a certain balance is attained.
- there should be a more equal distribution of men and women
emplovees in all levels of emplovment. A condition for
this is a more equal distribution of boys and girls in all
leveIs of education and vocational training. In addition,
undertakings and institutions could reserve an increasing
percentage of posts in middle management and senior positions
for properly trained women until a certain balance is attained.
To encourage such a policy, the I'{ember States should introduce a
quota system on the basis of which a reasonable balance should be
attained in the position of men and women in paid employment within
10 years.
The Commission should set up a biennial enquiry into the Progress
made towards achieving a balance of men and women employees in the
various occupational groups and a balance of men and women at the
various employment leve1s and submit a rePort on this subject to
Parliament.
- Modern technological developments seem to be weakening women's
position on the labour market even more because on the one hand
large nurnbers of women are excluded from the jobs which technological
developments have made redundant and on the other not enough sromen
are employed in the jobs created by modern technology. The Commission
should encourage the retraining or further training of gir1s and
women in large numbers for work at all levels in the jobs created
by modern technological developments by introducing specific measures
and pilot projects supported by the EuroPean Socia1 Fund for the
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benefit of employees over 25 years of age and by specific campaigns
aimed at girls in primary and secondary schools.
- The transfer of factory work to the home in the form of outwork
should be restricted as far as possible and subject to strict
legislation. Outworkers should be entitled to:
- Employment contracts on the basis of an hourly lvage system
which respects minimum salaries.
- Standard working conditions, Iegal protection and social security.
- The right to attend technical and industrial training courses
and to appropriate promotions.
A Community directive should be drawn up to protect outworkers.
- The fiqht aqainst unemployment should be geared more than in the
past to the protection of those groups hardest hit by unemployment
such as women and young people.
- AII women who are unemployed or seeking work should be registered
irrespective of their social status, their entitlement to social
security benefits and their request for specific working hours.
- When filling vacancies, undertakings and instiurtions should give
priority to unemployed women and young people.
- women who wish to return to work after a period of being at home
full-time should be given priority for attendance at technical
and industrial training courses and in obtaining paid employment.
- The nurnber of women involved in social pressure groups such as
professional associations, trade unions and employers' organizations
should be increased so that a balance is attained as regards
representation and in the adoption of positions. Should the
representation in its advisory committees be unbalanced or one-sided,
the Commission should request additional opinions from any women's
organizations belonging to the pressure groups involved or from
special experts. It should attach these opinions to its reports and
incorporate them in its social and economic policy.
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9. Improvinq the position of women iII qducation and vocational traininql
The limited and subordinate social and economic position of women
is due partly to the poor quality of the education provided for women.
This has already prompted the European Cornmunity to develop measures to
improve the educational position of women. These Comnunity measures
(which so far have been modest in scale) principally involve vocational
training and, since quite recently, secondary education as weII.
(See points 5.6 and 6.5) .
The European Community's choice of these two educational areas is
Iargely determined by the references to its po$rers contained in the
Treaty of Rome and, much less, by the actual scale of the problem.
After all, the inferior position of girls does not begin in secondary
education or in vocational training, its foundations are already laid
in the pre-school period and in primary education, and it continues at
all levels and in all sectors of subsequent education.
If a programme to improve the position of women in education is to
be successful, all educational sectors and levels must be covered. It
is pleasing to note in this context that at its last session the Council
of Education l.linisters recognized this rnore or less by approving a limited
programme entitled 'Torrards egual opportunities in education and training
for girls'. shis report will attempt to analyse the entire process of
the schooling and education of girls and boys in such a way as to examine
the causes of the inferior position of girls and the policy required to
improve their position.
Sources :
Working documents of the Ad Hoc Committee on Women,s Rights No. 7(Mrs lvlaij-Weggen), No. 39 (Mrs croes), No. 49 (!{rs Holf), No. 52(Mrs Gaiotti de Biase) and the unnurnbered working document by Mrs Lenz
'Equality of education and training for girls,, Dr Eileen Byrne,
Commission of the European Cornmunities, Collected studies, EducationSeries No. 9, Brussels, July 1978
rEducation and equality of opportunities for girls and women. Studyfor the Standing Conference of European l,liniaters of Education',Dr Dessaur and Dr van Vleuten, The Hague, ilune L979, Doc. Cl4E/Xl/79/4,Council of Europe
Education and equarity of opportunities for girls and wornen in Europe.
RePort from the Kohnstam Institute of the University of Amsterdam forthe standing conference of European Ministers of Education. The Hague,
June 1979, Doc. Ctr,/Xr/79/5, Covncil of Europe
Text of the address given by l"lrs Evelyne Sullerot to the Standing
Conference of the European l,linisters of EducAtion, Doc. CME,/Conf .
t,/11 June L979, Councit of Europe
Social atlas of women in the Netherlands, Mrs J.L. Meyer, SCp,Issue No. 11, Government Printing Office, The Hague
1
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Hor^rever, it must be borne in mind in this context that the education
and schooling of boys and girls can only be discussed in rather general
terms. Clear differences emerge between boys and girls as grouPs. The
individual differences between boys and girls, however, are much greater
than the overall differences between boys and girls as grouPs. What is
certain, though, is that the higher the level of education, the more
pronounced will be the group identification of boys, and in particular,
of girIs.
9.1 Pre-school period: Education and sex identification
NearIy every child is born with biological sexual characteristics.
In the first two years of its life, however, the child is scarcely a$rare
of its existence as a boy or a girl. Sex identification is still unformed.
Nonetheless, from the moment of birth aIl kinds of psycho-social and
cultural influences are exercised on the child in order to persuade it
to fulfil its expected sex role, although what is accepted as masculine
and feminine behaviour varies from culture to culture and, in some cases,
even from region to region within one culturel.
Sex identification develops in two ways. The child's behaviour is
influenced towards fulfilling the desired sex role by his environment,
and the child responds to these influences by imitating the behaviour
of an adult of its own sex.
The behaviour of young children is influenced in some cases by a
system of approval and disapproval to consolidate and augment the
desired characteristics in the child and to discourage and curb
undesirable characteristics .
Research shows that parents and educators differentiate here
between boys and girls. Girls are more frequently encouraged to be
'sweet-natured and nice', and aggressive behaviour is discouraged.
Girls are more frequently protected and are allowed to express their
aggression and annoyance by tears. Boys are encouraged more to be
active and seek achievement, and aggressive behaviour is tolerated
to a greater extent. There is less inclination to Protect boys,
and crying is more freguently discouraged.
Ivlargaret Mead:
Spectrum, AuIa.
Sexuality and temperament, 1948, Antwerp, L962.(Dutch edition)
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The child responds to such influences by imitating adults of its
own sex. It is striking that in their early years both boys and girls
adopt more of the behaviour of their mothers than of their fathers.
This occurs because the mother devotes far more time to the child
during its early years than does the father. The identification
process of girls with the feminine sex role therefore progresses
somewhat more rapidly than the identification of boys with the
masculine sex role.
Toys play an important role in this process. Girls' toys are
mainly models of domestic and service consumer goods (dolls, model
kitchens) . Boys' toys are usually model cars, ships, aeroplanes
and weapons. Unisex toys such as jigsaw puzzles, modelling clay,
painting and building materials are also available. Parents who
wish to emphasize sex identification usually give girls 'girIs' toys'
and boys 'boys' toys' . Boys are discouraged from playing with dolls -
or even ridiculed - as are girls from playing with cars.
In some countries of the European Conrnunity, children spend
a period of time in nurseries, playschools or day nurseries
before compulsory schooling starts. Most of these institutions
accept boys and girls, and no formal distinction is made between
the two groups. Research shcmrs, hotever, that young chitdren in
these institutions are treated quite differently. In some cases,
different playrooms are provided and in many cases different play
areas. The kitchen or doII area is intended mainly for girIs,
and the construction and handicraft area for boys. Even for
certain games the children are sometirnes divided. euiet and
orderly games are organized for girls and rougher games for the
boys 'so that they can let off steam'.
lfhe consequences of such overall educational patterns are
clearly noticeable when boys and girls begin cornpulsory schooling
between the ages of 4 and 6. Girls are more passive and diffident,
less prepared to stand up for themselves and more prepared to be
obedient. Boys are more active, more adventurous and display
greater aspirations to succeed; they demand less protection and
are less prepared to be obedient.
Girls are more interested in activities taking place vrithin
the family, whereas boys feer more invorved in the world outside.
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There is no comparative Community research on sex identification
in young children. rt wourd be interesting to ascertain whether
this process is the same in each of the Ittember States. It is an
estabrished fact that in the northern European countries there is
less difference between 'girls' behaviour' and 'boys, behaviour'
than in southern Europe.
9.2 Primarv education: consoridation of behavioural differences
The process of social and cultural behavioural identification
which began in the pre-school period continues during primary
education.
The specific behaviour patterns of boys and girls
consolidated by various factors within the school.
9.2.I Separate education, separate curricula. separate sub-iects
Various countries in the European Comrnunity have a long
tradition of single-sex education. Single-sex education is
based primarily on the belief that boys require a different
education and training from girls. Boys have to be prepared
for their future role at work and girls for their future role
in the family. Research has shown, however, that the quality
of education in girls' schools was freguently inferior to that
in boys' schools. Sing1e-sex education was therefore increasingly
considered to be harmful, unnecessary and outmoded. Since 1960
there has been a great increase in co-education. But it must
be noted that single-sex basic education has not disappeared
entirely. In some I'lember States it is still widespread,
especially in private and church schools. Since then it has
been shown that role-oriented education has by no means
disappeared with co-education.
In an evaluation report by the Belgian l.tinistry of Education
on the introduction of co-education in Belgian elementary schools,
it was noted that, although boys and girts $rere no$, (1975) attending
the same school, separate boys' and girls, classes were stitl
widespread folloning more or less traditional curricula.
In the schools where boys and girls were in the same class,
role-oriented subjects were still in the curriculum. In some
cases boys and girls were obliged to go in for these role-oriented
subjects according to sex.
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In more cases boys and girls were given an option, and girls
principally chose traditional girls' subjects (needlework and
gymnastics) while boys largely chose traditional boys' subjects
(including crafts and field sports). This shows that co-education,
however desirable, does not automatically result in the same
curriculum for boys and girls.
9.2.2 The effect of the attitude and position of teachers
The influence of teachers on the development and consolidation
of sex-oriented behaviour patterns in young children should not be
underestimated. Not only is the attitude of the teacher to
individual pupils important, hisfrer position within the school
organization is also important.
The attitude of the teacher to boys and girls is largely an
extension of the attitude of many parents. Girls are frequently
praised for their quiet and disciplined behaviour and more
frequently protected. Disobedience in girls is strongly censured.
Noisy and undisciplined behaviour in boys is tolerated to
a somewhat greater extent than in girls, as is disobedience. Boys
are less frequently protected.
Children who do not conform to the desired behaviour patterns
are treated with concern. That is as true for over-active and
undisciplined girls as for boys who are quiet and too well-behaved.
The position of teachers in school also affects the behaviour
patterns of the pupils. During their primary education children
come into contact with female and male teachers, but there is a
considerable difference between the positions occupied by the two
grouPs.
I,taIe teachers are more frequently responsible for executive
tasks than female teachers. They have more to do with organization
and curriculum development. Female teachers are generally found
in administrative and supportive roles. Decisions are usually
taken by men and implemented by women.
The inspector, the head teacher, the teachers in ttre higher
classes, the chairman of the school board and the chairman of
the parents' association is usually a man. In most cases the
teactrers in the lower classes and educational and domestic
assistants are women.
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The ratio of teachers to headteachers gives a good example.
In France, women account for some 7O% of the teaching staff in
elementary schools, yet in only 47% of such schools is the head-
teacher a woman.
In Ireland, 7L% of the teachers are women, and in 52% of
elementary schools the headteacher is a woman. In the United Kingdom,
76% of the teaching posts in primary education are filled by women,
and 42% of the schools have a woman as a headteacher. In Italy, women
account for 68% of the teaching staff, but only 3L% of the elementary
schools have a woman as head. In the Netherlands the disproportion is
striking. Although the teaching staff in primary schools is roughly
equally divided between men and women, in only 4% of these schools is
the headteacher a $roman. (neport by Dr Eileen Byrne.)
Adults set examples for children to imitate and identify with. The
position occupied by adults in society is a model for the position which
the children will themselves occupy. If children see that management,
executive and organizational work is largely the province of men, while
it is women who carry out decisions and undertake supportive and sub-
ordinate work, all this affects their own ambitions. Boys are given to
understand that they will naturally be the ones rlho do the important
executive work and that women are subordinate. Girls are taught to accept
a subordinate role in society.
9 
-2 -3 Puoils' influence uDon each other
Boys and girls do not simply undergo the process of sex identification
passively. They are also inclined to consolidate and defend it. In so
doing they employ the same techniques as their parents: desired behaviour
is praised and undesirable behaviour is censured. Sweet-natured, compliant
and shy girls are popular with boys, this in contrast with the active,
inventive and clever girls whom the boys tend to regard as competitors and
even as a threat. On the other hand, girls like active, energetic and
clever boys, whereas self-conscious and shy boys are unpopular. Children
who deviate excessively from this pattern run the risk of becoming isolated
and ridiculed. Girls and boys require a great deal of courage to display
characteristics which fa11 outside the usual stereotypes.
9.2.4 The effect of teachinq materials
In primary education, teaching materials also strengthen and confirm
role patterns. A great deal of research has been carried out into this
aspect and rnany of the findings are very revealing. Reading books in
particular, but also language and arithrnetic textbooks, not only reflect
the traditional role distribution between rnen and r^romen in society, they
often caricature it. Although the world population is roughly equally
divided between men and women, most school books would have us believe
that there are more men and boys than women and girls.
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These are frndings of research carrred out in the Netherlandsl
Number of boys, girrs, men and women featured each year in arithmetic
text-books:
Class bqfs grrls
1
2
3
4
5
6
2
4L
64
31
39
42
15
81
33
38
L7
25
8
45
90
60
99
r87
19
191
123
143
52
200
TotaI 489 2L9
The number of len, women, bovs and qirls featured per class in lanquaqe
text-books:
class men women boys girls
209728
I
2
3
4
5
6
69
97
156
256
293
510
22
44
83
82
89
95
71 49
58 4l
104 47
104 57
L77 55
86 32
Total I 381 29L
Although in most countries hromen constitute 3O-4O% of the labour
force, most school books show women exclusively in their role as mothers
and housewives. Adult hromen are usually depicted in reading books as
small and slender, passive, subordinate, anxious or apprehensive. Ihey
usually pass their day in cooking, r,rashing, cleaning, ironing, knitting
or looking after children. Adult men are usually depicted as tall,
strong and handsome, acting with enterprise and authority: they prot,ect
the women and children. In reading books boys are tall, plucky, clever,
fuII of self-confidence and above a1I honest. Girls are usually smal1,
sweet-natured, pretty, tender-hearted, uncertain, easily frightened
and quick to burst into tears.
1
'The image of men and women in prirnary school textbooks'Sch6ne, Steen, etc., Sociological Guide to the Netherlands 1975
4L5
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women
540
The influence of such teaching material must not be underestimated.
For many girls, this is the umpteenth incitement to be passive,
subordinate and dependent. They take in acceptance of a subordinate
role with the very air they breathe.
Protests have been made in various countries against school books
which give such a distorted picture of reality. In the United States
and Sweden, committees of enquiry have been set up, and a start was
recently made in West Germany on research into random samples of teaching
materials and text books.
However, in most countries it is the school which selects the
teaching materials and not the governmentr consequently, government
intervention is frequently very difficult.
9.2.5 Performance and ambition
Research has provided a great deal of incidental information on the
differences in performance between boys and girls in primary education.
This research shows that in the early years of primary education, girls
have a small but clear lead over boys. This tead cannot be explained
by the children's intelligence. A11 research findinqs demonstrate that
intelliqence is distributed verv evenlv between bovs and qirls. The
difference in perforrErnce between boys and girls in the early years of
their primary education may probably be accounted for by the difference
in the overall behaviour patterns with which boys and girls arrive at
school.
At school, the children are expected to be quiet, disciplined and
obedient. Such expectations are, however, more in line with the average
behaviour of girls than of boys. During the early achool years, boys have mucfr
greater difficulties in adjusting than girls, and their results are not
as good. More boys have to repeat a year, and more boys than girls are
transferred to special schools. But during primary education, the
overall lead of girls disappears, as does the difference in overall
learning performance.
In the second half of primarv education, however, some specific
differences develop between girls and boys, [Erticularly in verbal and
arithmetical ability: the average verbal abilitv (vocabulary, fluency
and reading ability) of girls is somewhat higher than that of boys; the
average arithmetical ability, including the capacity to think in abstract
terms, of boys is somewhat higher than that of girls.
It is striking that at the end of their primary education, a number
of girls develop a certain indifference to or even dislike of mathematics.
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It is not clear how this att,itude, which is not the same in every country,
develops and what effect parents, teachers and classmates have on it.
Tradition and prejudices are probably involved to some extent.
It ie though, well-known that this attitude can be carried to a
point where girls with specific mathematical abilities are regarded as
somewhat abnormal, whereas it is considered quite normal for boys to
show special ability in maEhs.
As they reach Ehe end of their primary education, children must
opt for a certain type of secondary school. In this respect, boys seem
to have a considerably broader and more positive view of their future
potential than do girIs.
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Surveys show that boys Iist for themselves a wide range of
desired occupations, usually slightly above their academic Potential.
Girls are, however, more hesitant as regards their future ProsPects.
Their attitude is ambiguous. On the one hand they gear themselves
towards a future domestic role and on the other hand they list a
limited number of desired occupations which are often extensions of
one of those domestic roles. Girls do not seem to have a high opinion
of their abilities. The majority of occupations listed do not match
up to their academic potential. Finally, boys have a much more
positive attitude towards their future role than girls. Research
done in the fifth year of primary education showed that 12 times as
many girls as boys would like to change their sex role (Sociale At1as
van de Nederlandse Vrouw) .
9.3 Secondarv education
The transition from primary to secondary education takes place
between the ages of 10 and 13 in the Member States of the Community.
In west cernany children transfer at the age of I0, with the
exception of Hamburg, Bremen and Berlin, where the transfer is at
age 12. In France, Italy and the United Kingdom children transfer
at 11. In the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg at age 12 and in
Denmark at age 13.
Unlike primary education, secondary education is characterized
by a large number of different tyPes of school at various levels,
which often differ, depending on the country and even the region.
However, in most Member states a clear distinction is made
between schools for @ and those which are
vocationa I lv-oriented .
In all Member States there are differences in timetables right
from the first cycle of secondary education. In the schools for
general education, children can oPt for certain combinations of
subjects and in vocational education for a number of specialisms.
Differentiation often begins in the first year, sometimes in the
second or third year.
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Children transferring from primary to secondary education must
therefore choose between t$ro types of school, various levels and,
within the various schools, between certain groups of subjects and
specialisms.
The choice made bv children at this staqe of their education
is crucial and larqely determines their subsequent position on the
labour market.
Research shcmrs that various factors influence the choice made
by a child.
Intelligence and ability are important but not crucial here.
At least of equal importance are: the education, social and financial
status of the parents, the home environment (urban or rural areas) and
particularly the sex of the child.
Research carried out in Luxembourg gives a typical picture:
2,000 children were closely followed from their sixth year of primary
education. I
The L7% of the children who entered working life (unskilled) with
the minimum of post-primary edueation were predominately girls from the
working class.
The 30% of the children who received the longest schooling and
qualitatively the best further training were boys from the higher
social classes.
9.3.1 Choice betueen qeneral and vocationallv-oriented education
The broad variation in types of school in the lrlember States
makes it difficult to draw comparisons between the various Member
States. However, the figures on choice of schools from a few
countries give some indication of the choicee made by boys and
girls :
1 Sorrr"": Etude llagrip, Institut pedagogique, Lrrl<efitbourg L977
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Realschule
Gymnasium
Berufs fachschulen
Fachgymnasium
Realschule = secondary school It-I5
Gymnasium = secondary school 1I-Ig
Berufsfachschule = vocational school
Fachgymnasj.um = advanced vocational school
Scuoli Ivledie Inferiore
Licea Scientifici
Instruzione professionale
Instruzione Technica
Instituti Irlagistrali
Intermediate schools
Higher secondary schools
Primary vocational training
Intermediate vocational training
Participation rates in secondary education Lg|6/Lg7?L
Germany
boys
572,274
740,993
283,432
L2L,834
ItaIy
boys
L,4g4,L2L
215,310
2O]-,g29
670,4L9
L4,o52
boys
28,8,666
I09,115
236,346
73,654
gir Is
675,378
7 L5,492
193, 585
39, 295
girls
L,374,ggg
171,535
r5g,595
324,267
158,536
scuori Medie rnferiore = intermediate secondary school
Licea Scientifici = higher secondary school
rnstruzione professionare = intermediate vocational education
Instruzione Technica = advanced technical education
Instituti !,lagistrale = teachers' training colleges
Netherlands
girls
303,970
93,293
17 5, 853
50,383
rn generar more girre than boys attend schoors providing generar
education and more boys than girrs receive vocational education.
rf one considers the various levels, in general education more
girls opt for a rower rever and more boys for a higher rever.
rn vocational education boys are in the majority at arr revers.
I Sorrr.": Eurostat Educational Statistics 1979
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9.3.2 Curricular options in schools for qeneral education
In many countries during the first years of advanced general
education a single broad curriculum is offered. Some specialization
then occurs when cornpulsory core subjects can be supplemented by
optional ones.
Girls largely supplement the compulsory core subjects with
languages, comnercial subjects (lower level) and economics (higher
Ievel) .
The relatively small group of girls opting for the scientific
side mainly chooses biology and chemistry and to a lesser extent
mathematics and physics.
In the case of boys there is a broad spread of subjects with
the emphasis on mathematics and physics, economics, chemistry and
biology. Languages are rather less popular.
However, the number of boys opting for languages is still much
greater than the number of girls opting for mathematics and physics.
Gir1s' resistance to the scientific subjects is greater in the
schools for lower and intermediate general education than in the
schools for advanced general education. This also differs from
country to country. It is striking that the nunber of girls oPting
for the sciences is higher in France and freland than in the other
Member States (Eileen Byrne's study) .
The following table gives the statistics for sciences as studied
by Dutch boys and girls in secondary general education.
Short creneral cvcle
mathematics
phys ics
chemistry
biology
T,onc, oeneral cvcle
girls
27%
Le/"
35%
7@/"
boys
64%
47%
5L%
47%
mathematics
physics
chemistry
biology
girls
30%
LL%
26%
s5%
boys
6L%
42%
44%
45%
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Pre-universitv lonq cvcle courses
girls boys
mathematics
physics
chemistry
biology
58%
29%
33%
43%
82%
64%
62%
sL%
9.3.3 Choice of school and course in vocationallv-oriented education
In the Member States of the Community there is a broad range of
vocationally-oriented educational institutions.
What is immediately striking is that more boys than girls attend
vocational schools.
This is partly attributable to girls' uncertainty at the end of
primary education.
It must also be said that there is a wide range of vocational
education for traditionally masculine fields of employment and only
a limited range of vocational education for traditionally feminine
fields of employment.
Most countries have vocationally-oriented education at two or
three levels: lower, intermediate and advanced vocational education.
Particularly at the lower level of vocational education there is
a strongly marked division between schools for traditionally feminine
jobs (domestic science courses) and schools for traditionally
masculine jobs (craft and technical education) .
The@.E.givepupi1scompetenceprincipaI1yinrunning
a domestic household. Such education has very little value for
employment outside the home.
Some domestic science schools compensate by offering a nurnber of
subjects of some value on the labour market, e.g. training for the
retail trade (sa1es assistant), for children's and old people's care
and for the textile sector (dressmaker).
Exclusively 'domestic science schools' are to be found principally
in the United Kingdom (especially in Scotland and Wales), Ireland,
Italy, the Netherlands, Denmark and West Germany.
In some countries prograrnmes have been set in train to integrate
domestic science schools into craft and technical education.
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Craft and technical education is considerably more varied than
domestic science education and covers training in agriculture,
horticulture, building, the electrical trades, motor mechanics,
machine maintenance, metal work, r.roodvrork, butchery, bakery, etc.
Ihere is almoEt always a great concentration of girls in
domestic education and boys in craft and technical education.
Where there are separate schools for this type of education, the
division of the sexes is greatest.
I'lany domestic science echools will not admit boys, while some
craft and technical schools exclude girls. Where these forms of
education are more or less integrated, there are some girls in the
craft and technical courses and some boys in the domestic courses.
The follming table illustrates
boys and girls in the second year of
(lorer and intermediate levels) :
Technology,/science
Te chno logy,/rne chan ic s
Technology/me ta llurgy
Industrial technology
Bio-technology
Vloodwork ing te chnique s,/te chno logry
Art
Agr i cu lture,zhor t ic u Iture
NutritionTtrealth care
S oc io logy,/psycho logy
Science and art
Classical languages and science
Gold and jewellery
Nutrition and clothing
Technology and clothing
Clothing and textiles
the coursee chosen by Belgian
integrated vocational education
boys
30.8%
2VA
L4.L4%
6.34%
4.45%
3.77%
2.8L%
2.OA%
L.9A%
L.88%
L.79%
o.77%
o._L4%
girls
34.35%
L5.34%
3.83%
L.3y/"
26.4L%
6.62%
L.83%
o.L7%
3.L3%
L.3e/"
L.3@/"
(Source: Belgian Ministry of Education, 1975)
In intermediate and advanced vocational education
. 
there is also
is mostly
a certain division according to sex.
jobs in social work and health care
take training for technical jobs (where there is also
Training for
taken by girIs.
Boys mostly
great variety) .
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Training for jobs in education and in the administraEive/economic
sectors has a mixed appeal.
In many countries there are separate institutions for this type
of vocational training, with typically boys' and girls' schools
coming into being which, just as in the lower levels of vocational
training, sometimes do not admit members of the other sex.
In other countries these vocational courses are grouped in one
locaI establishment, which allows of greater integration.
fhe following table illustrates the subject options open to
German boys and girls at advanced vocational schools, establishments
for integrated intermediate and advanced vocational training.
Agriculture
Technology/science
Management and administration
Organization
Socia 1 economics,/teaching
Domestic science
Other subjects
boys
o.e%
52.7%
28 
-4%
2.6%
5.6%
o.4%
9.4%
girls
o.4%
7.4%
37 .3%
s.3%
30.5%
5.s%
L3.6%
Source: Vocational Education in Stuttgart and
Mainz, Federal Statietical Office, L978
9.3.4 Factors affectinq role-oriented choices
The differences in the choices nade by boys and girls during
secondary education are due principally to role-oriented upbringing
and education in the first 10 to 12 years of life. Hc,rdever, secondary
education factors reinforce this process.
For example sinqle-sex education occur more freguently at
secondary than primary leve1.
Eileen Byrne's study states that 53% of secondary schools in
Ireland are single-sex ones.
In the United Kingdom there is single-sex education in 74% of
state secondary schools.
In Lru<edbourg 25% of girls in secondary education attend
girls' schools.
- 
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A major disadvantage of separate secondary general education
is that schools gear themselves towards a role-oriented curriculum.
Girls' schools will thus be more inclined to equip a language
laboratory than a science laboratory.
Moreover, girls' schools for general education have a tendency
t,o introduce certain domestic science subjects at the expense of the
exact sciences.
As a result, the value of the certificates from these girls'
schools is sometimes inferior to that of certificates from comparable
boys' schools.
This is even more marked in vocational education. Girls' schools
are almost always geared to future work in the household (domestic
science schools) or to closely related jobs (kindergarten teacher,
old people's nurse, etc.). Boys' schools are primarily geared to
jobs mainly in the craft or technical sphere.
The great advantage of coeducation is that pupils do at aII events
have a certain choice between subjects and vocational courses, though
it must be said that in coeducation boys and girls still have a
tendency to make role-oriented choices.
It is incidentally worth noting that, when coeducation is
introduced through the merger of boys' and girls' schools, the
headship of the mixed school is usually given to the head of the boys
school. For example, in Scotland and wales there was a movement
towards integration of separate schools between 1955 and 1975. In
L965 38% of headships were held by women, by 1975 only 18%.
Attitude and oosition of teachers
Teachers obviously have a considerable influence on the role-
oriented subject and employment choices made by boys and girls.
As in primary education both the attitude and position of teachers
play a major part in this.
Most teachers have little knowledge of the findings of educational
research on the damaging nature of role-confirming education for girls'
futures.
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Obstinate prejudices concerning the limited abilities of girls
in the field of science and technology and their special talents in
the field of domestic subjects, the service sectors and languages
are reflected in the advice given by teachers to girls regarding
choice of subject., further education and occupation. Research also
shows that many teachers assess girls' abilities lower than those
of boys, with the result that girls frequently receive advice which
does not do full justice to their academic potential.
Women teachers play an important part in secondary education.
It is striking that here too, even more than in primary education,
they are heavily under-represented in the senior positions.
This applies particularly to coeducational schools. In ItaIy
for example 48% of teachers in secondary schools are women. Ho$rever
only L4% have a headship. In lreland 39% of secondary schools have
a headmistress although 5l% of the teaching posts are held by women.
There is no reason to suppose that this situation is any better
in other Member States.
Effects of teachinq materials
Textbooks in secondary education show the same characteristics
as Lhose used in primary education. Men appear more frequently in
these books than do women. Moreover, both groups are often presented
in stereotyped roles and with stereotyped characteristics. There has
been a great deal of criticism recently of literature, geography and
history textbooks.
In 
-LL@@. textbooks the already small number of women writers
and poets often receive only scant treatment by comparison with male
writers and poets.
In qeosraphv textbooks, in the description of different races
much attention is given to the male population but hardly any
information is furnished about women's lives.
Historv books suffer from the same defect. It is striking that
women are mentioned only to a very limited extent in the history books.
History dealing with family structures and womens' role therein
is lacking and also the history of womens' movements.
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In contrast, excessive attention is paid to the actions of male
citizens. The history of wars in particular is Cealt with in detail.
War heroes are praised and the nurnber of victims hardly mentioned.
Such teaching material has a
processes of self-identification;
them as to their future, the boys
examples to follor.
specific influence on pupils'
the girls receiving little to guide
are systematically served up numerous
In recent years female research workers in various universities
have been tracing the role of women in various academic fields. It
is extremely important that the results of these so-caIled @.'
studies are included in text books for secondary education in the near
future.
The teaching material in vocational education is often more role-
oriented than that in general education. In textbooks on household
management, child care, nursing, etc. men seldom appear at aII. In
text books for craft and technical education there are no $romen.
A small number of girls are now attending craft and technical
schools, but the work benches in these schools have been designed for
nale pupila of average height and the materials and tools for boys,
hands.
AIl these factors can inhibit girls from pursuing vocational
education for traditionally male jobs and boys education for
traditionally fenale jobs.
9.3.5 Educational performance. choice of further education and occupation
It is particularly difficult to compare the performance of boys
and girls in secondary education. Where boys and girls choose the
same subjects, overall performance is generally the same. Hohrever,
most schools have different curricula and speciarisms and the value
of the certificate is often closely linked to the curriculum and
subjects studied for the school-leaving exam. In general education
girls mostly study, in addition to the compulsory subjects for the
final examination, languages and, to a lesser extent, economics,
chemistry and biology. Boys usuarry take their leaving examinations
in mathematics and physics, technical subjecta and economics and, to
a lesser extent, chemistry and biology and lastly languages. The
boys are far better represented over the whore line of subjects than
are the girls. In practice girls seem to have noticeably fewer
opportunities than boys with the combination of subjects they usually
take in their reaving examinations. lrhis appries both with regard to
further education and job opportunities.
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The same phenomena are to be observed in vocational education.
At the lower level girls finish school studying a very limited nurnber
of vocational courses which, moreover, are partly geared toqrards
running a domestic household and not to employment outside. The
diploma from the exclusively 'domestic science schools' in particular
is of little value on the labour market. Many employment offices
register these girls as unskilled and they are then employed and paid
as such by many institutions and companies. If girls have acquired
additional vocational skills, their job chanceE are greater. Horilever,
diplomas from craft and technical education establishments offer many
more opportunities both for further education and employment.
In intermediate and advanced vocational education girls often
take their final examinations in a limited nurnber of courses (teaching,
health care, social servicee, administration) . These diplomas are
certainly of value and afford reasonably good job opportunities in
the areag concerned. Boys seem to have a far wider range of vocational
training with the emphasis on technical, economic and administrative
subjects. The job opportunities in thege subject areas are far greater,
aa are the options for further training.
LaEtIy, it must be stated that the number of boys completing courses
is higher than the nudber of girls, eo that the number of girls entering
the labour market unskilled is greater than that of boys.
9.4 Tertiarv education
In every I'lember State a distinction is drawn in tertiary education
bettireen university study and advanced vocational training. University
education is geared more torf,ards academic training whilst advanced
vocational training is principally geared tor^tards certain more highly
qualified professions .
9.4.1 Differences in participation of bovs and qirls
The participation of boys and girls in tertiary education is,
over the whole line, loner than that in secondary education. Thig is
partly due to the fact tJrat compulsory schooling ends in the varioug
Member States between 15 and 18, so that many young people move from
secondary education into empldyment.
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Hourever, considerably fewer girls than boys proceed to higher
education. The following table gives figures for participation of
boys and girls in the nine Member States of the Community.
Boys Girls
cermany 642,494 404,647
France 508,789 443,656
Italy 588,758 392,L29
Netherlands 166,752 80,799
Belgium 95,225 69,255
Luxembourg 1,803 865
Ireland 2L,154 13,893
Denmark 59,454 44,6LO
United Kingdom 308,000 218,000
Source: Eurostat Educational Statistics L976/L977
The same factors influence the number of boys and girls
transferring to higher education as those which affect participation
in secondary education. Intelligence and ability are important but
not the determining factors. At least equally important are the
education, social and financial status of the parents, the home
environment and above all the sex of the child.
The sex of the child is particularly important in tertiary
education.
- In practice, parents consider higher education more important
for boys than girls. This applies especially to parents from
the lower sectors of society with limited financial means and
parents from remote rural areas. The participation of their
children in higher education entails a heavy financial burden
for these parents, especially if the children have to travel
long distances or take lodgings in order to study. Parents
have greater motivation when it comes to accepting this
financial burden for their sons than for their daughters.
Parents' future expectations for their children play an
important role in this. Boys are expected to prepare themselves
for a position in the working.world: preferably an important
executive position in accordance with their abilities and talents.
Girls are expected to marry, bear children and for quite some
time be fully occupied with their family. Lengthy and expensive
courses of study are therefore considered less useful or necessary.
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Throughout their childhood girls have had a more or less role-
oriented upbringing and education and have thus learnt a number
of important social lessons: Marriage and domestic duties come
first. Vocational training comes second. women are not reaIIy
cut out for important qrork or top jobs. In the working world
women take second place and usually hold subordinate jobs-
Teachers and those who advise on courses of study and careers
reinforce these processes by giving girls different advice
from boys. Research indicates that the academic potential of
boys is considered greater than that of girls and that advice
is tailored accordingly.
Lastly, it must be stated that girls already restrict considerably
their options by the courses they chose in secondary education.
More often than the boys, girls leave school with too low a
Ievel of secondary studies and they are barred from certain courses,
in particular technology, mathematics and physics and economics,
because they lack sufficient basic knowledge in these areas.
Although the nurnber of girls in tertiary education is lower
than the number of boys in all I'ternber States of the Community,
participation varies greatly from Member State to Member State.
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On average 35 to 4V" of the student population in the various
llember States are lromen. Ttre greatest participation is in France,
the United Kingdom, Denmark and Belgium. Lu<embourg and the Netherlands
have the lowest nurnbers. Ireland, Italy and West Germany occupy the
middle ground. The most striking figures are those for France (45%)
and the Netherlands (28PAl. The reasons for these considerable
differences are not altogether clear, though there is some connection
between the average participation of women in employment and the
participation of $romen in higher education. The differences in
traditions and social pressures in the various countries are probably
also factors of importance.
9 .4.2 Dif ferences in choice of sub'iect and course
Not aII courses in tertiary education are of the same length,
intensity or value. University courses are on the whole longer and
more difficult than courses of advanced vocational training. At
universities , science courses are generally the longest and most
difficult.
Girls proceeding to tertiary education fairly frequently opt
for courses of . In advanced vocational
training itself, the choice is usually for courses in health care,
eocial services and education. Boys show a preference for technical
and economic courses but opt quite widely too for courses in education
and in the social services.
The table belor illustrates the distribution of boys and girls
in advanced vocational training and university education:
Germany
Universities
Medical schools
Technical high schools
Teacher training colleges
Art colleges
Boys
423,489
L4,7 LO
L2L, LO2
25,500
8,780
GirIs
2o2,3L4
75,7LO
36,551
47,649
6,524
Ire land
Universities
Royal College of Surgeons
Teacher Training
Establishment for Technical Courses
School of Art
Boys
L2,723
592
9L4
5, L79
136
Gir Is
9, I98
2L4
2,260
L,657
L64
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Luxembouro
Students at foreign universities
Teacher training college
Technical school
Boys
L,375
5I
L62
Gir Is
688
81
I
Source: Eurostat Educational Statistics L976/L977
In 
.lltr@ girls are mainly concentrated in subject
areas such as languages, education, sociology and psychology. A very
small group of girls opt for science subjects, where there is a
preference for biology and chemistry. Boys are in the majority in
subjects such as technology, mathematics and physics, economic sciences
and philosophy. In popular subject areas such as law, medicine, history
and geography there are also more boys than girls, but most fields of
study largely reflect the general ratio of boys to girls in the
universities.
There are no Community statistics on course choices made by boys
and girls, so ratios for each Member State cannot be given. However,
it is known that more girls study science subjects and philosophy in
France than in the other I{ember States.
9.4.3 Performance and emplovment opportunities
The number of girls who do not complete their courses at
institutions of higher education is noticeably higher than the number
of boys. This is mainly connected with the age at which these courses
are taken. The majority of 
_advanced courses are follored between the
ages of 18 and 25. This is the period when the majority of marriages
take place and most children are born. The incidence of marriage and
cohabitation among students is fairly high. Cohabitation, whether or
not marriage is involved, puts far rnore pressure on the woman than on
the man. The woman's tasks are increased considerably by the birth of
a child. This is one of the reasons for the high drop-out rate among
r.romen students. The future expectations of students also play an
important part. If boys experience difficulties during their course
of study, they are urged on by the knowledge that completion of their
studies is vital for their future position in the working wor1d.
Girls' ambivalent attitude to what the future may hold seems to act
as a brake rather than a stimulus during periods of difficulty.
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The @ for girls who have completed their
studies are more limited than those of boys beceuse of the course
of study chosen. In addition there is stiIl resistance to employing
women in executive positions. Employers also have a somewhat
suspicious attitude towards young married employees, as they expect
them to stop working in due course for family reasons. AII these
factors mean that kromen who have completed their studies have more
difficulty in finding suitable employment than men. And women are
more frequently recruited for jobs which do not match up to their
level of training.
9.5 Technical and industrial education
Many industries and institutions are so specialized that the
general education and vocational training of employees is not
sufficient for them to be able to perform their tasks satisfactorily.
Industries and institutions therefore organize a variety of training
schemes and courses to fill the gaps in knowledge and skills.
Sometimes these courses are set up within the organization concerned,
sometimes outside institutes are used that run appropriate specialized
courses.
These courses are mostly designed as induction courses for new
employees. Employers also give their employees the possibility of
moving up to higher work levels and executive positions through
supplementary courses. A firm will sometimes change its product or
production process and training courses are organized to adapt
employeesr knowledge and skills to the new situation. Technical and
industrial education is given at all levels. It may be designed to
turn unskilled workers into skilled workers. It may be designed to
train highly skilled workers for specific activities in the firm.
The times when such courses are given vary from firm to firm and from
course to course, as does the length of such courses. Part or all of
the costs are often borne by the employer. As a rule courses may only
be followed when an employment contract has been signed. However, an
employment contract is sometimes made conditional on attendance at a
course.
9-5.I ParticiDation of male and female emolovees
The number of technical and industrial training courses is so
great and varies so much from country to country, from region to
region and from industry to industry that it is particularly diffieult,
if not impossible, to draw up comparative sumrnaries of the situation
in the European Community. Atl available statistics do show, however,
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that fewer female than male employees follow courses of this kind.
This results partly from the fact that there are more men than women
at work. However, if we extrapolate these factgrs, it is still true
that the number of women following technical and industrial courses
is disproportionately low. Various publications give general
participation rates for women of 25 to 28%. A recent cerman studyl
states that in 1976 in West cermany 7 out of I0 male and 5 out of I0
female employees between the ages of 15 and 20 were attending
additional technical training courses. In France 877,000 apprentices
attended state-subsidized supplementary technical or industrial
training in 1975. This included 254,OOO ro*"..2
9.5.2 Soread of male and female emolovees
Whilst the general figures for participation of female employees
in technical and industrial training are not particularly good, the
figures for the distribution of female employees over the various
courses make the situation even worse. Research shows that, as a rule,
women mostly participate in a very limited number of courses - usually
at lower levels. The European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training in Berlin estimates t-hat 75% of female employees are
concentrated in L5% of the technical and industrial training courses
available. The largest concentration is in courses in the textile
industry (dressmaker/cutter), in the retait trade (sales-staff/1taLr-
dresser), in the clerical sector (typist,/secretary) and in health care
(doctor's assistant) . At higher levels many employees follow courses
relating to educational or clerical tasks (language courses being by
far the most important) and courses in health care (specialist nursing
courses) .
Male employees are spread evenly over about 90% of courses at
the lower, intermediate and advanced levels.
Sources:
1
- Equality of opportunity j-n vocational education, Dr Barbara
Hegelheimer, European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training, Berlin, L979
2 fnfor*.tion BuIIetin, 'Vocational Training' lg77/3 of the
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training,
Ber1in.
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The following table, from the study by Dr Barbara Hegelheimer
quoted above, illustrates this:
People in traininq per branch of industrv West cermanv 1977
Farmers, stockbreeders, fishinq trades
of which: florists
Irlanufacturinq industr ies
of which: paper manufacturers and processors,printers
metal producers and procesrsors
Fitters. mechanics and similarprofessions
of which: plurnbers, gras and water
fitters
machine fitters
factory fitters
motor rnechanics and fitters
mechanics
toolmakers
dental technicians, opticians
Electricians
Textile and clothinq industrv
of which: garment cutters
dressmarkers
seamstresses and garment
finishers
Food industrv
of which: bakers, confectioners
butchers
cooks
Building trades
Equipment suppliers, furnishers,
upholsterers
Carpenters, modelmakers
Painters, varnishers and ancillary
trades
Technicians, technical specialists
of which: chemical laboratory technicians
photo laboratory technicians
technical draughtsmen
construction draughtsmen, component
draughtsmen
Service industries
of which : gglegj€Iggrylgl
of which: aales staff in wholesale
and foreign trade
retail sales staff
sales assistants
sales assistants in the
food trades
booksellers
chemists
pharmaceutica I ass istants
service industrv sales staff and
ancillary trades
of which: bank clerks
insurance agents
travel agents
Men
3.6%
o.e/"
74.5%
o.9%
2.e/"
34.A%
3.L%
4.7%
L.e%
9.5%
L.7%
2.8%
L.L%
L3.3%
o.3%
O.tr/"
o.e/"
O.e/"
7.2%
3.V/"
2.3%
L.6%
5.7%
r.4%
4.eA
3.4%
2.7%
o.4%
o.et
L.e/"
o.6%
L8.7%
7.3%
3.eA
L.8%
L.8%
o.@A
o.L%
o.eA
O.e/"
3.3%
L.9%
o.5%
o.L%
women
L.6%
L.L%
7.6%
o.2%
o.e/"
L.6%
o.eA
O.V/"
O.V/"
O.tr/"
o.e/"
O.@/"
L.3%
o.L%
3.4%
o.4%
o.9%
2.L%
o.9%
o.4%
o.eA
o.5%
o.vA
o.2%
o.L%
o.L%
3.3%
o.6%
o.L%
L.L%
L.W
87.4%
28.L%
3.3%
3.8%
LL.6%
6.L%
o.4%
o.9%
L.8%
5.6%
3.7%
o.6%
o.4%
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llen Women
Orqanizational, administrative and
of f ice iobs 5.6% 25.8%
of which: assistants in economic and
tax consultancies O.5% 2.6%
office clerks L.5% g.eA
of f ice assistants O.V/o 2.9%
industrial clerks 2.5% S.A%
lawyers or Notary's clerks O.L% A.eA
Public relations officers, translators,
librarians, artists and similarprofessions O.4% O.9%
Paramedical services O .V/" LO.g%
of which: doctoris assistants O .V/" 6 .@/"dentist's assistants O.eA 4.8%
General service industries O.9% L5.g%
of which: hairdressers O.3% ]-L.O%hotel and licensed trade
assistants, waiters O.4% L.5%
housekeepers (including
rural housekeepers) O.e/" 2.4%
Miscellaneous O.5% O.e/"
Apprentices,r students at technical
colleges, training course for the
handicapped O.L% O.eA
Total (deviation resulting from rounding up) 100.1% 99.9%
Source: Vocational Training L977. Stuttgart and l1ainz:
Federal Statistical Office 1978
9.5.3 Causes for the limited participation and noor soread of female
emplovees in the courses available
There are variou€r reasons why riromen lag behind in participation
in technical and industrial training. Ihese are linked to their
inferior educational opportunities and the marginal position of women
on the labour market
- The general educational level of women is loerer than that of men.
Consequently, women are automatically less eligible for higher
technical and industrial training.
- Many technical and industrial training courses require certain
vocationally-oriented basic knovrledge. Fewer women than men have
follovred vocationally-oriented basic education. This means that
it is difficult to integrate them in the various technical and
industrial training courses .
- The courses which most girls choose at school for general education
are less suited to the demands of employroent than those chosen by
boys. The sarne is true of girls' choice of school and course in
vocationally-oriented education. This training is suited to a
very limited number of jobs and in some cases it is of no use at
all for occupational purposes e.g. domestic science training.
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!4any companies regard female workers as temporary staff and not
as serious long-term employees. Many employers take the view
that participation in industrial courses and vocational training
by female workers is risky and not sufficiently profitable.
It is also true that many women are not career-minded. Some
young women still regard their occupation as a temporary job
(prior to a period of domestic activity) . They therefore
lack the motivation to attend supplementary vocational courses.
For many narried women their dual role is so exhausting that they
have little time or energy to spare for technical and industrial
training. courses are also often held at times which coincide
with peak activity in the home. If women return to the labour
market after a period spent looking after the family, their past
training often proves to be very out of date, which makes inte-
gration into training courses more difficult.
An additional hurdle is the upper age-limit for a number of
courses.
- Lastly, women are frequently less active in their jobs than men.
women are less ready to seek prom.otion, supplementary courses
and salary increases than their male colJeagues. women acquire
this hesitant attitude during their education. Moreover, women
are more frequently unsure about their performance, are readier
to underestimate their talents and potentiai and are subject to
all kinds of inhibitions in applying for more senior positions.
Many hromen are very diffident when it comes to competing with and
overtaking their male colleagues. This is not without leason.
It still happens that male colleagues, consciously or otherwise,
take it badly if women go in for courses to improve their position
and are enployed in more senior or executive posts. rhis
attitude is acquired by both men and hromen during upbringing and
through the educational process.
Conclusions
- The restricted and subordinate social and economic position of women is
due in part to the inferiority of the eoucacior, available to them. This
process starts during childhood: in the pre-school period and during
primary education.
- At a very early age boys and girls start upon an educational process that
teads to specific male and female role behaviour. Girls show more passive
and diffident behaviour, seek protection more quickly and are more likely
to be obedient. Boys are more active, nore adventurous, demand less
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protection and are less prepared to be obedient. Girls become very
interested in activities relating to the home. Boys are more interested
in the world outside.
Ttrese general behavioural differences are confirmed in the pre-school
educational establishments (creches, playschools, kindergartens) through
games, toys, stories and the attitudes of nursery and teaching staff.
fn primarv education, behavioural differences are strengthened further.
Separate education and role-oriented curricula are still to be found,
with subjects based on the idea that girls and boys require different
training and education. Teachers and pupils reinforce the behavioural
differences by a subtle system of approval and acceptance of 'desirable'
behaviour and disapprobation and rejection of deviant behaviour.
Teaching materials hold up to pupils examples of characteristic male
and female role behaviour.
In primary education the position of staff and the distribution of jobs,
with male staff mainly doing administration, executive and organizational
work, whilst female staff carry out decisions and have a caring function,
male staff generally teaching higher classes, whilst female staff teach
the lower ones, confirm girls' views that they have a subordinate role
in society, whilst boys are given to understand that they are entitled
to a prituileged position in the working worId.
At the end of primary education some small specific differences become
apparent in boys' and girls' performance. Girls have a slight lead
in language-based subjects (vocabulary, reading ability, fluency and
linguistic skills). Boys have a slight lead in arithmetical subjects.
Boys are also often better at reasoning and dealing with spatial concepts.
It is striking that by the end of the primary school many girls have
developed a certain indifference, or even aversion, to arithmetical
subjects. This attitude differs from country to country and culture to
culture and is acguired.
At the end of primary education boys have a considerably broader view
of their future prospects than girls. Their view of the future is more
varied and much clearer. Girls are generally hesitant about their
future prospects. Ttrey have an ambivalent and restricted view of the
future. Research shows that girls find their position far more diffi-
cult than boys.
fn secondarv education more girls opt for general education than
vocationally-oriented education. Boys more freguently choose vocationally-
oriented education. Girls are also more likely to opt for lower and
intermediate levels of training whilst boys opt for intermediate and
advanced training.
- 
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- Apart from the compulsory subjects in general education, girls opt more
frequently for languages and, to a lesser degree, commerciar subjects
and economics. The small number of girrs choosing sciences show a
preference for chemistry and biology. The distribution of boys over the
various subject options is more even, but they show a preference for
mathematics and physics, technical subjects and economics. Languages
are rather less popular. Hovrever, the number of boys opting for
Ianguages is much greater than the number of girls choosing rnathematics
and physics. Ttris sex-oriented preference occurs most at the lorrrer
levers of education and is reast apparent at the higher revels.
- In vocational training girls opt for a limited number of subjects which
are often directry or indirectly rinked to domestic tasks. This is
particularly true for the lower leveIs of vocational training, where
there is a sharp distinction between domestic science-oriented education
and technical and craft-oriented education. Domestic science-oriented
courses providing training for tasks in the private home are followed
more or less exclusively hr girls. Tlris education is of little value
for employment PurPoses. Craft and technical education, which is very
varied and offers many opportunities for employment, is largely followed
by boys. When these courses are held in a single institution there is
a certain amount of overflow, particularry of girls into craft and
technical courses and to a lesser extent of boys into domestic science
courses.
- At the advanced levels of vocational education, girls opt mainly for
courses rerating to education, health care and administration. Boys
make choices covering a much wider range with the emphasis on technical
subjects. However, boys are also welt represented in education, adminis-
tration and economics courses.
- The Iimited choice made by girls and their preference for the lower 1evels
of training is influenced by parents and the attitude and position of
teachers. The system of single-sex education, which stil1 exists, and
the limited approach of teaching materials are also significant.
Girls are more likely to break off their education and move into employ-
ment earlier than boys.
- The participation of boys and girls in tertiarv education is, over the
whore rine, lower than that in secondary education. However, the
participation of girls is still markedly lower than that of boys. Girls
who proceed to tertiary education often opt for academic vocational
training where, once again, mainly courses in hearth care, the social
services and education are chosen. Here boys show a preference for
advanced technical and economic training courses, but also choose education
courses and training in the social services.
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- In acadernic education girls' options are heavily concentrated in subjects
such as languages, education, sociology and psychology. A very small
number of girls opt for sciences, with a preference for biology and
chemistry. Boys' choices are much more widely spread, with preference
being shown for mathematics and physics, technical subjects and economics.
- The number of girls dropping out of higher education is considerably
higher than the number of boys. Girls' future expectations and also the
early start of family duties are important factors here. GirIs have
more, limited job opporunities on completion of their studies than boys.
More often than boys, girls' jobs do not match up to their level of
training.
- 
In technical and industrial traininq, participation by women employees
is less than participation by male employees. Ttrere is also a heavy
concentration of vromen in a limited number of courses at a relatively
low leveI. women have great difficulty in obtaining places on courses
for executive posts. It is also difficult for older women to be
considered for additional training and retraining.
- The above demonstrates that the restricted and subordinate position of
women on the labour market is partly due to the restrictive and role-
oriented education and schooling for girls throughout the educational
process. This process, which commences at the pre-school stage, is
confirmed during primary education and reinforced in all levels and
sectors of education thereafter. Any policy to improve the position of
vromen in education should therefore not be limited to secondary and
vocational education, but should bear on all levels and sectors of the
educational process.
9.7 Proposals for improvinq the position of women in education and in
vocational traininq
- Community policy to improve the position of girls in education and
vocational training should commence at the earliest possible stage of
education and bear on all sectors and levels of national education systems.
- 
The Commission is requested, in consultation with the Council, to draw up
a programme for primary education comprising the following priorities:
- The abolition, within a fixed period of time, of aII forms of single-
sex education in both kindergartens and elementary schools as also
of all forms of separate teaching programmes and subjects for girts
and boys within kindergarten and primary education.
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- Crafts and needlework should be taught as a single subject, allowing
boys and girls to learn both skiIIs.
- Particularly in the second half of primary education, girls should
receive extra encouragement to develop mathematical skiIIs and boys
to develop linguistic ski1ls.
- In the top classes of primary schools, girls and boys should receive
as much information as possible on their further educational and job
opportunities. Girls should be encouraged to opt for courses in line
with their academic potential and prevented frorq making limited and
role-oriented choices.
- Participation of girls in craft and technical vocational education
should receive particular encouragement.
- Schools must record the general performance and final results of girls
and boys annually and the form of secondary education to which they
proceed. The schools inspectorate should ensure that unbalanced
results in certain schools are corrected guickly.
- Teachers should receive in-service training on the problems of the
subordinate position of women in society and the part played by primary
education in this process so that they can, where necessary, adapt
their attitudes to their pupils.
- l4ale and female teachers should be distributed among the classes so
that there are equal numbers working in the lower and higher classes.
Women should not alhrays teach the lowest classes and men the highest
classes.
- Jobs such as the chairmanship and membership of the school board, 
,
chairmanship and membership of the parents' association, jobs in the
school inspectorate etc. should also be distributed evenly between men
and women.
- The appointment of headmistresses should be such that there is greater
balance in the distribution of headships.
Parliament must receive a biennial report on improvements in the position
of girls in primary education in each of the Dlember States to that policy
can be regularly evaluated and updated.
- In consultation with the Council, the Commission must draw up a supple-
mentary Progranme to improve the position of girls in secondary education,
with the following priorities:
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Boys and girls must be more evenly distributed throughout aII forms
of secondary education by making half the places in every school and
in every subject area within the school availabte to boys and girls
and adapting enrolment policy accordingly.
Participation by girls in courses below their level of academic
ability must be avoided and also role-oriented choices; special care
must be taken that girls do not break off their studies prematurely.
A11 forms of single-sex educat ion must be abolished within a fixed
period of time. Domestic science education must be integrated into
ordinary education. Elementary domestic science and child care must
be included in the curriculum of all secondary schools.
Girls should be actively encouraged to participate in technical and
economic vocational training and to take science subjects in schools
for general education.
Secondary schools must record annually the participation of boys and
girls in the various subjects, subject groups and vocational training
courses, giving the general performance of girls and boys, the drop-
out rate for each group, the transfer to further training and the
choice of occupation made by boys and girls after training. The school
inspectorate must ensure that unbalanced results in any school are
corrected guickly.
Teachers in secondary education must be given additional training on
the problems of the subordinate position of women in society and the
part played by secondary education in this, so that they can, where
necessary, adapt their attitude towards their pupils.
- Male and female teachers should be distributed as evenly as possible
amongst subjects and subject areas both in general and vocationally-
oriented education. There should be an active policy in respect of
the appointment of headmistresses.
Parliament must receive a biennial report on the improvements in the
position of girls in secondary education in each of the l.tember States
so that the policy can be evaluated and upilated regularly.
Both primary and secondary education uses a large guantity of teaching
materials which are role-confirming and encourage discriminatory
attitudes. Ttre Commission must encourage all Member States to set up
committees to identify such teaching materials so that school boards and
heads are able to eliminate unsatisfactory teaching materials from
schools and procure good and positive teaching materials.
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fn consultation with the Council, the Commission must draw up a progratnme
to improve the position of girls and women in lqr!1a.ry._education, with
the folloping priorities:
- Participation of girls in tertiary education must be increased, parti-
cularly in Irlember States where the proportion of girls in advanced
education is still far too low.
Girls and boys must be distributed more evenly amongst universities
and advanced technical institutes by making half of all places within
these educational institutions, subject groups and subjects
available to girls and boys and adjusting the enrolment policy
accordingly. If an allocation system is used, girls and bcrys must
each be allocated 50% of the available places, so that girls are not
excluded from courses where they are barely represented at present.
There should be active encouragement for girls to participate in
technical, economic and science courses by means of appropriate infor-
mation and enrolrnent policies.
GirIs must be prevented from dropping-out of courses by good counselling
and provisions for child care, particularly in universities.
rnstitutions for tertiary education must make annual reports on the
participation of boys and girls in the various training courses,
subject areas and subjects, the general performance, the drop-out rates
for boys and girls and the occupations which students enter.
Appointment of female teaching staff and research workers must be
actively encouraged by positive discrimination on applications so ttrat
some degree of balanee is achieved.
- Academic research into the causes of the subordinate position of women
in society and the role of women in all sectors of society deserves to
receive full support both from national governments and the European
Community.
Parliament must receive a bienniar report on the position of girls and
women in tertiary education in each of the Member states so that the
policy can be evaluated and uprdated regularly.
The commission must at an earry date convene a special conference of
education authorities and subject specialists of the Member States to
investigate how these priorities can be inctuded as quickly as possible
in national education policy and how the community can coordinate and
encourage this.
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- fn consultation with the Council and the social partners, the Commission
must draw up a progratnme to improve the position of women and girls in
technical and industrial traininq, with the following priorities:
- fncreased participation by women and girls in all technical and
industrial training in all sectors and at all levels of emptoyment,
by reguesting the undertakings and institutions concerned to make
available half of all apprenticeships for suitably qualified girls and
hromen and to adopt recruitment policy accordingly.
- Special attention must be paid to the participation of women in craft,
technical and economic vocational and industrial training courses and
the participation of women in courses for executive functions.
- Special attention must also be paid to the position of unskilled
girls and women within undertakings and institutions ry adopting legis-
lation such that, after one year's employment, they acquire the right
to technical and industrial training so that they are at least able to
become skilled workers.
- Special attention must be paid to those wom€n returning to employment
after a period of full-time household duties by giving this group
every right to additional training and retraining courses.
- Any upp€r age-limit for participation in technical and industrial
training for this group must be prohibited.
- Special facilities for female employees with household responsibilities
by reasonable tining of courses and, if necessaxy, by organizing child
care facilities.
- Undertakings and institutions must report annually on the participation
and performance of men and women employees in all apprenticeship schemes
and on all technical and industrial training courses.
Parliament must receive a report within one year on the actual results
of such a programme.
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10. The improvement of the position of women in the field of health carel
A countryrs health standard is frequently measured by the average
Iife expectancy of its citizens. VJHO statistics show that in the European
Community, life expectancy is very high compared with that in the rest of
the world. In addition, a woman's life expectancy in Europe is higher than
that of a man.
The following chart shows
European men and women between
the increase in the life expectancy of
1962 and 19722:
lr
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In 1972 the average life expectancy of a 4O-year old man in Luxembourg
was 70, in Belglum, West Germany, United Kingdom and Ireland 71, in France
72, in Italy 73 and in Denmark and the Netherlands 74.
ln L972 the average life expectancy of a 40-year old woman in Ireland,
Luxembourg, West Germany and Belgium was 76, in the United Kingdom, Italy
and Denmark 77, in France 78 and in the Netherlands 79.
Life expectancy for men feI1 somewhat between 1962 and 1972 in
West Germany, the Netherlands, Ireland, Luxembourg and Denmark,
lunnu*bered working document by LIrs Krouwel-Vlam for the Ad Hoc Committee
on womenis Rights
2sorr".: Women andthe EuroPean Community, Brussels/Luxembourg 1980,
Doc. No. CB 24/78/28L/EN/c/
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although it rose somewhat in France, Ita1y and Belgium. Life expectancy
of women in Europe increased ln all the l{ember States between 1962 and L972.
Average life expectancy figures tell us something about the length of
a personrs life but litt1e about its quality. In particular because of her
restricted and inferior role in society, women are subject to a number of
specific health problems which adversely affect the quality of their lives.
Research in the ltletherlands shows that the average stress curve of slomen
is considerably higher than that of men. This stress curve'nras established
on the basis of a detailed enquiry into the extent to which male and female
citizens felt themselves to be physically and mentally healthy-
Stress curve taken from research into states of health, Life Situation
Survey 1974 (Netherlands)
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Attention will be paid in this report to a small number of problems
facing the modern European woman, especially:
- the availability of means of contraception,
- abortion (especially the international aspects thereof),
- the prevention of breast cancer and cancer of the cervix,
- the excessive consumption of tranquillizers and a1cohol,
- the increase in violence against women'
- problems of protective employment legislation.
I0.I. The availability of reliable means of contraception
The availability of means of contraception has enabled $romen over
the past few decades to determine for themselves the number of children
they will bear and the age at which they will bear them. Previously,
rromen had virtually no opportunlty to control their reproductive function,
and this placed them in a very vulnerable and uncertain position. Until a
few decades ago, as a result of bearing many children and the concomitant
serious threat to health, the average woman's life exPectancy was lower
than that of a man. And because of the large number of children they bore,
the shorter life of a woman !vas, furthermore, largely devoted to the bringlng
up of the many chi.Idren.
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Since means of contraception became freely available, the average
number of children per family in the Member States of the Community has
fallen sharply. The diagram below illustrates the changes in the period
1960-1975.
Birtlrs for' 100 li',:;,len
1962 1972
This diagram shows that the fall in the birthrate was sharpest in
I{est Germany and the Netherlands and minimal in Denmark (where there had
been a sharp fall before 1950), Italy and Ireland. In Ireland, there was
even a marginal increase. Luxembourg, Belgium, the United Kingdom and
France came in the middle of the table with a more gradual falI.
Especially in the 1960's, a social and politj.cal discussion took
place in virtually every Member State on whether all \.romen of child-bearing
age should have access to contraceptives as of right. The realization that
the use of preventive measures would not only enable women to control their
reproductive function themselves but also make them considerably less
vulnerable in their social activity prompted certain groups to block for
as long as possible regulations which might have led to means oi contra-
ception becoming freely available.
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Although in almost every l{ember State today regulations or legislation
exist so that a broad group of women are in a position to make use of prophylactics,
it must be noted that there are still areas, especially in Ireland and Italy,
where women face great difficulties in obtaining contraceptives. Certain groups
such as unmarried or single women, divorced women and widows also face specific
difficulties. Frequently, and rightly so, prophylactics are only available upder
medical supervision. Experience shows that certain groups within the medical
service, despite existing legislation, take account not only of medical but
afso social and other criteria when provlding or refuslng prophylactics, and
in so doing irnpose their own traditional standards on the patient.
It is vital for their health, their social activities and their
position on the employment market that all \iromen in Europe, irrespective of their
nationality and social status, mdy have access to reliable means of contraception
if they so desire.
Since the 1960ts, medical and pharmaceutlcal research has developed
a wide variety of prophylactics. But many women are not sufficiently aware
of the reliability, risks and side-effects of these contraceptives. Research
shows that various means are used from country to country, region to region
and age group to age group and that reliability varies widely. It would
appear that cultural habits and personal choice are the determining factors
rather than medical reliability. Scientific research into the various aspects
of each type of contraceptive is available but the consumer is not properly informed
about it. Partly because of the lack of information from the authorities, it
regularly happens that in sensationalist semi-medical journals the risks of
certain types of contraceptlve are highly exaggerated, although in an indirect
way, and as a resutt certain risky changes occur in contracePtive uses with a
consequent increase in unwan"ed pregnancies and abortions.
10.2. Unwanted pregnancv and abortion
The number of unwanted pregnancies has be,en largely reduced by the wide
availability of means of contraception. Unwanted'pregnancies usdto result in
widespread ilIega} abortion or unwanted births. For example, in the Netherlands
the number of illegal abortions before 1950 was estimated at about 50,000 Per year.
Now, the number of abortions carried out in the Netherlands is approximately
12,000 per year. Not only has the number of abortions been significantly
reduced since the 1960's, specific help has been greatly improved in recent
years.
Before the 1960's, the medical termination of pregnancy was an offence
both for the women who asked for the abortion and for the person who carried
it out, whatever the circumstances. Only i.n Denmark was there any legislation
permitting abortion,and then only in a limited number of cases.
As a result, abortions were mostly carried out illegally. Abortions
carried out by unauthorized and unquatified people resulted in a number of
complications and a high mortality rate. During the 1960s, this state of affairs
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led an j-ncreasing number of doctors to terminate pregnancies themselves in
emergency cases. Other doctors were hesitant to do so, in particular because
of the ilIegal nature of such operations. At the same time, the state of
existing legislation on abortions came uD for discussion in various Member States.
In 5 of the 9 Member States there is now a form of legislation on
abortion which enables doctors to terminate pregnancies under certain well-
defined circumstances. In the United Kingdom the Abortion Act came into force
in 1968 and permits abortions to be performed under a number of established
criteria.
In Denmark the old law was replaced in 1973 by a new one which
permits the termination of pregnancy up to the twelfth week without laying down
any conditions and after the twelfth week under a number of established criteria.
West Germany has had similar legislation since 1974 and a similar
distinction is drawn between a pregnancy up to the twelfth week and beyond.
In 1975 a law was introduced in .
a law making termination of pregnancy a
drawn in France between pregnancies up to
case stricter criteria are applied.
France which suspended for 5 years
punishable offence. A distinction is
the tenth week and beyond in which
Abortion was legalized in Italy in 1978. The criteria for the
termination of a pregnancy up to the 90th day are less strict than those for
pregnancies beyond that date.
In Belgium, freland, Luxembourg and the Netherlands abortion is still
a punishable offence. It should be noted, however, that in the Netherlands the
interpretation of the law is very liberal and in Belgium, especially in the
French-speaking part of the country and Brussels, abortions are carried out.
Slnce more termj-nations of pregnancy have been carried out legally,
more statistics have become available on the number of abortlons performed.
In Denmark, where abortion has been legal longest, some 25,000 abortions were
carried out in L977. About 133,000 abortions were carried out in the United
Kingdom ln the same year. In West Germany, 541000 abortj.ons were recorded in
1977 and 1331000 in France in 1976. No official figures can be given for Italy.
It is difficult to determine whether the number of abortions carried
out has increased since it became legal, because only rough estimates are
available of the number of illegal abortions. Figures do exist to show the
increase or decrease in numbers after legalization. For example, in Denmark
the number of abortions carri.ed out increased until 1975 but the number has
gradually decreased since 1975. Until 1974 there $ras an increase in the
United Kingdom, but subsequently there was a substantlal decrease. Fj.gures
relating to abortions in the Netherlands are unusual; in the period between
1974 and 1977 the number of abortions fell, but since 1977 there has been an
increase due partly to the large number of immigrants to the Netherlands from
Surinam. In France and West Germany there seems to be an increase in the number
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of abortions.
The impression is that after legalization the number of abortions
increases for a few years and then gradually faIIs. This is probably due to
improvementsin contraception. The legalization of abortion has increased
awareness of this problem. People are regularly confronted with actual figures
for abortions. This confrontation with reality seems to lead to improvements
in contraception both as regards the medical serviees and women.
National abortion figures do not, however, give a complete picture
of the national need for terminatiorsof pregnancy. In fact, many women 90
abroad for an abortion. There is a particularly 1ar9e influx from countries
where abortion is prohibited to countries where it is legaI or where legislation
is liberal1y interPreted.
The resuft of this is that abortion, which is really a national
responsibj_1ity, has large-scale international implications.
lrromen seeking abortions abroad generally 90 to the United Kingdom
or the Netherlands. The United Kingdom has the longest experience in this field,
largely because abortions have been legally admitted since 1968' The following
table shows the number of abortions carried out on foreign vromen since 19581.
Table 1 Abortions in Eng1and, 1968 L977
Total Residents Non-r
1968 23,500 22,300
1969 54 ,800 49,8001970 86 ,600 76 ,000 I
1971 125 ,800 94 ,600L972 r59 ,900 108,500L973 L67,200 1r0,600
32,200
51,300
56,600
L97 4 153 ,1OO r09 ,4oo 53 ,7001975 140,500 106,200 33,900t976 L27 ,900 101,000 26,900
L977 133 ,000 L02,250 30,750
iden
300
000
500
-I
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Most of these abortions were carried out on Iitomen from France,
I^Iest Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, Ita1y, Spain and lreland. Abortions
were carried out on about 13O,0OO French women between 1968 and 1977 in the
United Kingdom. The number increased sharply especially after 1970,but there
was then a sharp faII after the change in the French lawi the number fel-I
from 36,500 in 1975 to 4,500 in 1976.
So far as can be ascertained from the Brltish statistics, abortions
have been carried out in the United Kingdom on about 65,000 West German women
since 1968. The number of German women,increased until 1973,but subsequently
the numbers felI,largely because of the increased opportunities for abortions
in the Netherlands.
E""..., *"t*ons carried out in L977. Report of
of patients from the Netherlands and neighbouring
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Abortions have been carried out on some 10,000 Belgian and Luxembourg
women in the United Kingdom since 1968. The number of Belgian women fell
after L972, also because of the Dutch situation. In the period from 1968 to
1972 abortions were carried out on some 2,000 Dutch women in the United
Kingdom,but after 1972 the numbers dropped sharply. In recent years there
has been a sharp increase in the number of abortions carried out on Italian
and Spanish women. The number of abortions carried out on Spanish women
doubled betldeen 1974 and 1976 to about 5,000 per year and quadrupled in the
case of Italian women: from 1800 in 1974 to 8,OOO in 1976, Finally, there is
steady stream of IrishwomentoEngland,although the precise number is unknown.
Despite the very strict legislation, since the early 1970's a very
number of abortions have been carried out in the Netherlands. 90%
ooerations are carried out in private clinics. The following
shows the operatj.ons performed on Dutch and non-Dutch women;
Abortion in the Netherlands (Source: Stimezo 1980)
Iarge
of all
table
Nationalitv of the patient
Netherlands
West Germany
France
Belgium/Luxembourg
Others
- in some cases, women seeking help abroad
where abortj.on Is illegal and where very
prepared to carry out thls operation.
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The number of operations performed on Dutch women is quite small
compared with those on foreign women. 'Ihe number of West German women seeking
help is very hlgh although it has declined sharply since 1975 when abortion
was legallzed in l{est Germany. The same is true of abortions carried out on
French sromen, where the number was very high untll 1975 but declined sharply
after the change in French law. The number of abortions carrled out on
Belgian and Luxembourg $romen is also gradually declinlng because in Brussels
and the French-speaking part of Belgium an increasing number of doctors are
prepared to carry out abortions elther ln ordinary hospltals or in special
abortlon clinics.
The number of Flemish women coming to the Netherlands for abortions
remains very high,and finally, a few thousan_d Spanish and Italian $romen come to
the Netherlands every year. The number of Italj-an women Is decllnlng slightly
and the number of Spanlsh women increaslng.
With regard to the number of Dutch women undergolng abortions, lt
should be noted that the proportion from the ethnlc minorlties Is relatlvely
high.
The followlng observations may be made on the international aspects
on the problem of abortlon:
come from countries
few doctors are
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women also come from countries where abortion is legal but
where a fairly large number of doctors still refuse to carry
out this operation,
the countries with liberal legislation and/or liberal practice
largely solve the problem of other countries,
the service offered to foreign women is very selective.
For women from the lower income groups who are unable to
pay the travelling, hotel and treatment costs, such help is
inaccessible. They must choose between an unwanted birth
or an illegal abortion. ft is very difficult for the British
and Dutch medical services to determine whether foreign \^Iomen could be
helped in a different \.ray. They have no knoryledge of the social
background of the women involved.
it is also difficult for the British and the Dutch medical
services to provide medical or social follow-up treatment
for these women. After their operation, many vromen are more
or less left to their fate.
We must ask ourselves whether such a situation,whlch affects
thousands of European women each year, can be regarded as acceptable
within the European Community.
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These abortion figures not only ilrustrate in particular the
varying Iegislation and the varying practices in the individual lltember
states, they arso demonstrate the rack of a proper contraception policy
and the lack of an appropriate social policy.
10.3. Prevention of breast cancer and cancer of the cervix
Cancer affects an increasing number of people. It is generally
estimated that one in every four deaths in the western world is caused by
cancerous growths of one kind or another.
Some tlpes of cancer, however, only affect women: breast cancer and
cancer of the cervix. The incidence of these two types is very high.
In the Netherlands, some 20l" of cancer deaths in women are caused by
breast cancer and some l@/" by cancer of the cervix. These two forms o.f
cancer are the most widespread cause of death for women under the age of
155-.
Recent research undertaken in the Netherlands shows that breast
cancer and cancer of the cervix ae not found to the same extent everlnuhere.
In some areas, there is a higher frequency and mortality rate than in
.)
others'. The same is true, moreover, of a number of other forms of cancer.
The reason 5r these variations in distribution is not entirely clear. It
is well-known that prevention of these two forms of cancer is more effective
in one area than in another.
Prevention is most important in the case of breast cancer and cancer
of the cervix. Although these two forms of cancer claim many victims, in
the case of both breast cancer and cancer of the cervix the patient has a
better than 50-50 clance of survival if the condition is diagnosed in good
time. But that largely depends on riromen beir.tg made properly aware of tne
first slzmptoms which might indicate the presence of a cancer. Appropriate
information and regular medical check-ups are very important. In some
!,le.nber States infornration campaigns have been organized to inform women
of the nat,ure of such cancers and how to prevent them. In many cases
women's organizations have been instrumental in such campaigns. It is
striking that where women are given the opportunity of regular medical
examinations, the numbers attending have been very hiS h. There is clearly
a need for such screening.
Sources:
1. cancer: I'lorbidity and mortality, 1975 - L976, central StatisticaL office/
Medical Records Foundation, covernment Printing Office, Netherlands, L979.
Atlas of cancer deaths in the Netherlands, L969 - L978, centralStatistical Office,zttedical Records Eoundation, Government Printing Office,
Ne the rlands, 1980.
women and health: Note in preparation for the IJN World Conference in
Copenhagen, Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Recreation and SociaI Work,
Rijswijk, Netherlards, 1979.
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10.4. Excessive consumption of tranguillizers and a1colhoI
A11 research demonstrates that women utilize the medical services
more frequently than men. This is partly due to the fact that women
consult their doctors for contraceptive advice and attend pre-natal and
post-natal clinics. Similarly, mothers usually accompany their children
when they need medical care. Even if we leave such consultations out of
account, it is still true that women seek medical help far more frequently
than men.
A very large number of these \^romen exhibit a specific pattern of
complaints: va€Jue pains, fatigue, nervousness, poor sleep and undefined
anxiety are the causes of frequent visits to the doctor. This pattern of
complaints is particularly striking in the case of housewives and is there-
foreca11edthe'@'.Thesecomp1aintsIargeIystem
from the dissatisfaction felt by the women involved with the rote imposed
upon them and their inability to do anything to change their situation.
Family doctors freguently treat these complaints from a strictly
medical point of view and do not recognize their true nature. This in
turn teads to the gituation where the women themselves regard their
problems as medical prohlems: the cause is not removed, the complaints
remain. In order to alleviate these complaints the doctors then
prescribe tranquillizers. Pharmaceutical research demonstrates that women
use tranquillizers (sedatives and sleeping pilts) more than men. The
situation described above is responsiJcle for this excessive consumption.
Long-term use of certain sedatives and sleeping tablets resultF ulti-
mately in addiction. This tlpe of addiction also occurs more frequently
in vomen than in men.
In recent years consumption of alcohol by women has also increased
sharply. In contrast with men, women drink more throughout the day and
drink more frequently on their own. The increase in the consumption of
alcohol has the same cause as the use of tranquillizers. The impression
is that those who do not visit the medical services with their complaints
and thus do not use sedatives go on to alcohol to drink away their
feelings of dissatisfaction.
In recent years vromen's organizations have paid much more attention
to the housewives'syndrome and the allied abuse of sedatives and a1cohol.
Attempts have been rtade to give these \./omen a better understanding of the real
reasons for their complaints by organizing discussion groups, and similar
attempts have been made to discuss with these women how they can change
their lives for the better.
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In this context, the major problem is that vromen who for years have
cared fulltime for their families are frequently unwelcome on the labour
market so that the practical possibilities of,for example, changing their
enplolment position are very Iimited.
10.5. The increase in violence aqainst women
In recent years there have been-an increasing number of cases of
violence qainst vromen. Most are committed by husbands on their wives. This
is probably not a new phenomenon for the impression is that there have
always been cases of husbands ill-treating their wives,but that the
social code of hushing up this kind of violence is now beirgbroken to an
increasing extent. Women are making their problems public in ever
greater numbers.
For a number of years now, reception centres have been set up in
various Member States where women who are being regularly ill-treated may
find a refuge with their children away from their family home. The fact
that such centres are permanently oversubscribed demonstrates that they
are catering for a widespread need.
It is striking that the local and national authorities are very
reticent about providing support for these centres. Frequently they are
run by volunteers who not only give their services free but are also
required to bear the financial cost of running such reception centres.
Very little research has been carried out into the seale and nature
of iII-treatment within marriage although recently regular reports have
been published by the reception centres to give more information on the back-
ground to this type of violence. The principl cause, say the reports,
must be sought in the deeply-rooted attitude of a social structure where
the one group dominates the other. Such a structure results in a
specific balance of power not only in society but also in the family
where this balance of power frequently requires the woman to act in accord-
ance with the wishes of the husband. If the woman does not do so to the
total or partial satisfaction of her husband, conflicts arise which, in
certain situations,can result in violence. Menta1 and social tensions
increase the possibility of acts of violence being committed. Ill-treatment
within the family does not only occur in the lower social classes as is
frequently presumed. The hromen who seek shelter in the reception centres
come from all strata of society.
In recent years, much attention has been paid to ggggtE.lll-Egpe.,
in particular because women's organizations have discussed this subject
more Erequently and hence made this matter, which until very recently
was largely taboo, a proper subject for discussion. The role of the police
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and the courts trith respect to the notification and treatment of these types
violence has been heavily criticized. The judicial authorities are
accused of frequently being very tolerant towards the assailant,while the
women are frequently accused of having encouraged this form of violence.
The number of complaints is very sqrall in relation to the number of acts
of violence of this nature, as recent publications *tow' Many women fail
to make an official complaint because they are afraid of their assailant
who is frequently a member of the family or a friend, or because they do
not trust the police or the courts. Another important factor is the strong
sense of shame.
It also seems to be t,he case that assault and raPe not only occur
outside marriage but also within marital relations. Reports from reception
centres for battered women state that assautt and raPe are frequently
part of the pattern of iIl-treatment within marriage'
In recent years special groups of volunteers have been set up within
the women's movement to give moral and physical suPPort to women who have
been the victims of iIl-treatment, assault and raPe during its notification
and further judicial treatment. In a number of Member States such suPPort
has Ied to sensational court cases in which heavier sentences than in the
past have been handed down. As a r€su1t of the trials and the attendant
publicity, the number of complaints has increased significantly in recent
months.
10.6. Protective emplovment leqislation
National and Community legislation to protect employees in certain
types of work such as night shifts and \^rork with dangerous substances in
some cases lays dor*n different provisions for men and women, largely to
give extra protection for women employees. In most cases the protection
of women workers is linked to their reproductive function, br example
in the case of jobs involving dangerous substances or radiation; in some
casesr 16ordl standards are applied, for example in the case of night shifts,
and in some cases women's lesser muscular strength is behind protective
legis lation.
Since it has been shown in practice that such protective legislation
may seriously weaken \^tomen's position in certain employment sectors'
there have been an increasing number of moves to study this legislation
very carefully and, wherever Possible,to abolish it. An exception to
this rule is made in the case of protective legislation concerning women's
reproductive funcEion and maternityl. At present the Commission is drawing
up a document concerning this matter. Consequently, in this rePort a few
observations of principle wiII suffice:
I ltealth and Safety Legislation, Equal Opportunities Commission,
United Kingdom, March 1979
of
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In a number of cases, extra protsction for women may be very desirable:
For example, in the case of pregnant women working with dangerous sub-
stances or dangerous radiation. Such bgislation should, therefore,not
be abolished.
Extra protection for women because of their reproductive function must
be critically assessed. Little account is taken of the fact t,hat men,
too, may suffer harmful effects which may affect their progeny. The
effect of chemical defoliants has been the subject of much research.
A better balance in this protective legislation - both with respect to
male and female employees - is urgently required.
Protective legislation drawn up on moral grounds, for example a ban on
women working a night shift in cert.ain emplolzment sectors, results in the
group at risk being excluded from that emplolzment sector while t,he
threatening group obtains the exclusive right to the employment in
question. Such Iegislation encourages a faulty way of thinking and harms
rather than protects women.
- The exclusion of women from certain jobs because of their lack of
muscular strength is not very realistic. In this sphere there is such
a large difference between individual men and between individual women
that it would be more appropriate to lay down specific physical require-
ments for certain employment sectors with which both men and women would
have to comply.
-19.J.--99!9lssI9!9-ssg-prgpgrsIs-!9-lsp=eys-!!s-pgs-igre!-9-r-sgr,sg-tg-L!s
-r_i 9 I ! _ 9_r- !S g _r ! b_ s e ss
- 
Although women's !!..1!ryry!,rcJ in the European Community is higher than
that of men, women suffer from a number of specific health problems,
caused particularly by their restricted and subordinate role in society,
which can adversely affect the quality of their lives.
- The availability of means of contraception has enabled a large number of
women to decide for themselves how many children they will bear and the
age at which they will bear them, and this has made their position
considerably less vulnerable and uncertain in general, and on the labour
market in particular. It must, however, unfortunately be noted that
Ehere are still some regions, for example, in Ireland and Italy, where
\.romen find it very difficult to obtain contraceptives, and for certain
groups of vDmen, such as unmarried women, divorcees and widows, contra-
ceptives are not always freely available. An enquiry should be instituted
to ascertain whether action by the Eurcpean Community could lead to a
situation where all women in Europe acquire the same rights in this matter.
Ne. 
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Although the number of unwanted pregnancies and abortions has declj.ned
considerably with the availability of means of contraception, it must
be noted that a very large number of abortions are still being carried
out in the Community. Available statistics show that regulations governing
abortion vary so much from one Member State to another that each year
thousands of women travel abroad to secure the help which is not available
in their own country. Is such a situation acceptable in the European
Community?
The Commission should set up an enquiry in t his connection into the
availability of contraceptives and measures to restrict the number of
unwanted births and abortion, such as :
- early and adequate information for young people,
- 
easy availability of the means of contraception,
- extra attention for vulnerable groups such as young girls,
unmarried moEhers, mothers of large families, women at the
change of life and the wives of immigrant workers,
- the protection of the employment position of pregnant women and
young mothers and the availability of a system of family leave
of absence to enable parents to share the tasks of caring for
and bringing up their children,
- 
financial support for parents by a system of social provisions
and tax relief, with extra measures to benefit single parents
and parents of large families,
- the availability of day nurseries and child-care centres,
and submit a report at an early date to the parliamentary committees
most involved.
In cases where preventive methods have failed and positive methods are
not available on a sufficie nt scale, women in all the l,lember Stat.es of
the Community should be able to rely on sufficient legal scope for
adequate medical and social help to terminate an unwanted pregnancy so
that emerqency travel abroad, which makes any kind of medical and
social follow-up treatment virtually impossible and which leads to an
unacceptable commercialization of the situation, is rendered unnecessary
a,B. far as possible.
- 
In some countries of the Community, certain types of cancer, especially
breast cancer and cancer of the cervix, constitute the largest single
cause of death in women under 65. Recent research in the Netherlands has
shown that the incidence of these forms of cancer is not the same in
every region and that there are more victims in some areas than others.
This raises questions concerning preventive and curative measures for
these tlpes of cancer, especially since patients suffering from these
Ne. 
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forms of cancer have a good chance of survival if the
discovered and treated in good time. The Commission
steps to set, up an enquiry into the nature and scale
and cancer of the cervix and into the availability of preventive and
curative measures in each region.
Women apparently make more frequent use of medical services than men,
and a relatively large number of women demonstrate a specific pattern
of complaints referred to as the 'housewives' syndrome'. These complaints,
which are frequently treated in vain with tranquillizers, are caused by
the dissatisfaction of large numbers of women with'the role imposed upon
them. The increase in alcohol consumption by such vromen frequentsly
has the same origin. It is vital that the true nature of this pattern
of complaints is recognized and that appropriate social measures are
taken to prevent the excessive consumption of tranquillizers and alcohol, which
leads to 
-addiction. The Community should set up urgent research into
the nature, scale and effects of these phenomena.
Employment leqislation in the various ltlember States of the Community
provides for a system of measures to protect women against the harmful
effects of certain tlrpes of work. In some cases these measures are
unnecessary and can even adversely affect \rromen's position on the employment
market. The Commission should conclude its research into this legislation
in the various llember States as quickly as possible and submit to
Parliament suitable proposals to improve, adjust and harnpnize this
legis lation.
1-L._IgpEoying_lhe legal status of women
Historical and cultural developments in the countries of the European
Community have resulted in an imbalance between men and women citizens.
This irnbalance is reflected in legislation in the litember States which in
some cases contain regulations or provisions which adversely affect or
discriminate against women.
. National islation which adversel affects or discriminates
3g3$SJ-sESs
In a number of countries, measures have been taken to examine
laws and provisions which distinguish between men and \,eomen to the
advantage of men and the disadvantage of women. In some cases, national
emancipation committees are involved ( for example, the Equal Opportunities
Commission in the United Kingdom), in other countries the government has
E6'AEqal status of women in the European
for the Ad Hoc Commictee on Women's Rights,
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should take urgent
of breast cancer
Community, Working Document liIo. 2
rapporteur : Irlrs May-Weggen.
PE 67.o2L/c/fLn.
instituted an enquiry (Netherlands) or national women's organizations have
'I
begur.n doing so (Belgium)-.
In every case, it appeared t,hat legal discrimination was much more
extensive than had inirially been thoughr, eSpSEigl_II_!!_gbggS_EgEESI=glgEgE
where the principle of quality o-f_gs!_gg9-y9gsg-Sg_!g!-SgE!filsg-ig=!hs_
cons titution.
The lists available show that discrimination occurs in virtually
every legar sector, in pubric raw, civil law, criminal law, commerciar raw,
fiscal law and in legislation relating to social security. In many cases
discrimination is made simply on grounds of sex but in some cases also on
the specific sociar_g!g!gg-g!_is!_!!g_ggggg-ggggigsg-99 Eergiggs. In such
cases the legislation lays down a $ystem whereby the rights of the married
men are extended on marriage whereas ttre rights of the wotran are restricted
on marriage. This unequal legal allocation is largely the result of the
prevalent traditional concept that the man is the head of the family.
Since it is virtually impossible to give a complete summary in this
report of all discriminatory legal provisions in the Member States, a
few striking examples of legal ineguality wiII suffice:
- Civil law: On marriage, in almost all the lvlember States, women
lose the right to use their own grg_ilggnaEe and are more or less
obliged to use their husband's family name from the date of
marriage. In almost all of the Member States, hromen who marry
a foreigner also lose their !g!_ig!g_fi!I, unless they submit a
special request to retain their original nationality. Children
born to parents of different nationalities virtualty always take
their father's nationality, although in virtually every case it
is the mother who takes responsibility for the care and upbringing
of the children.
Egg9!!gl_gg!!9l_i!y in the legal sense is frequently vested
exelusively in the father. In the case of disagreements concerning
upbringing, choice of school or emplolzment, the father's view is
usually decisive, although in many cases the mother is much more
closely involved in the upbringing and supervision of the chil-dren.
Frequently, the father is also in complete control of the children's
property.
'Different provisions apply', a list of laws, etc., in which a
distinction is drawn between men and women, married and unmarried,
Ministry for Cultural Affairs, Recreation and Social Work, Netherlands,
covernment Printing Office, 1978.
- 'The position of women in Belgian law and social security', Women's
organization of the PCSr Brussels, December L979.
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- 
commercial law : Although the legal capacity of married women in
commercial matters is now recognized in all the Member States, a
few minor exceptions to this principle in existing and customary
commercial law are still to be found. For exampLe, a married v/oman
freguently does not have the same rights as a man in obtaining bank
Ioans, mortgages and others forms of 
_flgggglgl_SI9g]!. In many
countries the husband's agreement is required for the conclusion of a
Ioan, even if the woman is earning the same income from her own
emplolzment. on the other hand, the husband never requires his
wife's agreement when arranging loan facilities. This state of
affairs can seriously restrict the independent position of, for
example, a married businesswoman or even make it impossible for her
to carry on a business.
Fiscal law : In some countries the custom is to take the total
income of husband and wife into account for tax purPoses, the wife's
income being added to the husband's. The financial obligations of
a married woman are seriously aggravated by this regulation to the
benefit of the national treasury. Such a regulation affects the
independent economic position of women and can make them particularly
vulnerable vis-i-vis commercial partners, credit institutions and the
lrke,
fgSlgl_gSgglily__1gglglgllg! : Pensions paid to men are as a rule
transferable to the surviving spouse, but pensions paid to women are
generally not transferrable to the surviving spouse. This legal
inequality is found in almost all the lrlember States and it is
particularly regrettable that the Community directive on equal treat-
ment in the field of social security has not abolished this injustice
to both men and vromen (see points 5 and 6).
These examples are only the tip of the iceberg of lega1 injustice.
Although the incidental discrimination may frequently seem small, the total
of discriminatory provisions results in the legal status of women being
much inferior to that of men.
LL.2. United Nations' measures to eliminate aII
---:---------1----- forms of discrimination
39319S!-ygB:e!-
Since the late I94O's, the United Nations has been involved in improv-
ing the legal status of women. This Ied to the adoption and institution of
a number of conventions designed to improve the specific rights of women, such
as the Convention on the Politicat Rights of Women (1952), he Convention
on the Nationality of l,larried women (1957) and the Convention on Consent
to Marriage, Age and Registration of Marriages (1962).
1
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The motivating force behind these conventions was the special LJN
9gsst:slg!-9!-!!9--Ls93-1-9!9!9:-9-f 
-9989!:
In L972 the Commision on the Legal Status of Women asked the United
Nations' Secretary-General to approach the Member States about the
possibilities of instituting a general convention to eliminate legal
discrimination against women. In the light of the answers received from
a large number of governments, the Commission began work in L974 on the
text of a draft Convention, and the final draft was submitted to the
United Nations General Assembly in New York in L977. In L977, 1978 and
1979 the ceneral Assembly set up a special working party to consider the
draft Convention,and late in 1979 the final text was adopted by a large
majority of the ceneral Assemb1y, including all nine Member States of the
European Community.
In Ivlarch 1980, on the basis of a motion for a resolution signed by all
the political groups, the European Parliament affirmed the importance of
this convention, at the same time appeaf ing to all the llember States of
the European Community to sign and ratify this Convention as soon as
'|possible-. In JuIy 1980, during the UN World Conference on Women in the
Wor1d, this Convention ltas open for signature and more than 50 UN
countries, including seven Member States of the European Community,
utilized this occasion to do so. Only the United Kingdom and lreland did
not sign the Convention. Fonnal legal reasons prevented Ireland from so
doing, while the United Kingdom had doubts about the substance of the
Convention.
-11.3. Conclusions and pr9p9: 3 ] s - ! g- r gpl gy-e - !!s - I s s3 1 - : !3 !9: - 9-f - ves: !
ceneral tegislation in the lrlember States of the European Community
contains a number of provisions which adversely affect \^romen or
discriminate against them. The Conunission, in conjunction with the
Council, should be requested to arrange an enquiry into all national
Iegislative texts which adversely affect luomen r or discriminate
against them and to submit a report on the subject to the appropriate
committees of the European Parliament at an earl y date so that meas ures
can be proposed to abolish all forms of legal discrimination against
women in Europe.
1 l,totion for a resolution on the urgent signing and ratification of
the uN Convention on the E timination of AlI Forms of Dilscrimination
against women, Doc. PE 64.O3L/rev. of 11 March 1980.
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The IJN Convention on the Elimination of AII Forms of Discrimination
aqainst women,which was broadly supported in March 1980 by the European
Parlianent, was signed in JuIy 1980 in Copenhagen by 7 of the 9 Member
States of the European Comrnunity. The Commission should urge the
United Kingdom and Ireland to sign this Convention and also encourage
aII the Member States of the Community to ratify this important Convention
as soon as possible.
l?:.-I!9--i$prgysss!!-99-!!s-99s]31-3!g--rgggJ-eeg-i!-ie!_eI-ys-1!s13!I9
grggPg-9-f-v999!-
The elimination of national and Community legislation which
adversely affects womerr or discriminates against them can considerably
improve the legal status of wornen. The Ad Hoc Committee feels, however,
that some groups of women require extra protection and support because
of their vulnerable position. This is true in particular of immigrant
women, women working in family businesses and women in thinly-populated
rural areas.
l?. l.- 
-1!s-p991!19!-9-r- lgrtgrgl!-vesell
Fema1e immigrants can be divided into different cateqories :
- 
Those who were brought to Western Europe in the 1960's in order to
overcome the shortage of labour (e.g , Spanish and Yugoslav women).
- Those who came to western Europe in the 1960's, or later, in order
to join their immigrant husbands and so reunite the family. This group
includes many nationalities, such as ltalian, Spanish, Turkj.sh, Greek,
Tunisian, I,roroccan women, etc.
- 
women who left the former colonies with their families in order to
settle in their home country. In the United Kingdom, these \^tomen come mainly
from India and Pakistan, in France from North Africa and South-East Asia,
and in the Netherlands from fndonesLa and Surinam.
Despite cultural and individual differences, ttrese
have a number of points in common :
- 
the majorlty did not emigrate because they wished to
compelll-ng economie, politi.cal or family reasons,
- in many cases they were suddenly transferretl from one
- they often belonged to the poorest social classes in
- 
they had little schooling, and, in a number of cases,
immigrant \^Dmen
do so, but for
culture to another,
their country,
were even ill.,iterate.
See WorkLng Document No. 3 for the Ad Hoe Conmrittee on l{omen's Rights,
Section B, on the trrcsition of immigrant women in the Member States ofthe European eommunity, Rapporteur : l,lrs Maij-Weggen
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Most immigrants come to Europe with the intention of returning one
day to their own country. However, after 10 to 20 years, it becomes clear
that this is scarcely possibre any longer. The fact that the return is
ocnstantly postponed and finally abandoned has a considerabte impact on the
woman's position. On the one hand she is expected to retain, respect and
pass on to her children the customs and culture of her country of origin,
and on the other hand she is almost immediately required to adapt to those
of her new country of residence. AB a result of this ambivalent situation,
many immigrantwomen have to overcome their cultural disintegration which
makes them feel insecure and isolated. The medical services, therefore,
have to deaL with a growing number of patients from this group with
severe psychosomatic complaints. This group of poorly integrated,
ignorant women also have the highest rate of unwanted pregnancies and
abortions. The 
_Iggg_1_p991!19! of these women is often very weak. In
cases where the husband is employed and therefore enjoys officially
recognized status, her position in the o untry of residence is usually
completely dependent upon his. If the husband is not officially employed
and works ilIegally (a frequent occurrence), the woman and her family are
in a very precarious position. If marital or family problems occur, women
must frequently rely upon the different and sometimes contradictory legis-
lations of the country of residence and the country of origin. Consequently,
they often get the worst of the situation and are sent back to their
countries where, in the case of divorce, they are often relegated to the
margins of society.
If immigrant women work outside the home they usually find themselves
assigned to a poorly-paid occupation involving heavy or dirty work under
poor working conditions. Lack of gggg3!]g! coupled with language problems
usually prevents them from obtaining alternative employment. In addition,
employers may +-ake advantage of theirignorance, so that their wages are
extra low and their working conditions and socia I facilities particularly
unfavourable in comparison with nationals of the country concerned. The
incidence of industrial accidents and occupational disease is particularly
high for immigrant women.
Since this group is generally cut off from any form of PgI!lglPg!19!
l!_ggglglf (for example, trade unions or migrant worker organizations) or
political participation (for example, the right to vote in district or
Iocal elections), they are able to do little or nothing to change the situa -
tion in which they find themselves and are dependent upon the goodwill and
understanding of others.
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Immigrant families often live in 399999993!19! of a much Poorer
standard than that of the average family, frequently dwelling in the most
impoverished quarters of big cities, where their housing is too cramped
and lacks proper sanitation. Moreover, the rent is often excessive. When
seeking better lodgings in a mixed area, an immigrant family may come up
against xenophobia and racism. These factors consolidate the formation of
ghettos in wnich these groups live.
In recent years, an increasing number of private organizations in
particular has drawn attention to the serious problems facing this vulnerable
group. Women's organizations, trade unions and religious organizations
have set up projects in various Member States to improve the position of
these women. In some cases, immigrant vromen are also becoming organized
and are applying to the authorities for additional help. The European
Community should be able to make a significant contribution in this
respect, espec ialIy by helping to improve the social and legal status of
these women.
g9 g !9 r!-Egrgpsg!-s9E's9- g!9- !3v9- gSrrtsg-lEsl gr3!!- ggrEsrg have to
contend with special problems. This group is mueh larger than is
frequently assumed. In the Federal Republic of Germany, for example,
there are some 300,000 women in this position. These women are often
expected to adapt to the culture and customs of a foreign husband, a
process which is fraught with problems and frequently ends in divorce.
Their children often bear the name and nationality of the husband sor
in the case of divorce, there is no lega1 obstacle to these gltlqlg! being
returned to the husband's country of origin to be brought uP by their
grandparents or other members of the husband's family. In this way,
western European mothers frequently lose thel r children whon they never
see again. Not only is this bad for the children themselves, but it
causes immense suffering to the Western European mothers.
-1?.?.-I!s-pgsi!i9!-9-r-s9ss!-serElts--is--resiIr,
Ibus].nesses
In the European Community a large number of women work in small and
medium-sized undertakings. Some of these women in this emplolzment s€ctor
have independent professional status, for example, as head of the under-
taking or employee. On the other hand, a larger number work as members
of the family vrithout any professional status. These are usually farmers'
wives.
- Working Documents by the Ad Hoc Committee on womens'Rights, No.14 by
Mrs Martin, No.16 by lilrs Lizin, No.4L by Mrs Fuillet and No.56 by
Mrs Lenz
- Note by the Women's Committee of COPA for the European seminar on the
situation of women farmers in the llember States of the European Community.
Doc PE 56.228, dated June 1980.
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A recent study on the position of farmers' wives in the lvlember States
of the European Community has given a better illustration of the number
of wives working on family farms and of their emplolzment positionl. In
g9l!_gg11rg!y , for example, some 1.5 million women are employed in agri-
culture, and 861000 are also head of the farm. Of the remainder, a very large
number work on the family farm. I!-EIg!gg, some 1.2 million women are
employed in agriculture,of whom 110,600 are farmers and 26,500 gain-
fully employed. The remainder, roughly 1 million, work on t he family farm.
In the United Kinqdom there are II0,000 women employed in agriculture,of
whom 70,000 work on the family farm. Some 40,000 women are employed as
seasonal workers. No reliable figures are available for the number of
women farmers. In Denmark some 34,000 women are employed in agriculture,
of whom 27,O0O work onthe family farm,and in the lSllsglggds some 18,000
women are employed in this sectorrof whom 11,000 work on the family farm.
Finally, in llgly some 690,000 women work in the agricultural sector,of
whom 300,000 work on the family farm.
These statistics show the number of women who have no official employ-
ment status because they work on family farms is particularly large.
Litt1e information is available on the number of women working in other
small and medium-sized undertakings such as family businesses. However,
we may assume that millions of women are so employed without their status
being officially recognized as such. This category faces a number of
specific problems such as the lack of official occupational status and
independent income, the absence of regulations on working hours and the
dual work burden, poor social security provisions and the lack of
replacement+and problems concerning vocational training.
The lack of official esssps!1e!3-1- e!3lle- 3!g-!!s-lcsE- e-r- g!-1 !9spslgs!!
ancome
Although women working in family businesses work an average 45-hour
week in an occupational capacity, in many cases they have no official
occupational status. Frequently, these women carry out clerical duties,
the management and book-keeping of the business and they sign with their
husbands when loans are contracted. In addition, these women do a number
of other specific tasks and in busy periods they are called on to under-
take extra work. Nonetheless, these women may not represent their
business on any authority, they do not share in the finances of the business
and they receive no independent salary. In the case of divorce or succession
on the decease of their spouse who was head of the business, the position
of these $romen can be particularly vulnerable. OnIy a few Member States
have specific forms of legal protection for such situations, notabty
't
-'The position-of farmers'wives in the Member States of the European Community' -
a study drawn up by the Agricultural High School, Wageningen, for the Commission
of the European Communities, Brussels, February 1979
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West Germany and France.
rhe lack of resulations on woqEi4g-!9999-3!g-gggl-!glg9!-9-f-y958 i:::-=---------1---
Research shows that the average number of hours worked by such
women in the business is very high: in West Germany it amounts to 43.4 -
47.4 hours per work, in France 42' 45 hours per week and in the
United Kingdom about 38 hours p"r ,.ekl. In general this group has no
properly fixed working hours because famity duties must also be carried
out. In most cases, E.1e woman attempts to gear family duties and
occupational duties as far as possible to each o ther., A 10-12 hour
working day, often fot 7 days a we€k, is, however, no exception.
1^ 
'The position of farmers'wives in the l,lember States of the European
Community','a study drawn up by the Agricultural High School, Wageningen,for the Commission of the EurotrEan Comnunities. Brussels, February 1979
Ne.-lhw.-/esn
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If the profits of a business are too low, in many cases the wife is
asked to undertake work in place of paid staff. SimilarlyTin busy working
periods, the head of the business asks his wife to herp. Arthough many
women like to work in their own business, in many instances it leads to
their being overburdened.
Eegt-e99iel-qgssri!y-pEgy!eiees_ele-leeE_e!_e-repIegeBe!! :
Most women working in family businesses are not regarded as being
gainfully employed and therefore are regarded as being housewives for
the purposes of social security.
Consequently, most social security provisions do not apply
to her personally and that makes this category particularly vulnerable. In
many cases there are no provisions for pregnancy or maternity benefits, for
sickness or invalidity payments. Similarly, in a number of countries this
group of women is not entitled to an o1d-age or widow's pension.
One of the major problems in the daily working life of this group,
however, is the lggE-g!_g_Igplggggg!!. In many cases these $romen cannot take
sick leave or pre-natal or post-natal leave. Attendance at vocational training
courses or participation in professional organizations is frequently impossible
without causing difficulties for the business or the family. It is partlcularly
the periods of maternity which constitute a problem because they generally
coincide,with a period when the buslness is being set up, times when the
financial situation is the most precarious and no extra financial burden can
be tolerated. The same is true for professional training courses which, after
all, are particrilarly important when a business is being set up.
Erebless-sgsseE!!s9-psgEessrg!el-!reisrqs,
Developmenb in modern business life, even in the small and medium-sized
undertakings, entail regular adjustments being made to production methods,
bookkeeping and management methods. This requj-res regular retraining and
additional training for all those involved in the business. ft is particularly
imPortant that the woman working ln the family business should also attend
these training courses. However, women find a number of obstacles to attendance
at such courses. fn some cases the woman is insufficiently aware of the
important role she plays in her husband's business and finds it unnecessary
to attend professional training courses. I{ore frequently, however, flnanclal
obstacles and the lack of time are important factors. The attitude of
professional organizations is partlcularly important in this connection because
the courses are frequently run by these organizations.
It can never be emphasized enough just how important is the role of
p5gEggglg4gl_gEgggiZgliglg in solvlng the problems of the woman working in
small and medium-sized family undertakings either in business or i-n agrlculture.
Often, however, these women do not participate suffj.clently in the work of the
professional organizations with the result that in their turn such organizations
pay insufficient attention to the specific problems of this category. Womenrs
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corunittees of such professional organizations could freguently play a
particularly positive and complementary role in this connecti.on. In many
areas where improvements have been made, such women's comnlttees or women's
organizations were the driving force behind the changes. In the recent
seminar held by the Women's Committee of COPA (Committee of Agricultural
Organizations on the position of farmers' wives in the Member States of the
European Community (held in Rome in June 1980), sensible proposals were drawn
up to improve the posltlon of women working in family businesses, especially
in the agricultural sector. These proposals constitute a sound basis for a
specific policy of the European Community to improve the position of this
category and similar categories.
l2r. 1.,. 
- -Ib9 -p9si!i9!-9!-8989!-i!-rcgg!9-Es!el-er9e9
A thlrd category requiring extra support, especi.ally from the European
Communityr is that of women living in remote rural areas. A11 research
shews that these lromen are particularly Iiable to be passed over and
discriminated against, especially in the field of employment and education.
The lack of CEplgyE !!_9pp9E!g!i!Igg and the likelihood of beins
unemployed are much greater in these areas than elsewhere. And it is
specifically women who are hit hardest. A relatively large number of women
and girls are employed in these regions in families or in family businesses,
either in agriculture or else in commerce. fn many cases they do not
recej.ve proper incomes,and the customary working conditions and social
security provisj.ons do not apply. Research shows that the Community directive
to improve the position of women at work, the directive on equal
pay and the directive on equal treatment are respected least of all specifically
in these areas.
Eqggqllglgl-gppgElgliligg for girls and women in these areas are more
restricted than elsewhere. In a comparatively large number of cases, they
leave school early, often because they are called upon to help out in the
family or the family business. Because educational provisions in these areas
are frequently scanty, the llkelihood of girls in particular receiving a
one-sided and restricted education is high. Parents are more prepared to send
their sons to distant educational institutions than their daughters. This
applies particularly to intermediate and higher vocational training courses.
The number of girls in remote rural areas who do not proceed beyond primary
education and a few years in domestic school is extremely high. Women who in
later years wish to receive some additional vocational training often have to
make do with correspondence courses or educational courses via the radio or
teleyision. The latter appear to be very popular with women in such areas,
especially when they broadcast educational programmes.
Since 1972, special subsidies have been available under the European
9ggigl_Egnd for projects concerning women living in remote areas who wish to
return to work after raising a family (see point 5.5.). It is striking that
very few requests have been received for these subsidies and that the regions
Ne. 
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in-uolved preferred to set up different projects. The impression is that the
women in these regions were insufficiently a$rare of the possibilities of
special subsidies. It is most important particularly in these areas that
local women's organizations are involved in thls kind of programmes and
projects. They have outstanding knowledge of the specific needs and
potential of the women in their own areas. It seems eminently desirable
to repeat this project as Pat of theregfglg!-egg-gggigl_pgllgy so that
women in such areas may be involved as far as possible.
L?,!,--9e!slssig!e-e!q-prepesels-!e-igpEgye-lEc-peel!19!-9E-IEEig=es!-sgsss,
EgBes-sgrErsg-rq-E3BrU-hsEiresse g 
-eBq-sgEc!-!!-5c89!e-EsrsI-eEess
IEEIgIg!!_ggEg! are a particularly vulnerable group in the European Community
with a weak legal and social position. The socj-al and cultural integration
of these women is often much more difficult than that of immigrant men and
imrnigrant children. At work, these women usually undertake the lowest-category
and dirty jobs. There is a great lack of education and training in this groupr
and illiteracy is still prevalent. Immigrant women are more vulnerable than
Ioca1 inhabitants as regards psychosomatic illnesses, industrial accidents,
occupati.onal diseases, unwanted pregnancies and abortj.ons. They are hit
harder than local citizens by poor accommodation and the threat of poverty.
The European comnunlty, which has always encouraged free movement of workers
and thbir familles,bears a particular responslbility for thls group. A
Egfgpggg_Egglgl-Elggllg for these women would be an important step towards
an improvement in their precarlous position. The following rights should be
embodiecr therein:
- the right to independent legal status in the host country,
- the right to proper housing ln the host country on the same terms as
the indlgenous population,
- the right to training and educatlon in the language and culture of the
host country,
- the right to retraining and additional training for a suitable occupation,
- the right to well-paid work, with all the normal worklng condltlons and
soclal provj-si.ons and extra protectlon against any form of exploltation
in the working envlrorunent,
- the right to addltlonal medlcal guldance, pdrtlcularly as regards
contraception, pregnancy and maternity, wlth prlor consideration for
cultural conceptlons of physical lntegrity,
- the right to take part in local and municlpal elections after a certain
period of residence in the host countryr
- the right to facilities for malntaining contacts wlth compatrlots and
to suoport for the organlzation of thelr own wements groups,
- the right to facilities for maintaining sound links with the populatlon,
language and culture of the country of origin so as to facilitate proper
social reintegration in the case of their return to the country of
origin,
Ne.-Ihw. 
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- approprlate protection against illegal immlgrant practices, illegal
employment and illegal housing by means of an effective preventi-ve
policy.
The Commission should draft a statute of this nature, possibly in the form
of a general statute for foreign workers or immigrants, as soon as possible
and submit it to the appropriate parliamentary corunittees.
The Commissionrs attention should also be drawn to the difficult situation
facing women from the European Community who are married to foreign workers
and are unable to transfer their nationality to their children, as a result
of which, in the event of divorce the children automatically belong to the
father and may be taken away to the fatherts country of origin without any
formalities. The Commission should institute an enquiry into the extent of
these problems and consider whether a European arrangement should be drawn
up to make such practices a thing of the past.
Millions of women in the European communities are e$plgygg-I!-ggBlly-hgqilcgggs
in smal1 and medium-sized undertakings without being recognized as such.
These women make a significant contribution to the national and Community
economies, for example in agriculture. This groug faces a large number of
specific problems such as the lack of a specific occupational status and an
independent income, haphazard arrangements on working hours and the dual
burden of workr poor social security provisions and the lack of replacement
in the case of pregnancy, maternity, illness and incapacity for work, and
inadequate opportunities to folLow specific professional training courses.
The important role played by the pI9E9ggi9!e]_gIgglize!i9!9 involved,
especially by their women's committees, in solving the problems of women
employed in small and medium-sized family businesses cannot be overemphasized.
The Commission should draw up at an early date,-and in cooperation with
these organizations, a Egfgpggl-qgglgl_qlglglg regulating more efficiently the
1egaI, financial and social position of this group on the basis of the
following principles:
- the right for women employed in family businesses to have their
occupatlonal status recognized,
- the right to lega1 and financial participation on a equal footing
with the man in the buslness where they are employed as a member of
the familyr
- the right to training and education in specific aspects of the business
concerned i-n order to acguire the necessary professional skills,
- the right to fuII participation in specialized professional organJ-zations
at aIl administrative leveIs,
- the right to a fair system of social provisions, particularJ.y as regards
family and business assistance during the last six weeks of pregnancy
and the first eight weeks of maternity,
- the right to replacement in the family and business during illness
and the right to financial support and replacement in the event of
incapacity for work such as disablement or a long illness,
Ne.-Ihvr.-/i)t
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- the right to a fair amount of leave and the right to a separate
old-age pension.
A statute of this nature should be subrnitted as soon as possible to the
appropriate parliamentary corunittees .
Research shows that EgBg!_il-f9Eglg-IgEgl-ereas are particularly Iiable
to be passed over and discrminated against, especially in the field of
employment and education. The Comrnission should take measures under the
European regional and social dolicy to improve the Position of these
women such as:
- the developrnent of ade.guate employment oPPortunitles, especially
for women, and guarantees as regards full incomes and social provisions,
- ample information on the two existing Community directives on the
improvement of the employment position of women and additional
supervision and monitoring of the implementatlon of these directlves
in such areas,
- investigation into the financial position of girls and young women
employed in families and family businesses, and measures to i.mprove
their position,
- special consideration for the position of girls in education and measures
to reduce, the number of early school-leavers and one-sided or restricted
school curricula,
- development of good educational facilities within easy reach, particularly
for the purpose of vocational training, additional training and retraining,
- improvement of educational facilities provided by radio and television.
11.,.--Ibc-p9si!ie!-e!-EeEe!-r!-!be-IslsEe-UeuEer-s-!e!ee:--g!999er-9peil
-a!-d-E9E!Ugel
So far, the European Community has paid litt1e attention to the
position of women in the future Member States, Greece, Spain and Portugal.
The reports and documents concerning the socio-economic situation in these
countries contained nothing concerning the socio-economic participation of
women, their contribution to the developmentof these countries or
their specific problems. At the recent UN Conference on V'lomen in the
liorld held in Copenhagenr speeches and national reports demonstrated that
although much has been done in these countries to improve the position of
women, they are stitl handicapped in the employment fie1d, in education and
in health care.
The Commission should draw up f9P9E!9 as soon as posslble on the
position of women in Greece, and similarly on the position of women i-n
Spain and Portugal,dealing at least with the following subjects:
- socj-al and economic participation of women,
- the position of women in education,
- the position of women as regards health care,
- the tegal status of women, Particularly with resPect to the three
Community directives on equal pay, equal treatment and equality in
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matters of social security,
- the position of vulnerable groups of women such as $romen in remote
rural areas, female migrant workers and women employed in family
businesses.
When these reports are drawn up, not only should the national
governments be involved but also national rrromen's councils and national
committees for the improvement of the position of women.
14. Improvement of the posj-tion of women in the developing countriesl.
14. I. Introduction
For several centuries the western ,i.rorld maintained colonial links
with many of today's developing countries. The cont.ribution which these
colonies made to the welfare of the Vestern world $ras many times greater
than the Western countries I development aid to the Third and Fourth World
countries. Most of developing countries were treated like conquered
territories and the indigenous population $ras also exploited in many
different ways during the colonial perlod. Once they achieved
independence, sometlmes as a result of amicable negotiations, but generally
after long struggles, most lapsed into very bad socio-economic conditions.
In the last few decades, a process of development has been put in
motion j.n many Third and Fcurth World countries to improve socio-economic
conditions. Western countries have provided modest but increasing development
aid. Under the EEC-ACP Convention, the European Community has entered into
a number of commitments with 57 countries, mostly former colonles, in
Africa, Ehe Caribbean and the Pacific with respect to commercial, financial and
technical and industrial cooperatlon and commitments with regard to the
stabillzatlon of the export revenue of these ACP States (Lom6 I and Lom6 II).
The main emphasis in the development process and in development aid is
on scaling-up: increased productlvlty in agriculture, exploitation of
raw materials, lndustrialization, expanding trade (particularly international
trade) and improvement of lnfrastructures. Improvement in education, health
care and houslng etc., normally grouped under the heading 'bggig_lgggg',
frequently takes second p1ace.
Sources:
'|
-- Report of the regional preparatory meeting of the Economic Commission of the
UN for Africa (Doc. UN/A/Conf.94/7) for the World Conference of the UN Decadefor Women, Copenhagen July 1980.
- Report of the regi.onal preparatory meeting of the Economic Commission of the
UN for Latin Amerlca (Doc. UNrzA/Conf.94/L5) for the World Conference of the
UN Decade for Women, Copenhagen July 1980
- Report of the regional preparatory meeting of the Economic and SocialCommission for Asia and the Pacific (Doc. UN/A/Conf.94/L5) for the WorldConference of the UN Decade for Women at Copenhagen JuIy I9BO.)
'Women on the march', EIn anthropological report on the position of women 1nthe developing countries for the ?Iorld Conference of the UN Decade for
Women ln Mexico, Postelap6 Schrijvers, Netherlands I97G.
- Women ln Development: Dependency and Exploitation, June Nash, New york 1977
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14.2. Participation bv women in social and economic life
14.2. l. Influence of colonial policv
Both before and during the period of colonial ru1e, the vast majority
of the inhabitants of the Third and Fourth Wor1d countries live6 in small rural
communities. Women often had important responsibilities in the economic Iife
of these communities. I4ore often than not, they were responsible for farming
and trade. Farming was on a small sca1e, usually on conmon land. The produce
was earmarked in the first instance to meet the family's own needs, with any
surpluses traded or bartered at local or regional markets,or Put aside for
harder times.
women were also responsible for looking after the children, the sick
and the elderly, as well as for the preparation of food and the production of
clothing.
The men spent most of their time hunting and fishing, trading and
looking after the }ivestock, helping with certain jobs on the Iand, carrying
out official and administrative duties and attending to the security of the
corununity. In certain cultures, however, the roles were a]located differently,
with men carrying out tasks traditionalty done by wor,en and vice-versa. They
played a less important role in the traditional economies. The economy was
based primarily on the principle of self-sufficiency and on the exchange of
goods and services. In many areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America, remnants
of these traditional rural economies are still to be found.
Most colonial rulers took too little account of the socio-economic
traditions and customs of the indigenous population when administering and
exploiting these territories. The rural communities were deprived of land
which was then acquired by ',rflestern estate owners or came under the control of
colonial officials.
As a result of this redistribution of the available land, the indigenous
population was often left with only small plots. The colonial administrators
usually registered such remaining tand in accordance with Western custom under
the mants name,iegardless of whether it had been communal property beforehand
or had belonged to the women in accordance with customary law. The locaI
traditions were respected in only a few cases by the colonial admj.nistrators.
This process placed women in a disadvantageous or dependent Position, which
moreover, did not correspond to their responsibilitiesr particularly for the
production of food for the familY.
Under the inftuence of colonial policy, agriculture came to specialize
increasingly in comrnodities destined for export. The native male population was
employed at 1ow wages,and money and taxes were introduced. The role of women
was gradually reduced. Women came to be regarded as an unreliable work force
because of their extensive family duties and the high birth rate. The role
of the local and regional markets as centres for the bartering of foodstuffs
and consumer goods also diminished. Because land had been taken away from the
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rural communities, surplus food production declined and the production of
handmade consumer goods also fell as more men became employed in colonial
agriculture.
The colonial authorities imported Western consumer goods to meet
shortages and established small shops for the native population. These
shops increasingly replaced the traditional market in which women had played
an important role.
The introduction of money as a means of exchange brought about a
division bet\neen paid and unpaid work.
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rncreasinqrv it was the men who worked for monev and the women
who were left tq do tlte unpid work. They grew crops for their own
consumption, insofar as that was possible; they tooked after the
children, the elderly and the sick and did the housework, etc. In
Latin America the wives of tenant farmers and agricultural workers
were often obliged to hetp with the extensive housework of the large
estate owners. At busy times they also had to help with the harvest,
looking after the livestock and with the carding and spinning of wool
and cotton. By contractual agreement the landovrners were thus able
to obtain the unpaid services of the wives of agricultural workers.
The western missionaries who accompanied the colonial rulers also
failed to recognize the importance of the traditional role of women.
The Western family model, with the rnan as the breadwinner and the
woman relegated to unpaid househord chores and a few social duties
consistent with her role, a family model which developed in Europe
in the wake of the industrial revolution (see point 1), was held
out to the indigenous population as an example of a tchristian family..
This model fitted in well with the policy of the colonial rulers.
Forcing women out of agriculture and commerce was justified on the grounds
that women could now devote themserves entirely to their families.
Western inf luence was not quite so pervasive everyv,lhere. In
North Africa and large areas of Asia in particular, the traditional
roles of men and women were retained under the influence of religions
such as Islam and Hinduism. Irloreover, these roles r^,ere very different
from tho- traditionally played by men and women in Central and Southern
Africa and Iatin America. rn certain rslamic and Hindu eultures,
the role of women is very restricted and they are completely subordinate
to the husband and family. It was and still is often not permitted in
these cultures for a rnarried wornan to go out to work. Whereas, for
instance, the rnarket in many central African and Latin American areBs
ie traditionally the domain of the women, in North Africa and Central
Asia (Afghanistan, Iran and Iraq), one seldom even sees a wonEn in the
market let alone engaged in trade.
The restrictive influence of colonial policy on the position of
women has not alwavs been accepted without protest. In certain areas
women rebelled against their increasing subordination and dependence.
In L929, in what is now Nigeria, Ibo women rebelled and refused to
accept the new financial and fiscal legislation proposed by the
colonial government which would have adversely affected their position.
In the area which is nov., the cameroons, Yoruba women succeEsfully pro-
tested at the same period against the new socio-economic division of
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labour which was being forced upon them. In these West African
regions, women stiIl play an important role in agriculture, markets
and the retail trade.
In South America, where land was mainly in the hands of large
property-o\^,ners, women also resisted the introduction of a new
division of labour based on western models. In L942, women in
Bolivia rebelled and demanded proper paid work, for instance in
agriculture and the tin mines.
In lvlexico, women rebelled on several occasions after 1945 against
the disruption of their market system by the introduction of Western-
type industrial production by foreign firms and the setting up of
small supermarkets. On Java, in Asia, in the 1950's, women repeatedly
protested against the introduction of foreign drinksrsuch as beer and
Coca-Cola,and Western delicacies which forced the traditional soft
drinks and accompanying rice cakes from the market with the resultant
loss of an important source of income for many women.
As a result of their protests, women in a number of Third and
Fourth World countries managed to retain some of their influence over
agriculture and trade. Espeeially in the countries of Central and
West Africa and in certain South-East Asian countries, women still
play an important role in the small-scale economy. In by far the
greatest proportion of developing countries, the role of women was
nonetheless severely reduced during the period of colonial rule.
The woman's role was increasingly restricted to the family,and she
lost control over the production of foodstuffs in particular. At
the recent UN World Conference in Copenhagen, it was emphasized that
poverty and hunger in the world has greatly increased as a result of
this trend.
L4-2.2- Inftuence of modern development strateoie.l
l4odern development strategies have meant increasing cooperation
between the new leaders of the Third and Fourth World countries and
Western development experts. A11 too often, horever, this involves
building on what the colonial system left behind. Usually the aim
of development is to increase the gross national product. The main
focus of such a policy is on intensifying agricultural production,
industrialization, increasing trade, especially international trade,
and improving infrastructures. The watchword is large-scaIe produc_fion.
'I
-Source: Report on
'Decade for Women'
employment for the UN World Conference on the
, Copenhagen, June 1'v80 (Doc. UN,/A/conf.94/a rev.r)
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As a result, paid employment in particular is dependent on national
planning and international recognition and support.
Women who, during the Colonial era, were forced into the unpaid emplov-
ment sector, are frequentlv iqnored by modern deveropment experts,
and yet they carry out most of the work which has to be done to hord
the fabric of society together in the deveroping countries: the
production and preparation of food for the family's oivn consumption,
caring for children, the sick and the erderly, and looking after
household management. Many of these activities are carried out under
difficult circumstances, because the most elementary requirements, such
as Pure water, are frequently lacking. The high birthrate also involves
an enormous increase in the burden placed upon them.
rn manv developinq countries there are two separate economic
svstems: the traditional svstem based on self-sufficiencv, barter and
untraid work.and the modern svstem linked to the existinq international
economic order and based on mass production and marketinq and paid
emprovment. women are to be found rnainry in the traditional system,
whereas men are the first to be called upon to herp deverop the modern
economy.
The development of these modern economies goes hand in hand with
a number of negative side-effects which aggravate the position of women:
large-scale agricultural production is geared mainly to export.
l{echanization is introduced in the struggle to compete, particularly
on the international market. This movement tovrard large-scale pro-
duction and mechanization reduces the number of jobs available in
rural areas and, as a result, many men leave to earn money in other
areas. Usually they go to the mining regions where raw materials
are extracted or to commercial centres and ports which are also the
centres of modern industrial development.
The women who are left behind on the land, are faced with even
greater difficultiesl. They are left alone to coEe with the burdens
and the task of looking after their large families. ttany of the
jobs which were previously done by their husbands novr fall on the
women's shoulders. The financial position of the family is insecure
and many of the women left behind do not receive money regularly from
1
'Report on .Women in Rural Areas'(Doc. VN/A/Conf. 94t28)fox the World
Conference of the IIN Decade for Women, Copenhagen July 1980.
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their absent husbands. Whenever land is still available, many
women cultivate small plots in an attempt to provide a regular food
supply for their families on the basis of self-sufficiency or go to
work on nearby plantations, usually for very low wages. A l6-hour
hrorking day is the rule rather than the exception for these h,omen.
These rvillaqes of woment are particularly common in Africa and
Asia and the phenomenon is especially widespread in South Africa
because of the policy of apartheid. Recent tN reports shovr that
in two-thirds of the developing countries more than 6@/" of the women
still live in remote rural areas. where they stitl work in accordance with the
traditional economic rules using very outdated knovuledge and tech-
nology.
When the poverty and hunger which affliet the families living
in these rurar areas becomes intolerable, the women move with their
children to the mining areas or commercial centres or ports in the
hope of finding better means of subsistence there. This influx of
people has resulted in an enormous groh,th in the size of many African,
Latin-American and Asia cities over the last few decades. rn,some 30%
of the developing countries, the concentration of people in the cities
is much higher than in the rural areas. This urbanization process 5-s
still increasing. The women in these cities are usually not much better
off than those in the rural areas. The men usually earn too rittle to
provide their families with the essentials of life in the harsher urban
environment. Work is scarce and unemployment is widespread. The women
have hardly any opportunity to grov., their orrrn food in the urban environ-
ment. Food is scarce, very expensive and only available in shops and
markets. Money is the most important medium of exchange. Women who
try to find work in order to earn by themselves the money required to
provide their family with the essentials of life frequently have to be
content with poorly-paid jobs. Going out to work and bringing up
young children at the eame time creates extra strains in the urban
environment. When there is no work available and poverty and hunger
are on the increase, such families are often left with little alternative
but to turn to crj-me (children) and prostitution (mothers and daughters).
The enormous grovrth in prostitution in Latin American, African and Asian
cities is symptomatic of the poor socio-economic situation of women in
these countries.
A variation on the most prevalent form of migration, whereby in the
first instance the men depart to be follovred later by their wives and
families, is to be found in the Caribbean area and in South-East Asia.
Here, it is usually the men who remain in the rural areas and the women
who take their children to the cities where they find work nninly in
commerce and services, especially domestic services, and increasingly
in industry.
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Increasinq industrializationl rn the developing countrles may,
however, pose a new threat to these women and their children. At
present, the proportion of women working in industry in these countries
is stilI very low: in Africa about 6% and in South-East Asia about
5% of the female workforce. Hoveever, iirdustrial activity is con-
stantly increasing and the impression is that women in these countries
find themselves in a similar position to that of Western women at the
beginning of the industrial revolution in Western Europe: long working
hours, bad working conditions, low wages and great difficulties in
combining work away from home with family duties,with the threat to the
care and education of children which this entails. Symptomatic of the
situation is the fact that, as in the 19th century in Western Europe,
young children are being recruited for work in industry. The ILO has
stated that at present there are 55 million young people between the
ages of 10 and 14, of whom 22 million are girls, engaged in full-time
industrial employment. AO% of these young workers are to be found in
South-East Asia. The role of Western industries (textiles, electronics,
etc.) in this context is highly guestionable.
14-3- The position of women in education2
The failure to integrate women properly in the modern economic
life in the developing countries is partly attributable to the inferior
position of women in the field of training and education, one indicator
of which is the tevel of illiteracv among women. The statistics
published by ITNESCO shovr that about 75% of illiterate people in the
world are women and about 25% are men. It is estimated that about
3tr/" of all women in the world are illiterate. This figure is some-
what distorted by the fact that in North America and Europe the rate
of illiteracy among men and women is less than 5%. Exceptionally
high illiteracy rates among women are to be found in Togo (93%),
Mexico (9A%) , Yemen (92%) , Afghanistan (96%), Nepa1 (95%) ' Jamaica(A2%), and Egypt (71%\ - Illiteracy among women in Africa and the
Arab countries fell over a l0-year period by around 5%, over the
same period, itliteracy among men declined twice as fast. This means
that the disparitv between the levels of illiteracv of men and women
is beominq qreater and that women have an increasing amount qf lost
qround to nnke up as far as eliminqtinq illiteracv is concerned.
'I
-twoments participation in the Economic Activity of the World',
IIrO, Geneva, 1980
2.Th" school education of girls' conference background paper from
UNESco to the UN world Conference tDecade for women', coPenhagen,
July 1980, Doc.A/Conf/9a/BP/I4 dd 13 June 1980
Report on Education for the World Conference of the UN rDecade for Women',
Copenhagen Doc. uN /A./cont. /94 /lo.
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With regard to participation in education, women and girls
similarly lag far behind men. In North America, Europe and Latin-
America, participation in education up to secondary leveI is to
some extent identical for both sexes, although there are qualitative
differences. In the tertiary sector, hovuever, there are about twice
as many men as women. fn Africa, the Arab countries and South-East
Asia about Il times as nEny boys as girls receive basic education. in
the case of secondary schooling the ratio is 2 : I in favour of boys
and in tertiary education the percentage of women is even lower. In
Africa, 4 times as mElny boys as girls study at university and in the
Arab countries girls represent less than one-fifth of the total student
population.
The educational situation of girls in tatin American countries
appears quite favourable in comparison with the rest of the Third and
Fourth Wor1ds. The Roman Catholic Church in Latin America was res-
ponsible for the foundation of rnany schools for boys and girls. One
disadvantagJe, hovrever, is that there is a lcng-standing tradition in
Latin America of separate education for the two sexes, with education
for girls very heavily role-oriented and more restricted than that
provided for boys. Education for girls is often based on traditional
European domestic science courses: cooking lessons, sewing and courses
in looking after babies and children are important elements in the
curriculum,with general subjects taking a secondary role. This type
of education is geared much more tqvards preparing girls for domestic
activities rather than work away from the home. Latin American women
who have to go out to work, mostly for economic reasons, often end up
in unskillqd and poorly-paid iob cateqories.
Moreover, this type of training for girls is often beyond the
means of the poorest sections of the population. participation in
the educational system is often a reflection of the social structure.
The poorer a family is, the less education the children receive and
the girls are at an even greater disadvantage. This happens parti-
cularly in the backward rural areas and in the poor urban areas where
girls often have to take responsibility for rmrch of the housework at
a young age because they are needea at trome, especially if the mother
goes out to work. Some figures are available to illustrate the
number of young children engaged in paid employment but there are no
figures to show the number of young girls especially who carry out
unpaid work in the family.
The high rate of illiteracy in women and their restricted
particj-pation in education constitute an enormous obstacle to their
playing a fulI part in modern socio-economic life.
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Their receptiveness for new ideas is severely limited because of
their lack of knowledge. The flov,r of new ideas does not even reach
them in most cases. In African countries, for instance, where \^tomen
are responsible for 7O% of agriculture, farming advice and aqricultural
education are directed primarily at the more enlightened men. It is,
therefore, not surprising that these mis-directed information projects
do not produce the desired results.
Another result of the backwardness of women in education is that
very few of them work in public administration. The administrations
of the developing countries have been rapidly expanding in recent years,
and it is these new administrative structures which are responsible for
coordinating and promoting development programmes. But the participation
of women in these development programmes is usually very small to the dis-
advantage of the women themselves and to their countries.
L4.4. The position of women in health carel
The health of the population of the various countries of the world
is usually measured on the basis of national statistics relating to life
expectancy. Recent WHO figures for 80 developing countries shotp that
the average life expectaney in 35 countries is less than 50 years, in
20 countries less than 60 years and in 24 countries less than 70 years.
fn the other developing countries, the average life-expectancy is between
70 and 80 yearsrwhich is as high as in the developed countries. The
differences in the life expectancy of men and women are slight, except
in South-East Asia where the life expectancy of women is clearly lovuer
than that of men.
Average life expectancy statistics are, hovrever, generalizations
and give little indication of the real health problems besetting a
specific country or group. For instance, there appear to be great
differences in the developing countries between average life expectancies
in rural areas and urban areas. In Papua-lilew Guinea, for example, the
life expectancy of women in rural areas is 51.7 years, while in urban
areas it is 60.8 years. In Honduras there is a difference of 11 years
between the life expectancy of women in rural areas and those in urban
areas (50 and 61 years respectively). In Za'i,re the difference is 7 years
( 52 for rural areas and 59 for urban areas) .
'l
-Source: Report on Health for the World Conference of the
women, copenhagen,Doc . W,/A/cont.94/9,July 1980
Hea1th and the status of Women. Report prepared by the
Organization for the World Conference of the UN Decade
Copenhagen,Doe . UN/a,/conf .94/BP/2, July 1980
uN Decade for
World Health
for Women,
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There are considerable differences between groups of people in
the .highest and lovreEt socio-economic categories. In Zaire, for
instance, the average life expectancy of the highest social group
is 60 and that of the lourer social groups 55. In Honduras,
there is a difference of as much as 18 years between the life
expectancy of adults in the highest and lorrrest socio-economic
categories. It is clear that liv_ing conditions and socio-
economic status are important factors determining the state of
health and the average life expectancy of people in the developing
countries
The specifically female task in the reproduction of the species
makes women particularly vulnerable. The average birth rate in
the developing countries is still very high. Recent WHO statisties
relating to 80 developing countries shovu that in 14 of these, women
still bear more than 7 children, in 43 countries about 6 and in
22 countries about 5. Every period of pregnancy, birth and post-
natal care entails extra health risks for the woman. In rnany
countries camtrnigns have been launched to restrict the number of
children women may have, but the results of these family planninq
prosranrmes are still rather meagre. The programmes often fail to
take sufficient account of the outlook, customs and traditions of
the local population. There has proved to be little point in
introducing birth control programmes without first gaining some
insight into the local cultural background, husband-wife relation-
shipsand conventional ideae on fertility. In many developing
countries, a man's wealth and a woman's worth are still measured
by the number of healthy children they have. In addition, children
in rural communities often provide additional unpaid labour and real
social security for their parents when they gr*r otd.
Traditional praetices in many developing countries .in respect
of pregnancy, birth and nourishment constitute a special probleml.
1
-Report prepard by the VIIIO for a seminar on traditional practices
affecting the health of women and children in Africa, ICrartoum,
10-15 February 1979, (Doc. vx/e,/conf. 94/Bp9)
Working Document No. 17 by the Ad Hoc Committee,on sexual mutilations
undergone by women in Third World countries, drawn up by Mrs Squarcialupi
Doc. PE 63.64A/Ann.S,tlarch 1980
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A number of these practices can be very harmful to women. fn many
countries, for example, strict rules govern the diet of women during
their pregnancy and period of lactation. Although these rules
usually vary from country to eountry and region to region, it is
frequently the case that the woman who is pregnant or breast feeding
her child may not eat meat or fish and in many caaes she is not
allovred to eat rice, fruit or beans. The result of this is that
precisely in the period where the worEn has particular need of
proteins, certain vitamins and certain minerals, these components
of her diet are withdrawn. It should also be noted that in many
developing countrles children are breast-fed up to the age of 2 and
older, since breast feeding is used as a means of preventing pregnancy.
In the last few years much attention has been focused on traditional
practices in circumcision of women. It is estimated that in Africa
alone, more than 50 million women have undergone this treatment in
its various forms.
16 3-
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Circumcision does not only result in partial or total sexual
mutilation, it also results in increased risks of infection,
harmful growths and serious problems in the case of pregnancy and
childbirth.
Chronic undernourishment is one of the rnajor health problems in
the Third World. The permanent state of undernourishment in which
many people in the developing countries live is a problem for the
woman above all. The fact that she is responsible for producing
and preparing food for her ovrn family often means that she gives the
other members of her family priority, particularly when food is scarce.
Indeed, in certain countries it is a tradition that the q,oman should
eat last and Ieast. The high birth rate and the lengthy period of
laetation, together with special restrictions on the food she may eat,
make the woman particularly vulnerable to undernourishment. women
still suffer more than the remainder of the population from being
permanently under-nourished,with consequent exhaustion and debili-
tation.
The qoft sllq3rtion of the average woman in the Third and Fourth
World also has an effect on her health. In particular, the !gq!
burden of housework and going out to work can add up to a very long
working day. Research in African rural communities shovrs that a
16-hour working day is the rule rather than the exception. It should
also be remembered that this work is carried out under conditions which
are quite different from thoFin Western countries. Climatic conditions,
the lack of good means of transport and technical aids make work more
onerous. Washing machines, cookers, sewing machines and agricultural
implements are not widely available,and wood for the stove and water
for preparing food must frequently be carried very long distances.
Chronic fatique is very prevalent among large numbers of women who have
to work under traditional conditions.
The availabilitv of medical help is also a problem. 80% of the
doctors in developing countries live and work in urban areas while
in most countries the majority of the population lives in the country-
side. only t5% of the inhabitants of the Third and Fourth Wor1d
countries have modern medical assistance on call in their o$rn area.
women are particularly hard-hit by this as they need medical assis-
tance more frequently than men, particularly because of their rePro-
ductive function and the responsibitity which they have for their
children.
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Nevertheless, 5O-7O% of women have to fall back on the services of
traditional indigenous midwives during pregnancy, childbirth, post-
natal care and for family planning problemsl. Although inforrnation
on this rnatter is scarce, it would appear that women in the developing
countries are widely employed in the executive aspects of medical
care (particularly as nurses or midwives) but to a much lesser extent
in the work of policy determination. This means that women have
very little influence on the organization of medical care and this
often works to their own disadvantage.
14 . s . 9elslse le!e-1!q-pr-ep9slIe- !er 
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countries
For several centuries our western nations have had colonial links
with a large number of present-day developing countries. In adminis-
tering and exploiting these territories, most colonial rulers took
insufficient account of the socio-economic traditions and customs of
the indigenouE population which allocated distinct jobs to the
indigenous men and women in the traditional economies. In particular,
the role of women was gradually restrieted and, for example, they lost
their leading positions in agriculture and local trade. The intro-
duction of money as a means of exchange led to a distinction between
work as an activity for earning money and unpaid work. women vrere
increasingly forced into the sector of unpaid work and consequently
into a position of economic dependence.
Iuodern development strateqies have in too many cases built on
what the colonial system teft behind. UsuaIIy the aim of develoPment
is to increase the cNP. In particular, paid employment is the
subject of national planning and international support. The main
focus of the development poliey is on intensifying agricultural
production and trade, especially international trade, industrialization
and the improvement of infrastructures. Women who are rnainly
occupied in the unpaid employment sector are frequently ignored
by modern development experts. Nonetheless, they carry out most
Isee tchildren in the world' McHale and !!cHa1e, Houston, L979.
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of the work which has to be done to hold the fabric of society
together in the developing countries. Aid which could improve
their position such as small-scale employment projects, better
education, better health care, good housing, sufficient nourish-
ment and better hygiene, usually covered by the term 'basic
!999gt, is always relegated to a aecondary role.
The development of the modern economy goes hand in hand with a
number of lgg3liyg_glgg_glIgglg which further aggravate the position
of women in the developing countries. Scaling-up in agriculture
leads to unemployment in rural areas. Men in particular migrate
to the mining centres and ports. Women, children and the elderly
remain behind in the first instance, so that a large number of
'yillgggg_9!_E999!' grov,r up. All the work in these communities
must be done by the adult women. When their life there becomes
intolerable, the women and their families also urigrate to the cities.
Life is hardly better in the gygr_:pgpglglg9_gflfgg. A lack of
employment,bad accommodation and inadequate food result in poverty,
crime and prostitution. IncreasinS llgggllleU3lllgn is apparently
a new threat to women and their children. The impression is that
women here find themselves in a similar position to that of western
women at the beginning of the industrial revolution in Western
Europe: long working hours, low r^,ages and bad working conditions
are prevalent,as i" gbil9_gErplgyggg!. The role of western industries
in this context is highly questionable.
The inferior socio-economic position of women in the developing
countries is exacerbated by the very inferior position occupied
by women in education and by the high degree of IIUlgIggI among
women. 75% of the world's illiterates are t{omen. In aome
developing countries less than 10% of the women can read or write.
It is alarming to note that the level of education of men in the
developing countries rises much more quickly than that of women,
so that h,omen have an increasingly large gap to bridge.
Ibg _flIgllef _pegflf 9!_9!_E9Egg_Ig_99993!f 9! reduces the ir receptive-
ness to new ideas and prevente them from playing their fuIl part
in the developnrent of their country.
The inferior socio-economic position of women in the developing
countries is also exacerbated by a large number of specific b911_!b
plgllgqg. The heavy burden of work, high birthrate and lengthy
periods of lactation make them particularly vulnerable to fatigue,
exhaustion and debilitation. This process is aggravated by special
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restrictions on diet during pregnancy and the period of lactation.
The prevalent food_gbgIlgggg hit women harder because most of them
are required to eat last and least, especialry in times of scarcity.
5O-70% of women in the developing countries have no access to modern
medical assistance during pregnancy, maternity or for family pranning
advice. I!I3!!_E9I!3U!y is particularly high in most of these
countries.
rhe EuroPeS!-PgIlsr-99-ggvgIepsee!-rlg-eBg-9r!9r!91--999g9st9-19le!iete
has so far taken insufficient account of the position of women in the
developing countries. The improvement of the position of women
should be an integral part of the development strategy pursued by
the European Community and the ACp States. The follovring pg$gy
3gpgglg should be taken into account:
- 
great restraint in applying western cultural principles, particularry
as regards working and family relationships,
- allowance for the fact that in most developing countries women are
obliged, alongside their family duties, to do paid work in order
to be able to provide for their families, basic needs,
- a policy to improve standards as regards these basic needs (housing,
food, clothing, education and medical help) by having development
aid and external economic relations channeled, as a matter of priority,
in these directions,
- 
allowance for the fact that in most developing countries the number
of women on their ov,rn and r^,omen heads of families is far greater
than in Western countries,
- the need to prevent certain types of work, which in the developing
countries are traditionally carried out by women, particularly in
agriculture, local commerce and in certain tlpes of cottage industry,
from passing into the hands of men as a result of western development
strategies and commercial activities,
- the need to promote the involvement of women in new areas of employ-
ment by means of appropriate development projects and projects in
the framework of external economic relations,
- ensuring that female workers,rwho in nrany cases still have considerable
family duties to fulfi\ are not subjected to excessively long working
hours, Iovu \^,ages and poor working conditions and social provisions,
- special attention to the need to combat illiteracy and promote
good education and vocational training for women by means of
specific development projects,
- 
special attention for the position of women as regards health care
by providing support for the training of female doctors, nurses,
midwives and medical auxiliary staff and support for the setting up
of health services in remote rural areas,
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- active assistance in combating cultural practices which are very
harmful to women such as dietary restrictions during Pregnancy
and period of lactation, and circumcision,
- 
encouragement for greater involvement of women and women's
organizations in the planning and implementation of development
strategies and projects,
- the need to introduce in aII existing and future European develop-
ment projects monitoring procedures for determining the effect
of the project concerned on the position of women and, in future
projects, to give priority to those forms of development aid which
are intended to improve the position of women in the Third and
Fourth World.
The Commission should publish a biennial report on the effects
of European development aid and external economic relations on the
position of women in the developing countries and submit it to the
appropriate parliamentary committees.
- 
The Commission should also organize a special conference between the
European comrmrnities and the LomC pa at an early date to
determine, with reference to the aforementioned pusinciplel, what
contribution could be made by European develoPment aid to the
improvement of the position of women in each of the countries which
are members of the Lomd Convention.
15, 
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A number of instruments are required for the pursuit of a broad
Comrmrnity policy to improve the position of women. It requires a
balanced ratio of officials between the sexes, seParate women's
affairs offices within the appropriate Directorates-General, proper
scientific supervision, suPPort based on an advisory committee and
adequate financial resources.
!!=.!.--1-Es1-1ss9-i!-!89-11!1e--Ee!E998-!89-s9r9e-e!-e!!rgrelg-r!-!h9
lss!rgs!19!9-9!-!b9-EcE9pg3E-998['r]gi!r
Thousands of officials work in the institutions of the European
Community, rrEny of whom are involved in preparing and implementing
Community poticy. A census shovus that the ratio between men and women
officials is an accurate reflection of the ig,Eglgggg between working
men and women in the Community itself.
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The ratio between men and women in the various staff
categories in the Community Institutionsl:
ge!9s9Ev
AI
A2
A3
A4
A5
A5
A7
A8
B
c
D
EesgB-9EEls13le
0
2
4
53
L47
t47
233
33
692
2170
9
Use-98!reiele
4L
t24
333
626
608
359
501
34
97L
s73
372
category A: Staff with senior executive and creative posts and
research posts.
category B: Staff involved in practical application and drafting
category c: Staff involved in implementing duties
Category D: Staff performing service duties.
rhis table shovus that a1!oe!_a_0J{g!_ell_Ugegt_e!Iigfflg_99g9_9gPl9y9g
r!-9e!999ry-9s-i:9:-1!-!89-lgygg!-se!9g9ry-Eg!-999- rhis catesorv
principally inctudes officials working on clerical duties. In the
three highest categories ( from Head of DePartment up to Director-
ceneral) only 6 women held posts compared with 498 male colleagues.
Not one woman holds a post in the highest category.
In recent years, (the census was taken in 1977) this situation has been
consolidated by the policy pursued by the Commission and Council in
recruiting new staf f whereby the age_Iigl!_!gg_!9'{-s-!?I!-geg-I9gg99g
from 35 to 29. we saw earLier (in point 8.2.2.) that the woman's
specific employment curve is such that large numbers of women stop
work between the ages of 25 and 35 in order to raise a family. Most
women only take up ful}-time employment after the age of 35. This new
Community staff poliey largely Prevents women from becoming officials
in the Community institutions. Protests made by I'lembers of the
European Parliament in written and oral questions to the Commission and
the Council have so far failed to bring about a change in the maximum
age.
lsorrra.: 
'Women on Europe', p.I53: Allocation of posts in theinstitutions of the Community in 1977, l,linistry of Foreign Affairs,
External Trade and Development Cooperation, Belgium, Brussels 1979.
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A11 these statistics sho,rr that the more than negligible efforts
of the Commission to improve the position of women in the work
process in the community has not had much effect on its own staff.
Not only is the credibility of the Community policy on this matter
at stake, this situation also affects the preparation and implementation
of the policies of the European Comrmrnity. A number of memoranda
and proposals demonstrate again and again that at best insufficient
account is taken of the specific position and problems of women in
the Community.
I 9. ?--9:e:13!9-r9s9!-:-3I 13 rr9- 9I!}s9e-v1!!i1-!!:-gessls:i91
When in 1970 th€ European Community shovred increased interest in
problems facing women, a few officials were made specifically respon-
sible for the preparation and implementation of a policy to improve
the position of women, especially at work. Since the scope of this
work ex;nnded, in November L976 the Commission set up a speeial
Pg:egg-Igr--gr9:9191:-9o-19e-:ltlg-Yo-tgtl=--'-lrt-9ry:l!
E1!brt-!!9-Plrgslere!9:9e!9rs1-€er-EBPler!g!!-1!g Social Affairs.
This Bureau was instructed to promote equality of men and women with
regard to employment in accordance with the directive on equal pay,
to monitor the application of this Community legislation in the Member
StateE, to draw up a report on its implementation for the Council and,
where necessary, to propose new measures to benefit women. Under
these terms of reference, the Bureau drew up inter alia the directive
on equal pay and the directive on equal treatment in matters relatirg to
social securityrand it also played an important part in the activities
of the European Social Fund to improve the position of women (see
points 5 and 6).
Since it is inevitable,if trrrmanent changea are to be rnade, that
changes must also be made in attitudes to women, the Bureau has also
started work on a number of specific projects along thege lines. These
projects ehould not only make women aware of their new rightg and
encourage them to benefit fully from ttre opportunities offered them,
they shoutd also draw the attention of employers, trade unions,
teachers, careers advieers and, last but not least, families, to
the true significance of the integration of women in social and
economic life and to the possible social benefits deriving there-
from. rhis Bureau is undoubtedty !!g_ggg!_fgp9I!g!!_glfylgg_!9l99
behind the policy that the European community has pursued so far on
behalf of women.
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rn March 1976, at the invitation of the comrnission, some r20
senior women representatives from the political, sociar and curtural
life of the nine Member states met in Brussels to discugs the com-
munity's policy on behalf of women. At this meeting a call waE
made for better communication between the European community and
the various bodies in the Member states invorved with national
emancipation activities. As a result, in 1927 the commission set
u p a spe c ia 1 1!I9= 93! 19!_99rylg9 _Igr-rgtgt_: _g:glta-z_1!1g1: 
_119 _!Ig
-pr9:9--!i!!re_!E:-Plr99!913!9_99!9531_I9r_Igle=ge!reg. rhis inf or-
mation service regularly receives inforrnation from the Member States
on national activities on behalf of women, processes thiE information
in a bi-monthly bulletin 'Egggg_ig-Egfgpg. and transmits through this
bulletin, which appears in six languages, documentation and articles
concerning the position of women in the community as a whole to the
daily press and 'women's press' in the Memhr States. This service
also plays an important part in disseminating information on Community
activities on behalf of women. The work undertaken by this information
service has proved to be particularly important.
Apart from these two women's affairs offices, the Directorate-General
for Research, Science and Education also smploys severat officials
who are specifically concerned with the improvern€nt of the position
of women in education. This division, with a minimrm of manpower
and womanpovrer, lras already achieved eignificant results (see points 5
and 5). Since the exPerience acquired with the two existing women's af,fairs
offices has proved valuable, it would app€ar desirable for gggll
19p31399-Egse!-e-eEEerre-e!!rsee-!e-be-ceg-cp-grlEI!-3Il_!,89_r3I9y3s!
PlIgg!gI3!gs_:99!gI3I to expand the community policy to improve the
position of wornen. In the context of the fields of activity referred
to in this report, such women's affairs offices should be set up within
the Directoratea-General for Regearch, Education and Science, for
External Relations, for Economic and Financial Affairs, for the Internal
Market and Industrial Affairs, for Agriculture and for Regional policy.
1!:1:--9s19!! ilis-r9:9trsI
A number of individual research workers and scientific institutions
have rnade a start in recent yeara on scientifie research into the position
of women in the various aectors of society. This scientific research
which is conducted under the heading of .ggreglg_glggfgg_ is particularly
important especially for the institutions working towards an improvement
in the position of women. The Bureau for questions concerning women,g
emplolzment in the Directorate-General for Employment and SociaI Affairs
commissioned a Belgian research worker in 1977 le-gffg_gp_!_SClelgSgg-9I
I:g:gIg!_pIgigglg being carried out in several countries in the
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European Community into the position of women on the employment
market. The report,which was published in 1979,contained
a summary of no fewer than 20 research projects in Belgium,
33 in Denmark, 4 in Luxembourg and I94 in the United Kingdom,
merely in the field of women's participation in social and
economic litel.
t a.a"ronue of Research on women and Employment in the Member states of
the European comrmrnities, Part I, K. Riberboldt, commission of the
European Communities, Brussels, Juty Lg7B, Doc' V/522/79 - EN' Study
No. 77/3L
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Neither the researchers in scientific instiLutions nor the policy
organs havea reallyadequate insight into the scope and nature of the
research p rojects being carried out in the various Member States into
the role of women in society. The United Nationssld the Co:ncil of
Europe have on several occasions in the past called for better coordination of
these 'women's studies' both nationally and internationally so that both
national authorities and intergovernmental organizations can make the
best possible use of this research work. In this connection, the European
Community could play an important part both for the benefit of its own
policy and for that of the national Member States.
-1!:-4.--N3919931-ggv1t9rr-!99:ss--rgl-ssg!91pg-tr9!-pg-llsxi- slrsstgEgl-Egpgglr
As long ago as 1967 the United Nations calted on all its member
countries to set up !g!_i9!gl_ggylggff-g9g,gri*S_eg_9!--t!S_g!g!gl-9_r_yggSg
to underpin national policies for improving the position of women. In
1975 this request was repeated during the IIN World Conference in lr{exico,
and in 1976 the United Nations General Assembly confirmed this request in
a resolution (uN Resolution No.31/196). At the recent IIN World Conference
in Copenhagen, it appeared that virtually every member country of the United
Nations had responded to this request and had set up a national advisory
committee. Among these countries were the llember States of the European
Community.
rn 1975 the Egua_1_9ppgl!g!1!_isl_gggI,::g_ig! was set up in rhe unite!
Sflg9gg to replace the Women's Consultative Council which had been in
existence since L962. The EOC is administered by 15 members appointed by
the Home Secretary from employer's organizations, trade unions, educational
and women's organizations or on the grounds of specific 
"*p"r'ti"". fhe
EOC has its centrat office in Manchester and three regional offices with
a total staff of 170. NggllSgl_Igglglg has its own Eg!gl_gpp9l!g!i!ig:
Commission with a board of 13 members and an office with a staff of 13.
In 1e71 the,com-it€_9S_I:Syg]_1-ggg_illn' was set up i" If3lgg as rhe
advisory body to the ltinistry of Labour and for rndustrial Democracy.
This committee consists of representatives of employers' organizations (5) ,
trade unions (8), family and women,s organizations (7) and members
appointed for their specific expertise. The committee has government
support and employs regional advisers.
I
- Emancipation poticy abroad,a summary of structural provisions for
emancipation policy in 16 Western countries, Netherlands Emancipation
committee, Rijswijk,Netherlands, August 1979.
Ne.-Ihw. 
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In addition to this committee the'comit6 interminist6riel charg6
de I'action pour les Femmes'(CIAF), was set up in 1978. This is a
ministerial subcommittee consisting of delegates from alI the ministries
involved. It is chaired by the French Secretary of State for women's
Affairs and is responsible for coordinating the national emancipation
policy.
In the Federal Republic the'Bundelgi!il!Sl1gg__fgl_19!S1!_gll
ggglg_lgIglglg'has a special Sgggill9s-9_f_gIPg5ts with 17 members, t2 of
whom represent the Parliament, employers' organizations, the trade union
movement, women's organizations, pension funds and the churches, the
other 5 coming from the scientific world. The'Eglggggili:lSgfgg'--flt
EggilfSr_gggglg_lrgg_9ggglgl9i!' has a special section for policies
concerning women. Other Eederal ministries such as the {inistries of
Agriculture, the Interior and Education and Science have special advisory
bodies. At regional level Ber1in, Hamburg, Hessen and North-Rhine-Westphalia
have special advisory eommittees concerned with the emancipation policy
pursued by the regional governments.
Itqly- has a 
-Committee on Women'g_EBPIgYSent under the l'linistry of
Labour and Social Security. The committee has ten members, most of whom
come from various other ministries, the remainder being appointed for
their personal expertise. In 1978 a Secretary.of State for Women's
Affairs was appointed by the Prime !4inister. The'Comitato Nazionale di
Consultatione per la Participazione delta Donna alla vita Publica',the
umbrelLa organization for a large number of women's organizations, has for
many years been pursuing a campaign to have set up 6 n?tional advisory
committee for the improvement of the position of women.
In Ie75 a ggllgl!3!lys-S9glt_i!!SS-gg_!!S_l!3!99_9_f_y9$Sn hlas set uP
i" gglgigg'. The committee has 26 sitting and 25 substitute members appointed
from the most representative social and political organizations and
national authorities. The committee has 7 working parties; a working party
on political rights, one on civil rights, one on educatione orl€ on labour,
employment, and social security, one on development cooPeratiOn, one On
public relations and one on coordination and follow-up action. This committee advises
the government in several sectors. Belgium also has a special S9SI1!!SS-9!-
yggg!_l_ggp]gyg9!! under the Ministry of Labour and Employment. This
committee has 14 sitting members and 14 substitutes appointed from employers'
and employees' organizations. The secretariat of this committee has a staff
of 10.
In IeEo the coggg!_r_!g!lglg-r-9Sg-ISeg9g-!9lg!995999]g9s was set up in
Luxembourg with 4 delegates from national women's organizations, I from
employers' and employees' organizations and 8 from various gtovernment
Ne. 
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ministries. This committee,which has only been in existence for a very
short time, will deliver opinions to the Luxembourg e'overnment.
In L974 the, Na-tiolg}S_l9yi9ggggglll_iS_El,glSipglig' was set up in the
Netherlands. The committee has 16 members, 3 from employers' and
employees'organizations, 3 from the main political groups and 10 from
the various women's organizations and feminist movements. Late in 1980
this national advisory committee will be replaced by the National Emancipa-
tion Council which will have 7 - 13 members appointed for their personal
expertise. The composition of the council will take account of the various
religious and social forces in the Netherlands. The new Emancipation
gcuncil wiII have an office with a staff of 20.
In 1970 a Conunission on the Status of lrlomen was set up in Ireland
and in Le74 a special EggSl_S-Bgpf9g9llg!_iy9_g9gglllgg. rhe la tter was
set up by the Ministry of Labour and has 13 members of whom 4 come from
the trade union movement, 4 from employers' organizationsr oo€ from the
Economic and Socia I Research Institute and three from the Commission
on the Status of Women,together with a legal adviser from the l,tinistry of
Jus tice .
tn 1977, in addition to this body, the 
_Employg_e!!__Eglgllly_lgglgy
was set up with special responsibitity for monitoring the Emplolrment
Equality Act and the Equal Pay Act.
In 1975 the_Dan_ish_9gglgl_1_-tgg_Egggl_ity was set up in Denmark. The
Couneil consists of a chairman appointed by the government, one member
from the Federation of Government Staff, one from the employers' federation,
one from the Federation of Danish trade unions, 3 from the Danish
Confederation of women's Organizations and one from the Greenland
women's organizations. The Council has a secretariat hrith a staff of 10
and is accommodated in the Prime llinister's office.
Although this summary is probably incomplete, it is clear that since
L97O, in response to the call from the United Nations, a number of
national advisory bodies lave been set up in the Member States of the
Community to assist in the national policy for improving the position of
$romen. For a long time now the Conunission has needed to seek contact with
these national advisory bodies to ascertain how the work of these
institutions could be coordinated at Community leve1. In Ivlay 1980, the
Commission, in conjunction with the British Equa1 Opportunities Commission
organized a 
=spgg_igl_99!Egfg!gg_1!_Ig!SbSg!Sf. Participants at that
conference were the French Comit6 du Travail F€minin, the Federal German
Ministry for Youth, Family Affairs and Health, the Italian Ministry of
Labour and Social Affairs, the Belgian Committee on Womenrs Emplolzment,
Ne.-Ihw. 
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the,Conseil National des Femmes Luxembourgeoises' the National Advisory
Committee on Emancipation from the Netherlands, the Irish Employment
Equality Agency, the Danish Council for Equality and the British Equal
Opportunities Commission which hosted the conference. At that
conference it appeared that there was indeed a great need for a
gggggl-i-tX-ggglgl!3ligg-Dg9yr particularly for the exchanse of national
statistics but also for better communication with the women's affairs offices
of the Commission and for better communication with the European Parliament.
The Commission undertook to draw up ProPosats within the near future
to set up a Conununity coordinating body for national advisory committees
for emancipation policy.
-r!. 9. - - El!3!9-i g l- rgt ggrgs I
The Community policy to inprove the position of women requires a sound
and clear financial basis. The funds at present devoted to this policy
at Community level derive partially from the budgets of the various
Directorates-ceneral and partially from the budget of the EuroPean SociaI
Fund. However, there is no real clarity about the precise content and
budgetization of this whole policy area.
In recent years in the Member States special budgets have been
created for the whole emancipation policy for women. This is particuJ,a rly
true of those countries which have a separate Spcretary of State for
libmen's Affairs such as France, Italy and the Netherlands.
The great advantage of a fixed budget for this policy area is that
there is greater transparency of the exact scope and content of the policy
and over the funds required thereto. A fixed budget, moreover, faciljhtes
the influence of Parliament and parliamentary control over this important
policy area.
]5:9:-99!9-19sr9!s-g!g-pr9p993-19-59r-r!g!r!99!!s--tg:-g-!gge9-ggsslli!x
p9-1isr-!9-tsp5gys-!!s-pggi!-i99-g-r-sgss3
- 
Research shovrs that the emplovment ratio between men and women in
the institutions of the European Communitv is an accurate reflection
of the imbalance in the ratio between working men and women in
the Conununity itself. In L977, 8V/" of female employees of the
Community were employed in the lowest category but one, whereas
in the three highest categories only 6 women were employed compared
with 498 men. This situation was recently exacerbated because the
ggllggg_ gg9_-f95_!!_e_f99ggi!99!!_9_f_ ggg_g!3_f_f wa s red uc ed f rom 35
to 29, largely to the detriment of women. The Commission should
submit a report to Parliament as soon as possible on the employ-
ment position of its own female employees,with suitable proposals
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for the improvement of their position.
Partly because of this imbalance in the sexes, the staff at
present working for the European Community is undermanned and
inadequately qualified to set in motion a broad policy to improve
the position of \rromen. Experience shows that the lgg-gggSl_g_g!!31I9
g_f_f_iggg within the Directorate-General for Employment and Social
Affairs and the Directorate-General for Information have achieved
excellent results in stimulating the Community policy on behalf
of women. In addition to the two existing offices it is recommended
that separate women's affairs offices be set up within all the relevant
_Dll9g!gfg!Sg=.99!glg_1 partic ularly the Direc torate-Gene raI f or
the Internal llarket and Industrial Affairs, the Directorate-General
for Agriculture, the Directorate-General for Development Aid, the
Directorate-General for Research, Science and Education and the
Directorate-General for Regional Policy. The whole policy on behalf
of women should preferably be coordinated bv one Commissioner.
A number of scientific research workers have made a start in recent
years on scientific research into the position of women in every
sector of society. This scientific research is particularly impor-
tant for institutions involved in the policy on behalf of women.
Unfortunately, the overview we have of the scale and nature of
this research throughout each of the Member States is unsatisfactory.
It is to be recommended that g!-1!9!1!S!_e_!S_lS!-9P_3!_999S9!i!y
lsvsl-!g-sgerg]!s!9-s9isgli-rl9-rsgsgrsb-]!!9-!!s-=g-rg-g-r-sgss!-ll
ggl_U9:l9f!_gggl9ly for the benefit of the Member states as
weIl as for the European institutions. The Commission should draw
up a practical proposal to this end at an early date and submit
it to the appropriate parliamentary committee.
Since 1970 in various Member states, gpgg_ig]_39ylggly-S9gg]!!999
have been set up to underpin the national policy to improve the
position of women. Sj,nce then it has become aPParent that a
s99Ig-i!e!1!s-!ggy--rgs-!!9sS-9gY19gly-sgssi!!ssl-s!-998s9!1!Y--lsvs-1
is urgently required, with respect to the exchange of information
on national action programmes, to better communication with the
women's affairs offices of the European Community and to better
communication with the Eurooean Parliament.
It may be possible to combine this requirement of the national
emancipation committees with the concept proposed previously
trw rhe Commission for the setting uP of a Colrggg]ly-4gy_ig9_ry
gggll!!S9_9!_Itggglj:_Sig!!9. such a committee could consist of
delegates from nationat advisory committees for emancipation policy,
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delegates from national organizations representing women's
organizations and delegates from national governments. It should
also be possible to co-opt specific exPerts.
A eommittee of this nature should be given the task of reporting
on national measures taken to improve the position of women,
making it possible to exchange eurrent information and to provide
on reguest or on its own initiative opinions on all asPects of
European policy concerning the improvement of the position of
women.
The European policy to improve the position of liromen fsgglfg!_3
:99!g_gigggs-i3]_!3sis. The Conunission and Council should give
their views as soon as possible of the develoPment of such a
policy and the financial implications thereof. In this connection,
it is to be recommended that a special 
-Egfgp9g!-_tyl9_lg__igPlgy9
!!S_p9g_i!igl-g_f_ggg,Sn be set up for a period of at least ten years.
-o-o-o-o-o-
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ANNEX
SI,'M},IARY OF WORK CARRIED OUT BY MEMBERS OF THE
,
- Questionnaire prepared by ttrs Yvette ROIJDY, chairman, concerned
mainly with the forms of discrimination encountered by \.romen at
work and covered by Community directives (PE 64.488)
- Measures already taken in the context of the European Community
to improve the position of women and on the effect of the measures,
by }4rs MAIJ-WEGGEN, general rapporteur (PE 62.949)
- The Iegal status of women in the European Community, by l4rs MAIJ-WEGGEN
(PE 62.9s0)
- The employment of women in the Member States of the European
Community and the position of irnmigrant women in the Member States
of the European Community, by Mrs MAIJ-WEGGEN (PE 63.546)
- women and French labour law, by Mrs VAYSSADE (PE 64.114)
- The employment of women in Denmark, by Mrs GROES (PE 64.115)
- Action to combat female unemployment, by Mrs WIECZOREK-ZEUL (PE 64.5I3)
- The education, schooling and vocational training of women in the
countries of the European Community, by Mrs MAIJ-WEGGEN (PE 64.660)
- The situation of women farmers, by Mrs LIZIN (PE 64.668)
- The legal status of women under Belgian law, by l,trs SPAAK and
Mrs LIZIN (PE 64.669)
- The situation of women in the developing countries, by
Mrs MAU-WEGGEN (PE 64.967)
- The situation of Belgian women in law and social security,
by Mrs MAIJ-WEGGEN (PE 64.963)
- 
part-time work (comments on the communication from the Commission
to the Council on work-sharing coM(79) 188 final), by
itlrs SQUARCIALUPI (PE 65.046)
- Female employment in France, by l,lrs ROTDY (PE 65.945)
- The unpaid wives of craftsmen, tradesmen and farmers, by
T,IrS },IARTIN (PE 65.999)
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- The legal status of women in Luxembourg law, by Urs LENTZ-CORNETTE
(PE 66.262)
- The situation of women farmers, by Mrs LIZIN (PE 66.946)
- The sexual mutilations undergone by women in fhird World countries,
by ttrs SQTARCIALUPI (PE 63.648)
- The positive results of the application of the law on equality
between men and women at work which entered into force in Italy
on 9 December 1979, by llrs SQUARCIALUPI (PE 65.044)
- A look at employment, and employment at home (hidden employment)
in ltaly, by l,lrs SQTARCIALUPI (PE 65.045)
- Comments by }lrs GAICIITI DE BIASE adding to the document on the
employrnent of women in the llember States of the European Community
(PE 63.546) by Mrs MAIJ-WEGGEN, general rapporteur (PE 65.333)
- Comments by Mrs VAN DEN HEUVEL on the document on the employment
of women in the Member States of the European Community (PE 63.546'),
by l,lrs MAIJ-WEGGEN, general rapporteur (PE 55.346)
- The improvement of the employment situation of women in the l4ember
States of the European Community, by Mrs GROES (PE 65.409)
- Comments by Mrs LENZ on the document (PE 64.513) by Mrs WIECZOREK-ZEVL
on action to combat female unemployment (PE 65.92O)
- The situation of women retail traders, by l4rs FUILLET (PE 65.950)
- Comments by Mrs CAIOTTI DE BIASE on the document (PE 64.660) by
Mrs I':AU-WEGGEN, general rapporteur, on the education, schooling
and vocational training of women in the countries of the European
Community (PE 66.74I)
- Comments by Mrs LENZ on the document (PE 64.668) by l"lrs LIZIN
and additional information on the situation of women in cerman
agriculture (pE 65.954)
- Proposals relating to the segregation existing on the labour
market, by Mrs LIZIN (PE 66.967)
- Prostitution, by },lrs ROLTDY (PE 67.023)
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- Comnents by l"lrs SQUARCIALUPI on the document (pE 64 .9671 by
Mrs MAIJ-WEGGEN on the situation of $romen in developing countries
in particular, bottle-feeding in third WorId countries (PE 67.593)
- Women and health, by Mrs KROTWEL-VLAM (PE 67.713)
- Current trends in the use of contraceptives in the industrialized
countries and research work in progress, by l,lrs SQUARCIALUPI
(PE 67.74o)
- Statement by I',lrs HOFFMANN on the opinion of the French Communist
Party on the document (PE 63.546) by Mrs MAIJ-WEGGEN, general
raPporteur, On the employment of women in the l,lember States Of
the European community (pE 67.850)
- The position of women in Greece, Spain and Portugal, by
I'lrs DE MARCH (PE 69.359)
- Employment of women and new technologies (telematics and micro-
processors ...), by Mrs SPAAK and Mrs DEKKER (pE 70.985)
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